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Abstract 

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a non-invasive optical imaging modality 

that provides micron-scale resolution of tissue micro-structure over depth ranges of 

several millimeters. This imaging technique has had a profound effect on the field of 

ophthalmology, wherein it has become the standard of care for the diagnosis of many 

retinal pathologies. Applications of OCT in the anterior eye, as well as for imaging of 

coronary arteries and the gastro-intestinal tract, have also shown promise, but have not 

yet achieved widespread clinical use. 

The usable imaging depth of OCT systems is most often limited by one of three 

factors: optical attenuation, inherent imaging range, or depth-of-focus. The first of these, 

optical attenuation, stems from the limitation that OCT only detects singly-scattered 

light.  Thus, beyond a certain penetration depth into turbid media, essentially all of the 

incident light will have been multiply scattered, and can no longer be used for OCT 

imaging.  For many applications (especially retinal imaging), optical attenuation is the 

most restrictive of the three imaging depth limitations.  However, for some applications, 

especially anterior segment, cardiovascular (catheter-based) and GI (endoscopic) 

imaging, the usable imaging depth is often not limited by optical attenuation, but rather 

by the inherent imaging depth of the OCT systems.  This inherent imaging depth, which 

is specific to only Fourier Domain OCT, arises due to two factors: sensitivity fall-off and 
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the complex conjugate ambiguity.  Finally, due to the trade-off between lateral 

resolution and axial depth-of-focus inherent in diffractive optical systems, additional 

depth limitations sometimes arises in either high lateral resolution or extended depth 

OCT imaging systems. The depth-of-focus limitation is most apparent in applications 

such as adaptive optics (AO-) OCT imaging of the retina, and extended depth imaging 

of the ocular anterior segment. 

In this dissertation, techniques for extending the imaging range of OCT systems 

are developed.  These techniques include the use of a high spectral purity swept source 

laser in a full-field OCT system, as well as the use of a peculiar phenomenon known as 

coherence revival to resolve the complex conjugate ambiguity in swept source OCT.  In 

addition, a technique for extending the depth of focus of OCT systems by using a 

polarization-encoded, dual-focus sample arm is demonstrated.  Along the way, other 

related advances are also presented, including the development of techniques to reduce 

crosstalk and speckle artifacts in full-field OCT, and the use of fast optical switches to 

increase the imaging speed of certain low-duty cycle swept source OCT systems.  

Finally, the clinical utility of these techniques is demonstrated by combining them to 

demonstrate high-speed, high resolution, extended-depth imaging of both the anterior 

and posterior eye simultaneously and in vivo. 
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If your knowledge of fire has been turned to certainty by words alone, then seek to be 

cooked by the fire itself. Don't abide in borrowed certainty. There is no real certainty 

until you burn; if you wish for this, sit down in the fire. 

 

Rumi 
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1. General Background and Significance 

1.1. Optical Coherence Tomography 

Optical coherence tomography [1], or OCT, is an optical imaging modality that 

enables volumetric imaging of tissue microstructure with micron-scale resolution and 

millimeter-scale penetration. Since its inception in 1991, OCT has been used in 

numerous research and clinical applications.  Initial success in ophthalmic imaging of 

retina [1-7] lead to the commercialization of first-generation OCT systems by Carl Zeiss 

Meditec, as well continued research into applications in anterior segment imaging [8-11], 

endoscopic imaging of the gastro-intestinal tract [12-14], small animal imaging [15-17], 

and catheter-based imaging of coronary arteries [18-23]. OCT has also seen limited use 

in imaging of non-biological samples, such as artwork [24-26], fingerprints [27-29] and 

integrated circuits [30, 31]. 

 

 Time Domain Optical Coherence Tomography 1.1.1.

OCT systems function as coherence gated interferometers wherein low coherence 

light is directed towards and collected from a sample in an epi-illumination scheme 

(Figure 1.1).  At the photodetector, light returning from the sample interferes with light 

returning from a reference arm; interference fringes are only observed from reflectors in 

the sample arm whose optical pathlength is within a coherence length of the reference 

pathlength.  By scanning the reference arm position axially, a series “fringe bursts” are 
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observed at the photodetector, corresponding to reflectors in the sample arm. After 

demodulation of the photodetector signal, a depth profile, or A-scan, is recovered with 

an axial resolution equal to the coherence length of the source. 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Schematic of a time-domain OCT system 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Simulated TDOCT signal of a single reflector showing raw “fringe burst” and 

demodulated signal  
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The first generation of OCT instruments, retroactively referred to as “time-

domain” OCT or TDOCT, acquired A-scans by mechanically translating the reference 

mirror axially to build up a depth scan.  Two-dimensional images (B-scans) and three-

dimensional volumes could then be built up by raster scanning the sample beam using 

scanning mirrors. Due to mechanical limitations of how fast the reference mirror could 

be scanned, early OCT systems were limited to A-scans rates of a few hundred hertz.  

The development of the rapid scanning optical delay line (RSOD) [12, 32, 33], based on 

Fourier domain pulse shaping techniques [34-37], enabled A-scan rates of a few 

kilohertz, thereby enabling “video rate” OCT. These were the fastest iterations of 

TDOCT before the widespread adoption of Fourier Domain OCT. 

 

 Fourier Domain Optical Coherence Tomography 1.1.2.

Fourier Domain Optical Coherence Tomography (FDOCT) is an alternative 

approach to OCT that is based on spectral interferometry [38]. Despite demonstrations 

of the technique dating back as early as 1995 [39-46], and even mathematical derivations 

of the sensitivity advantage of FDOCT by Andretzky in 1998 [47] and by Mitsui in 1999 

[48], it was not until 2003 that the sensitivity advantage Fourier Domain OCT was 

widely recognized.  It was then that three nearly-simultaneous publications [49-51] 

directly comparing the sensitivity of FDOCT to TDOCT showed that FDOCT was 
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theoretically 20~30dB better. This realization also implied that the potential imaging 

speed of FDOCT could be 100 to 1000 times faster than TDOCT. 

In FDOCT, the reference arm of the OCT interferometer is not scanned, but 

rather held stationary. Light returning from the sample and stationary reference is 

combined and the resulting broadband interference pattern is measured with spectrally 

separated detectors.  That is, the power spectral density of the interfering light is 

measured as a function of optical frequency. Due to the Fourier relationship between the 

autocorrelation function and the power spectral density (the Wiener-Khintchine theorem 

[52, 53]), the A-scan (depth profile) can then be retrieved by simply taking the inverse 

Fourier transform of the “spectral interferogram”.  A complete theoretical development 

of FDOCT is presented in Section 3.1. 

FDOCT can be realized in two ways, referred to as spectral-domain, or SDOCT, 

and swept-source, or SSOCT. These two types of systems are depicted in Figure 1.3. In 

SDOCT, a conventional broadband source (usually a superluminescent diode or 

femtosecond laser) is used, but the photodetector is replaced with a spectrometer.  

Conversely, in SSOCT, the broadband source is replaced with a rapidly sweeping laser 

that typically has a narrow instantaneous linewidth but a broad tuning bandwidth.  A 

photodetector is still used, although typically these systems will require photodetectors 

much more bandwidth than their TDOCT counterparts. 
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of SDOCT and SSOCT systems. 

 

 

Figure 1.4 - Representation of data acquisition in FDOCT systems, demonstrating the acquired 

spectral interferogram (left) and resulting depth profile (right).  Two artifacts unique to 

FDOCT are depicted: the DC artifact and the complex conjugate. 
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1.2. Full-Field OCT 

Full-field optical coherence tomography (FFOCT), also referred to as full-field 

optical coherence microscopy (FFOCM), wide-field OCT, parallel OCT or en face OCT, 

refers to a technique wherein an entire en face slice of an OCT volume is acquired 

simultaneously, by using a 2D array camera as the detector in a wide-field Michelson 

interferometer.  The technique is similar to traditional time-domain OCT techniques, 

except that the reference mirror does not scan rapidly.  Instead, quadrature components 

of the interference signal are extracted using either phase stepping interferometry [54] or 

sinusoidal phase modulation [55]. A schematic of an FFOCT system, in the commonly 

used Linnik configuration, is provided in Figure 1.5.  The system depicted employs a 

PZT to allow phase stepping for extraction of quadrature components.  However, 

several other hardware configurations have been used to extract quadrature 

components, especially photoelastic modulators paired with two linear polarizers [55, 

56]. 

While the technique was first reported by Beaurepaire [55], the idea of such an 

“interference microscope” had been suggested by Dyson as early as 1950 [56].  

Furthermore, what was essentially a FFOCT system was demonstrated by Kino and 

Chim in 1990 [57], but was referred to as a Mirau correlation microscope and employed 

a Mirau interferometer configuration. 
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Figure 1.5: Schematic of a typical FFOCT system, from [58] 

 

The system described by Beaurepaire employed an LED with a coherence length 

of 20 μm, but achieved an axial resolution of 8μm due to the tight focus of the 

microscope objective.  In 2002, Dubois et al [59] presented an FFOCT system in a Linnik 

configuration.  This system was also based on an LED, and achieved comparable 

resolution.  The LED was then quickly replaced by a thermal light source with a much 

broader bandwidth in two nearly simultaneously published papers [60, 61]. 

Coincidentally, both papers reported nearly identical performance, including an 

isotropic resolution of ~1μm at frame rates of up to 50Hz for 256 x 256-pixel images.   

While later publications focused on additional characterization [58] and 

applications [62-64] of FFOCT, few substantial technical improvements have since been 

reported in time domain embodiments of FFOCT, perhaps due to the discovery of the 
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dramatic sensitivity advantage of FDOCT over TDOCT in 2003 [49-51] and the 

implementation challenges in implementing Fourier domain techniques in FFOCT 

(discussed in section 1.2.4). 

 

 Coherent Artifacts in Full-Field OCT 1.2.1.

An important consideration in the design of FFOCT systems is the management 

of coherent artifacts, specifically speckle and crosstalk. Crosstalk originates in scattering 

samples when multiply scattered light reaches the detector and interferes with singly-

scattered light originating from the coherence gated imaging depth in the sample. In 

point-scanning OCT, the confocal aperture of the single mode fiber largely rejects 

multiply scattered light. However, full-field OCT systems must be implemented in free 

space, and thus lack this confocal aperture. Therefore, multiply scattered photons are 

detected by the camera, and a subset of these multiply scattered photons will have 

travelled the correct optical pathlength to interfere with the reference field. In order for 

multiply scattered light to travel the appropriate optical pathlength to be coherent with 

the reference field, the first scattering event must occur in a specific region of the sample, 

which we call the “crosstalk region”.  This region can be described as a spherical cap 

with a depth equal to the coherence gated depth in the sample, and a base radius equal 

to twice that depth (see Figure 1.6).  As the volume of this crosstalk region grows with 

the depth into the sample cubed, crosstalk artifacts to become significantly worse with 
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increasing depth into the sample.  For further details on the origins of crosstalk in 

FFOCT, Karamata et al have provided a detailed discussion of coherent artifacts and the 

effects of multiple scattering in OCT in reference [65]. 

 

 

Figure 1.6: Schematic representation of crosstalk in FFOCT 

 

 Coherent vs. Incoherent Illumination 1.2.2.

The coherence properties of the illumination field in an imaging system can have 

important consequences on the system’s optical transfer function.  This is addressed at 
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length in a dedicated chapter of Joseph Goodman’s Fourier Optics [66], and thus only the 

key points from that discussion will be addressed here. 

For the purpose of this discussion, a “coherent imaging system” refers to a 

system for which the illumination is highly spatially coherent, without regard to the 

temporal coherence properties of the illumination (which indeed may be either coherent 

or incoherent).  Similarly, an “incoherent system” refers to a system for which the 

illumination is spatially incoherent, again without regard to its temporal coherence 

properties.  It should be noted, however, that for a purely monochromatic source, it 

would be impossible to create a spatially incoherent illumination field. 

By definition, then, a coherent imaging system is one for which the impulse 

responses in the image plane are correlated, and as such, will produce a response that is 

linear in complex amplitude.  It can be shown that for such a coherent imaging system, 

this amplitude response (or amplitude transfer function, ATF) is simply given by a 

scaled Fourier transform of the pupil function, specifically [66]: 

 

   ATF ,   , x y i x i yf f P z f z f   (1.1.1) 

 

Conversely, an incoherent system is one for which the impulse responses in the image 

plane are completely uncorrelated, and thus will produce a response that is linear in 

intensity.  As the intensity is simply given by the square of the field, the response of such 
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a system is given by the square of the amplitude response in the space domain (i.e. the 

incoherent PSF is equal to the square of the coherent PSF).  Thus, the incoherent transfer 

function (or optical transfer function, OTF) is given by the auto-correlation of the same 

scaled Fourier transform of the pupil function, i.e. [66]: 

 

      OTF ,    ,  ,  ,   x y i x i y i x i yf f P z f z f P z f z f     (1.1.2) 

 

If we consider a simple 1D coherent imaging system with a rectangular pulse as the 

pupil, the ATF would simply be a scaled version of that rectangular pulse, with some 

cutoff frequency fc.  The OTF of an analogous 1D incoherent system would be the auto-

correlation of that rectangular pulse: a triangular pulse, with a non-zero response 

extending out to 2 fc.  It is tempting, therefore, to conclude that since the OTF extends 

twice as far in frequency space as the ATF, that incoherent systems would have twice the 

resolution.  However, at least presently, it is impossible to directly measure the 

amplitude of an optical field, and thus the only measurable quantity is its intensity (with 

so-called square-law detectors).  If we define H(fx,fy) as the scaled Fourier transform of 

the pupil function of an imaging system, and G(fx,fy) as the complex amplitude of the 

object of interest, the resulting image spectra for the coherent and incoherent cases are 

given by [66]: 
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  coherentF , *x yf f HG HG  (1.1.3) 

    incoherentF , * [ * ]x yf f H H G G  (1.1.4)  

 

For the incoherent case, the measured intensity is given by the multiplication in Fourier 

space of the OTF (i.e. H*H) and the auto-correlation of the object’s amplitude spectrum.  

Thus, the system’s intensity response is given by the OTF.  We can also define an 

intensity point spread function that is simply the Fourier transform of the OTF.  Both the 

OTF and the intensity PSF are independent of the sample.   

For the coherent case, the system response is intimately linked with the complex 

amplitude of the object.  As such, no frequency response or point spread function can be 

defined with respect to intensity.  Indeed, the system’s intensity response depends on 

the phase distribution of the object being investigated.   

An interesting observation is that for point-scanning imaging systems, such as 

traditional OCT, the acquisition of different lateral positions in the sample is separated 

in time.  Thus, the impulse responses of adjacent points on the image plane are not 

correlated, even if coherent light is used.  As a result, scanning imaging systems will 

exhibit transfer functions analogous to an incoherent imaging system1. In the case of 

traditional point-scanning OCT, then, the axial direction of the image will exhibit 

                                                      

1 Credit to Shwetadwip Chowdhury for this observation.  A complete mathematical derivation of the 

incoherent-like properties of scanning imaging systems will be presented in an upcoming paper. 
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properties of a coherent imaging system (because all axial depths are illuminated 

simultaneously, even in TDOCT), but the lateral direction will be incoherent. 

 

 Spatially Incoherent Illumination in Full-Field OCT 1.2.3.

Previous studies have demonstrated crosstalk rejection and speckle reduction in 

full-field OCT by using spatially incoherent illumination (SII) from a thermal source [60, 

65, 67]. It was demonstrated in [67] that reduction of these coherent artifacts occurs as a 

result of the thermal source’s low spatial coherence, and is unrelated to temporal 

coherence. However, the average number of photons within a coherence volume of 

blackbody radiation is always on the order of unity [68], which limits the speed and 

sensitivity of OCT systems employing thermal sources [67, 69, 70]. A strategy to 

overcome this limit, while still achieving crosstalk rejection, is to reduce the spatial 

coherence of a coherent source, such as an SLD or femtosecond laser. The theoretical 

basis of this approach has been explored previously with the aid of dynamic mode 

mixing [70, 71]. In section 2.1, we demonstrate how carefully selected multimode fibers 

can be used to realize SII with partially coherent sources without the need for dynamic 

mode mixing. 
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 Parallel Fourier Domain OCT 1.2.4.

In recent years, the speed of traditional (point-scanning) FDOCT imaging 

systems has grown at a tremendous pace, with the fastest FDOCT systems to date 

operating at A-scan rates of a few megahertz [72-74]. Most of these high speed systems 

employ an SSOCT configuration, but swept source lasers capable of comparable sweep 

rates have not been developed in the 800nm regime, which provides the highest axial 

and lateral resolution among the three commonly used OCT bands (800nm, 1.0μm and 

1.3μm). Meanwhile, high speed silicon-based array cameras have recently achieved 

frame rates as high as one million frames per second at 316 x 260 megapixel resolution 

(Photron USA, Inc, San Diego, CA).  With sufficient optical power, these cameras could 

support A-scan rates exceeding 100MHz. 

These advancements in silicon-based array camera technology have made 

possible the development of high speed parallel OCT systems in the 840nm regime, 

using either line-field spectral domain (LF-SDOCT) [75-77] or full-field swept source 

(FF-SSOCT) [28, 78, 79] configurations. A schematic of these encoding schemes is shown 

in Figure 1.7.  
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Figure 1.7: Schematic representation of parallel FDOCT encoding schemes  

 

LF-SDOCT systems operate by imaging a focused line onto the sample, and (after 

combining the returning line with reference light), dispersing that focused line across a 

high speed 2D array detector. Thus, each frame capture acquires all of the information 

required to produce a B-scan, and volumes can be built up by scanning the focused line 

across the sample in one dimension.  A schematic of a LF-SDOCT system is shown in 

Figure 1.8. 
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Figure 1.8: Schematic of an LF-SDOCT system, from [76] 

 

FF-SSOCT systems are much more similar to time domain FFOCT systems in that 

a standard Linnik, Mirau, or common-path interferometer design can be used. However, 

these systems employ a tunable laser (or a broadband source with a tunable filter) 

instead of a broadband source. For each wavelength that the source tunes to, an en face 

image of the sample is combined with the reference field, and a 2D interference image is 

acquired.  After a complete acquisition (consisting of several hundred camera frames), a 

spectral interferogram corresponding to each pixel can be extracted from the stack of 

acquired frames, and thus the entire data set can be processed to obtain a full OCT 

volume.  A schematic of a full-field swept source phase microscopy (FFSSPM) system 

(which is essentially a phase stable FF-SSOCT system) is shown in Figure 1.9. 
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Figure 1.9: Schematic of a FFSSPM system, from [78]. SLD: Superluminescent diode. FFP: Fiber 

Fabry-Perot filter. LC, LBS, LCCD and LOBJ: collimating, beamsplitter, camera and objective lenses, 

respectively. BS: Beamsplitter. CCD: Charge coupled device 2D array camera. R: Reference 

reflection off of cover glass. 

 

FF-SSOCT confers advantages over time-domain FFOCT techniques in that it has 

no moving parts and does not require precise alignment of the focal plane and confocal 

gate.  However, because each acquired frame contributes only a single spectral channel, 

the integration time for each A-scan is relatively long, equal to the number of spectral 

channels per A-scan times the integration time of the camera.  Even for high speed 

cameras, this integration time is prohibitively long to image non-stationary samples. 

While both of these configurations enable high sensitivity and high speed 

volumetric imaging, they also lack the confocal aperture of the single mode fiber that is 

present in traditional point-scanning OCT. Furthermore, because they are spectrally 

resolved, each spectral channel has a very narrow spectral bandwidth and thus very 

high temporal coherence.  As a result, these techniques are prone to speckle and 

crosstalk, which further limits their applicability for imaging biological tissues.  LF-
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SDOCT can be made somewhat less sensitive to coherent imaging artifacts by reimaging 

the focused line onto a confocal slit (as shown in Figure 1.8). However, crosstalk may 

still occur between A-scans across the line, which in practice limits the usable imaging 

depth to a few hundred microns when used with coherent sources [76]. Incoherent 

sources are compatible with LF-SDOCT, but these sources typically lack sufficient power 

spectral density to enable high-speed imaging [75].  

FF-SSOCT techniques are even more sensitive to coherent imaging artifacts, as 

substantially more potential crosstalk paths are present with the 2D illuminated field.  

Also, neither confocal apertures nor incoherent sources are compatible with the 

technique.  As such, FF-SSOCT techniques are more suitable for imaging non-scattering 

samples, such as thin specimens on microscope slides [78] and non-biological specimens 

[28, 30]. 

In section 2.2, we describe an application of extended-depth FF-SSOCT system 

designed for wide field-of-view (both lateral and axial) surface topography applications.  

This system employs a high spectral purity swept source, enabling a long imaging 

range, and employs a high speed camera that supports net A-scan rates of up to 1.4MHz. 
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1.3. Imaging Depth Limitations in OCT 

The imaging depth of OCT systems is most often limited by one of three factors: 

optical attenuation, sensitivity fall-off, or depth-of-focus. The first of these, optical 

attenuation, stems from the limitation that OCT only detects singly-scattered light.  This 

is because interference between the sample and reference fields requires a strict phase 

relationship, and phase information is lost after multiple scattering [80]. In 

homogeneously (or pseudo-homogeneously) scattering media, the proportion of 

photons that remain unscattered falls off exponentially with distance into the sample.  

Thus, beyond a certain penetration depth, essentially all of the incident light will have 

been multiply scattered, and can no longer be used for OCT imaging. For imaging of 

biological tissues at NIR optical wavelengths, optical attenuation typically limits the 

usable imaging range to 1 to 2 mm. Thus, for many applications (especially retinal 

imaging), optical attenuation is the most restrictive of the three imaging depth 

limitations.  However, for some applications, especially anterior segment, cardiovascular 

(catheter-based) and GI (endoscope-based) imaging, the usable imaging depth is often 

not limited by optical attenuation, due to the presence of large regions of low scattering 

around the tissue of interest (e.g. the ocular anterior chamber, or the lumen of a coronary 

artery or GI tract). For these systems, the imaging range is often limited by the inherent 

imaging depth of the OCT systems.  This inherent imaging depth, which is specific to 
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only Fourier Domain OCT systems, arises due to two factors: sensitivity fall-off and the 

complex conjugate ambiguity, and is discussed in section 1.3. 

Finally, due to the trade-off between lateral resolution and axial depth-of-focus 

inherent in diffractive optical systems, additional depth limitations sometimes arise in 

either high lateral resolution or extended depth OCT imaging systems. This limitation is 

most apparent in applications such as adaptive optics (AO-) OCT of the retina [81-84], 

and extended depth imaging of the ocular anterior segment [85-88]. Depth-of-focus 

limitations will be discussed extensively in section 1.3.4. 

 

 Inherent imaging depth limitations in FDOCT 1.3.1.

Both FDOCT techniques suffer from an inherent, sample-independent limited 

imaging depth range, typically between 1 and 5mm.  However, since the signal in OCT 

is derived only from backscattered ballistic photons, and biological tissue is generally 

highly scattering at optical wavelengths, optical attenuation from absorption and 

scattering typically restrict the usable imaging depth to less than 2mm. Thus, for many 

applications this inherent imaging range is not the limiting factor in determining the 

practical imaging depth.  However, several important OCT applications would benefit 

from extended imaging depths, including ophthalmic imaging of the anterior segment, 

intrasurgical imaging, small animal imaging, endoscopic imaging of the gastrointestinal 

tract, and catheter imaging of coronary arteries.  
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The inherent limited imaging depth range is due to two factors. The first of these 

stems from the fact that FDOCT extracts depth information from the inverse Fourier 

transform of a spectral interferogram. As the spectral interferogram can only be 

recorded as a real signal, its Fourier transform is necessarily Hermitian symmetric about 

the zero pathlength difference position (ZPD), which occurs at electronic DC after 

Fourier transformation of the spectral interferogram. Consequently, positive and 

negative displacements about the ZPD position cannot be unambiguously resolved, 

which gives rise to mirror image artifacts. These artifacts can be avoided by placing the 

zero pathlength difference position outside of the sample, which results in two non-

overlapping mirror images of the sample being acquired in the positive and negative 

frequencies. This technique resolves the complex ambiguity, but at the expense of 

halving the usable imaging range.  Also, adjustment of the reference delay is required to 

ensure that distracting “wrapping” artifacts do not occur if the sample moves across the 

ZPD position, as shown in Figure 1.10. 

 

 

Figure 1.10: SDOCT retinal B-scan corrupted with a complex conjugate artifact.  
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The complex conjugate ambiguity would not pose such a problem if it were not 

for the fact that the total imaging range is also limited by a phenomenon known as 

sensitivity fall-off. In SSOCT, the instantaneous linewidth of the swept laser can be 

thought of as a sampling function that interrogates the intrinsic spectral interferogram. 

The spectral interferogram is sampled by, and thus convolved with, the instantaneous 

laser linewidth, which results in reduced fringe visibility when the fringe period 

approaches the linewidth. As smaller fringe periods (i.e. higher fringe frequencies) 

correspond to deeper imaging depths, this reduced visibility results in decreasing 

sensitivity with increasing imaging depth.  In SDOCT, the spectral bandwidth detected 

by each pixel of the spectrometer is analogous to the laser linewidth in SSOCT, and 

likewise results in reduced fringe visibility with increased imaging depth. 

The combination of the complex conjugate ambiguity and sensitivity fall-off 

results in a depth sensitivity profile that is well approximated by the “single-sided” 

Fourier transform of the average instantaneous linewidth of the laser over an entire 

sweep (or the average spectral bandwidth corresponding to a spectrometer pixel in 

SDOCT). Assuming a central wavelength of λ0 and a spectral resolution with a full-

width at half-max (FWHM) of δrλ, the depth at which the sensitivity is reduced by one 

half, z6dB, is given by [89]:  
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For complex conjugate resolved SSOCT techniques, the sensitivity profile is 

given by the two-sided Fourier transform, and ranges from –z6db to +z6db, thus doubling 

the usable imaging range. The deepest resolvable single-sided depth, zmax, is determined 

by the spectral sampling interval, δsλ, and the central wavelength, λ0, according to the 

relation [89]: 
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In an ideal SDOCT system, the spectral resolution δrλ would be equal to the spectral 

sampling interval δsλ, and z6dB would occur at approximately 0.88 zmax. However, for the 

spectral sampling interval to be equal to the spectral resolution, the resolution of the 

spectrometer must be “pixel-limited”, and not diffraction or aberration limited.  As most 

OCT spectrometers have several thousand pixels that are only a few microns wide, it is a 

challenging optical design problem to construct a spectrometer that is pixel-limited over 

the entire spectral range.  As a result, most practical SDOCT spectrometers have a 

spectral resolution that is worse than the spectral sampling interval, and thus z6dB is 

usually only a small fraction of zmax. 
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In SSOCT, the relationship between the spectral sampling interval and the 

spectral resolution is much less restricted.  The spectral sampling interval depends only 

on the laser sweep speed and digitization rate. Specifically, the average spectral 

sampling interval is simply the ratio of the average wavelength sweep speed (in nm/s) 

and the digitization rate (in samples/s). The spectral resolution, however, is typically 

limited by the instantaneous laser linewidth, which has little dependence on the laser 

sweep speed or digitization rate.  As a result, the ratio of zmax and z6dB can vary widely. 

In fact, some state-of-the-art SSOCT systems have demonstrated z6dB values that exceed 

their zmax value [88], meaning that the entire digitized imaging range is usable with high 

sensitivity. 

 

 Complex Conjugate Resolved Optical Coherence Tomography 1.3.2.

Extending the imaging depth range of FDOCT by resolving the complex 

conjugate ambiguity has been an area of interest for which a number of techniques have 

been developed [42, 90-104].  These techniques include phase shifting using a PZT-

mounted reference arm [42] or electro-optic phase modulator [92], heterodyne 

techniques in both swept-source [90, 91, 93] and spectral-domain [94] implementations, 

instantaneous acquisition of phase separated interferograms using 3x3 interferometers 

[95] or polarization encoding [97], harmonic lock-in detection of phase modulation [96], 

imparting a phase ramp across a B-scan with B-M mode scanning [98, 105] and pivot-
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offset scanning [99, 100, 102], sinusoidal phase modulation [101], dispersion encoding 

[104, 106].  An example of a complex conjugate corrupted image, and a corresponding 

complex conjugate resolved image is shown in Figure 1.11. 

 

 

Figure 1.11: SDOCT image of cornea and iris with complex conjugate artifact (A), and with the 

artifact resolved (B), from [105] 

 

Unfortunately, all of these techniques are accompanied by significant drawbacks 

including reduced sensitivity, reduced axial resolution, reduced imaging speed, 

required lateral oversampling, increased system complexity, increased cost and/or 

increased signal processing overhead.  In addition, most of these techniques produce 

incomplete suppression of the complex conjugate artifact, resulting in distracting 

“ghost” images. 
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 Heterodyne Swept Source Optical Coherence Tomography 1.3.3.

One of the most effective methods for resolving the complex conjugate 

ambiguity is heterodyne complex-conjugate resolved SSOCT. This technique resolves 

the ambiguity by shifting the peak sensitivity position away from electronic DC, such 

that positive and negative displacements from that position can be discerned.  As this 

technique shifts, rather than suppresses, the complex conjugate, it completely resolves 

the artifact.  In addition, heterodyne SSOCT does not result in any reduction in imaging 

speed or require lateral oversampling.  In this method, one or two active elements acting 

as frequency shifters, usually acousto-optic modulators (AOM’s) [90, 91] (though 

electro-optic modulators (EOM’s) have been used [93]) are used to apply a differential 

modulation frequency between the sample and reference arm light.  While effective, this 

technique is limited in that such modulators are expensive and require careful 

alignment.  More significantly, active frequency shifters tend to have appreciable 

insertion losses, resulting in reduced sensitivity, and restricted optical bandwidth, 

resulting in spectral distortion leading to distortion and broadening of the axial point-

spread function (PSF).  In addition, processing of the acquired data requires either 

hardware demodulation [91] or significant additional post-processing steps [90]. We 

have recently developed a very simple and cost effective method for realizing 

heterodyne SSOCT which exploits a phenomenon known as coherence revival [107].  

This work is the subject of Chapter 3. 
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 Depth-of-focus limitations in OCT 1.3.4.

The optical design of most OCT systems is in many ways analogous to that of a 

typical confocal scanning laser confocal imaging system, except that most OCT systems 

use a relatively low numerical aperture (NA).  Thus, as with confocal imaging systems, 

the lateral resolution in OCT is determined by the NA of the objective lens, and is given 

by [89, 108]: 

 00.37
x

NA


   

(1.1.7) ( 

 

However, unlike in confocal microscopy, the axial resolution in OCT is determined only 

by the “roundtrip” coherence length of the source, and is thus completely decoupled 

from the lateral resolution of the system and largely independent of the optical design.  

The coherence length of the source depends on its spectral bandwidth, with broader 

bandwidths corresponding to tighter coherence lengths.  The roundtrip coherence 

length of a source with a Gaussian bandwidth with a FWHM of Δλ, centered at λ0, can 

be computed as [89]: 
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In contrast to traditional confocal microscopy, where the axial confocal gate determines 

the axial sectioning thickness, in OCT, the axial confocal gate actually determines the 

axial field-of-view, which is given by [89]2: 
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Because of the decoupling of the lateral and axial resolution, OCT systems usually 

employ small NA objectives selected to match the lateral resolution of the confocal 

imaging system to the axial resolution of the OCT source, thereby providing isotropic 

imaging resolution over a relatively deep imaging range [89].  Nevertheless, there are 

applications in which high NA objectives are used with OCT, and these systems are 

commonly referred to optical coherence microscopy (OCM) systems [55, 110-113].  

 

 Extended depth-of-focus strategies in OCT 1.3.5.

A number of techniques and strategies have been proposed to extend the depth-

of-focus of OCT imaging systems.  These methods can be grouped into three general 

                                                      

2 Note that the prefactor in this expression for axial FOV has been corrected as compared to the expression 

in reference [89]. Credit to Derek Nankivil for this correction, which will be updated in the upcoming 

second edition of [109] 
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categories: multiple focal plane techniques, beam-shaping and aperture apodization 

techniques, and digital refocusing strategies. 

Perhaps most straightforward extended depth-of-focus techniques involve using 

multiple focal planes, for example, by translating the objective during an acquisition or 

between sequential acquisitions.  The former technique, known as dynamic focus 

tracking [114-118], refers to systems wherein the objective lens is translated 

simultaneously with the reference arm, which keeps the coherence gated imaging depth 

coincident with the objective focus.  Of course, this technique is only applicable to time-

domain OCT systems. A similar technique applicable to both time-domain and Fourier-

domain OCT systems is “zone focusing”, wherein a series of images are acquired 

sequentially with the focal plane shifted and then combined in post processing [119-121]. 

Recently, this technique was extended further in the development of “dual focus” OCT 

systems for imaging multiple depths within a sample by combining two SDOCT 

systems that simultaneously image different depths within the eye [122, 123]. We have 

recently developed a polarization encoded technique that enables simultaneous imaging 

of the anterior and posterior eye with a single SSOCT system [124]. This work is the 

subject of Chapter 5. 

The second category of techniques includes different methods of beam-shaping 

aperture apodization, especially the use approximations of Bessel beams.  A Bessel beam 

is a field of electromagnetic radiation whose amplitude is described by a Bessel function 
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of the first kind.  Bessel beams are of particular interest in extended-depth imaging 

applications because of the fact that true Bessel beams do not diffract (i.e. do not spread 

out) and because they are “self-healing” (meaning that an obstruction in the beam path 

does not block light from reaching objects downstream).    

Although the mathematical foundations of Bessel beams had been laid out as 

early as 1915 (see references [125-127] for a more complete historical perspective), these 

early solutions required beams with infinite spatial extent and infinite energy, and thus 

were not physically realizable.  It was not until 1986 that Durnin et al first suggested 

[128, 129] and then later demonstrated [130] that approximations of Bessel beams (called 

quasi-Bessel beams) could be experimentally realized.  And while these beams were not 

truly non-diffracting, they demonstrated a substantially longer depth-of-field than 

Gaussian beams of a comparable beam waist. 

Quasi-Bessel beams are not without drawbacks, however.  Most notably, because 

the cross-sectional intensity distribution of a Bessel beams contains many sidelobes that 

contain most of the transmitted power [125, 127, 131, 132], illumination and collection 

efficiencies of OCT sample arms that employ Bessel beams are typically very low.  
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Figure 1.12: Cross-sectional intensity distribution of an ideal Bessel beam 

 

Despite this drawback, there has been considerable interest in using Bessel 

beams in OCT.  The use of Bessel beams in OCT has been largely aided by the 

development of the so-called “axicon lens”[133], which enables the formation of a quasi-

Bessel beam from a collimated Gaussian beam with much higher efficiency than an 

annular pupil. Ding et al reported the first use of OCT with an axicon lens in 2002 [134] 

using a TD-OCT system.  While the extended depth of focus of the system was 

confirmed, a large drop in imaging sensitivity was also observed (although not 

quantified). In 2006, Leitgeb et al [132] improved upon this technique by using a much 

more sensitive SDOCT system, and also by using an axicon for illumination but a 

conventional lens for detection.  This scheme avoids the “intensity-critical” double-pass 

through the axicon lens, but the use of a conventional for collection lens reduces the 

depth-of-field enhancement somewhat. Nevertheless, this system still achieved an 
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impressive 1.5μm resolution over a 200μm axial range.  In 2008, Lee and Rollan [135] 

performed a similar measurement to that performed by Ding et al [134], but with an 

SDOCT system and a custom micro-optic axicon lens. They achieved lateral resolution of 

8 μm over a 4mm axial range.  However, a careful characterization of the system 

efficiency revealed a 21dB sensitivity penalty, which is approximately equivalent to the 

sensitivity gain achieved by averaging 7 acquisitions.  More recently, in 2011, Blatter et 

al [136] improved upon the “Bessel illumination/Gaussian detection” technique first 

presented by Leitgeb [132] by using a high speed (440kHz) SSOCT system.  They 

achieved a 5.5μm resolution over an 8mm axial range, and also quantified the sensitivity 

loss in the “Bessel illumination/Gaussian detection” scheme to be only 7dB as compared 

to a system using conventional lenses. In addition to the use of axicon lenses, phase 

masks [137] and rod lenses [138] have also been used to for annular apodization to 

generate extended depth-of-focus beams. 

The third category of extended depth-of-focus OCT strategies can be broadly 

defined as digital refocusing, and includes deconvolution techniques [139-143], 

interferometric synthetic aperture microscopy (ISAM) [71, 144-146] and holographic 

methods [147]. These techniques have been applied with varying degrees of success, but 

have yet to see significant adoption in clinical settings.  As these techniques are 

computational, and not optical, in their implementation, they are beyond the scope of 

this dissertation and will not be discussed in detail here.  
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1.4. Sweep Buffering in Swept Source OCT 

Sweep buffering in SSOCT refers to the use of long spools of optical fiber 

(typically hundreds to thousands of meters long) to delay and interlace swept source 

laser sweeps.  Although the specific implementations details vary, buffering is generally 

used to increase the effective sweep frequency of swept source lasers that have duty 

cycles of less than 50%.   

 

 Fourier Domain Mode Locker Lasers 1.4.1.

The first applications of sweep buffering in SSOCT were applied to Fourier 

Domain Mode Locked (FDML) lasers [148], which will be described briefly here.  

Perhaps the most commonly used swept source lasers are external cavity tunable 

lasers (ECTL’s), which employ a semiconductor gain chip and rapidly swept external 

filter to create a narrow laser line that can be rapidly swept over a broad bandwidth.  

While these lasers have been shown to operate at rates up to 115kHz [149, 150], 

achieving sweep speeds faster than this is challenging because of the finite buildup time 

of lasing from spontaneous emission [149].  

FDML lasers obviate the need to build up each new wavelength sweep from 

spontaneous emission by keeping a copy of the laser sweep inside the cavity itself. A 

schematic of an FDML laser is shown in Figure 1.13. These lasers typically comprise a 

semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA), two isolators, and a rapidly tunable piezoelectric 
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fiber Fabry-Perot filter (FFP) in a fiber ring cavity with a very long fiber spool.  The FFP 

filter is then sinusoidally driven at a frequency that is precisely the reciprocal of the 

roundtrip cavity time, such that a pair of bi-directional wavelength sweeps is generated 

for each period.  A fiber coupler is used to pick off a small portion of the circulating laser 

sweeps, but because a large portion of the sweep remains in the cavity, buildup from 

spontaneous emission is not required. This design permits the generation of laser 

sweeps with narrow linewidths, broad tuning bandwidths and repetition rates 

exceeding 1MHz [73, 151]. Since their invention in 2006, FDML lasers have been 

demonstrated in a variety of OCT applications at continually improving and record-

breaking speeds [24, 72, 73, 86, 113, 136, 148, 149, 151-157] 

 

 

Figure 1.13: Schematic of a FDML laser, from [149]. FFP-TF: fiber Fabry-Perot tunable filter. 

ISO: isolator. SOA: semiconductor optical amplifier 
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 Intra-cavity Buffering in FDML lasers 1.4.2.

Because FDML lasers store a circulating copy of the laser sweep in the long fiber 

spool, the entire FDML cavity is, in a sense, a form of buffer.  However, FDML lasers 

have also been demonstrated using two fiber spools inside the cavity to create 

unidirectional laser sweeps.  This is desirable as it has been observed that the 

“backward” sweep of an FDML laser (i.e. long wavelength to short wavelength) has 

superior noise and linewidth characteristics as compared to the “forward” sweep [148, 

149]. A schematic of a buffered, unidirectional FDML is shown in Figure 1.14. This laser 

differs from the laser shown in Figure 1.13 in that the long fiber spool has been broken 

up into two shorter fiber spools, with output couplers placed in between them. To 

enable unidirectional sweeping, the drive current to the SOA is modulated such that 

forward sweep is suppressed, and is thus replaced by the buffered “copy” of the 

backward sweep. 
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Figure 1.14: Schematic of a buffered, unidirectional FDML laser, from [149] 

 

 Extra-cavity Buffering 1.4.3.

Similar to the use of buffer spools within the FDML cavity, buffering can also be 

implemented with fiber spools outside of the laser cavity. This extends the applicability 

of buffering techniques to non-FDML laser sources, especially ECTL’s. Buffering stages 

with multipliers as high as 16x have been demonstrated with high speed, low duty-cycle 

FDML’s to realize A-scan rates as high as 5 MHz [73]. However, ECTL’s and other 

commonly used SSOCT lasers typically do not have duty cycles much below 50%, and 

thus buffering stages with multipliers greater than 2x have not been demonstrated with 

non-FDML sources. 

The Axsun technologies 1060nm SSOCT laser is a good candidate for buffering. 

This commercially available turnkey ECTL has a sweep rate of 100 kHz, tuning 
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bandwidth of >100 nm, but a specified duty cycle of only ~45%.  The low duty cycle is 

due to the fact that the laser uses a MEMS-based tunable filter, and during the backward 

sweep of the filter, the laser is turned off [158].  Potsaid et al [158] used a 2x buffer stage 

to increase the sweep rate of this laser to 200 kHz.  A schematic of the buffer stage used 

is shown in Figure 1.15.  One drawback of this design, however, is its optical inefficiency 

at the 50/50 fiber coupler, as half of the light is lost at  port 3 (in Figure 1.15).  In one 

configuration, Potsaid et al used the light from both port 2 and port 3 to create a dual 

spot OCT system that effectively operated at 400 kHz.  However, this approach 

significantly complicates the design of the OCT system, while also halving the ANSI-

limited power [159] that each spot can use.  

 

 

Figure 1.15: Buffered 200 kHz SSOCT system using an Axsun Technologies 100 kHz swept 

source laser with a duty cycle of ~50%, from [158] 

 

Another drawback of this approach is the potential for polarization mode dispersion 

(PMD) in the buffered output due to birefringence in the fiber spool. This is especially 

problematic for retinal imaging, where the sample beam traverses birefringent ocular 
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tissues such as the cornea and retinal nerve fiber layer [160], resulting in the creation of 

ghost images and phase artifacts. Beumann et al [160] address this concern by adding a 

polarizer after recombination of the original and buffered sweep.  However, the losses 

through the fiber polarizer, coupled with the inefficiency of the 50/50 coupler used to 

recombine the two sweeps, result in substantial optical attenuation.  To compensate for 

these power losses, an amplification stage consisting of an SOA and two isolators was 

added. A schematic of this configuration is shown in Figure 1.16.  This amplification 

stage produced several undesirable effects. First, it reduced the spectral bandwidth of 

the source from 103nm to 70nm, broadening the axial PSF and degrading axial 

resolution.  Second, the SOA produced significant broadening of the laser linewidth 

[161], resulting in a sensitivity fall-off of 4.2dB/mm. This is substantially worse than the 

~1dB/mm fall-off we have measured in similar systems employing the same laser model 

(Chapter 3). Lastly, the SOA requires its own drive electronics and TEC, resulting in 

increased system cost and complexity. 

 

 

Figure 1.16: Buffered SSOCT system with polarizer and amplification stage, from [160] 
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Another consideration related to buffering is the technique used for performing 

wavenumber recalibration.  Many turnkey SSOCT lasers, such as the Axsun laser, 

contain an optically integrated Mach-Zehnder Interferometer clock, or k-clock, that 

provides a clocking signal for wavenumber recalibration.  Both external cavity buffering 

schemes described above [158, 160] are incompatible with the use of this internal k-clock, 

at least for the buffered sweep, and thus required the construction of a second clock for 

wavenumber recalibration. 

In chapter 4, we describe an alternative buffering technique with superior optical 

power efficiency than previously reported methods.  We also describe strategies to 

mitigate PMD without the use of lossy polarizers, and to use the wavenumber 

calibration from the original sweep (such as would be generated by an integrated k-

clock) to recalibrate the buffered sweep. 

 

1.5. Anterior Segment Biometry with OCT 

The clinical success of OCT for imaging the retina and diagnosing diseases of the 

posterior eye has been well documented [5-7, 162].  OCT imaging of the anterior eye, 

first demonstrated by Izatt et al in 1994 [8], also showed initial promise as a technique 

for measuring corneal topography, angle evaluation (especially for narrow-angle 

glaucoma) and anterior chamber biometry [80]. However, anterior segment OCT has 

seen comparatively less clinical adoption than retinal OCT, perhaps due to the 
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accessibility of the anterior eye for direct examination, and the existence of established 

clinical tools such as placido-ring topography and Scheimpflug photography.  In 

addition, because the applications of OCT in the anterior eye are primarily quantitative 

in nature (as opposed to primarily morphological, as with retinal imaging), the slow 

acquisition rates of early time-domain OCT systems resulted in significant motion 

artifacts that precluded the use of OCT for quantitative biometry [163, 164].  

Although the development of FDOCT in the early 2000’s dramatically increased 

the imaging speed of retinal OCT systems, most early FDOCT systems were limited to 

imaging ranges of 1~2mm due to sensitivity fall-off and the complex conjugate 

ambiguity.  While this imaging range is sufficient for retinal imaging, the anterior 

segment spans approximately 8mm in physical length [165]  (~11mm in optical 

pathlength), and thus far exceeded the imaging range of early SDOCT systems. 

Despite these limitations, however, anterior segment OCT remained of interest 

because of its ability to completely characterize the optical system of the anterior eye. 

This characterization can be carried out through measurements of several biometric 

parameters, including curvature of the anterior and posterior corneal surfaces, corneal 

refractive power, corneal thickness, anterior chamber depth, crystalline lens curvature, 

crystalline lens optical power, crystalline lens thickness, and axial eye length [88, 123, 

124, 166-172]. Existing clinical methods for evaluation of these parameters are limited to 

measurement along a single axis and do not accurately account for off-axis variations 
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and aberrations. With the ability to rapidly acquire densely sampled 2D images and 3D 

volumes, OCT offers the potential to perform substantially improved characterization of 

the refractive properties of the anterior eye. This would enable improvements in 

customized modeling of patient eyes, which in turn would enhance intraocular lens 

customization and refractive surgical interventions, and also facilitate the correction of 

optical distortions due aberrations in patient optics in retinal OCT diagnostics. 

Patient motion presents an additional complication in achieving accurate, 

quantitative anterior segment biometry with OCT.  This motion can be categorized into 

axial motion (parallel to the OCT beam) and lateral motion (transverse to the OCT 

beam). Lateral motion occurs due to voluntary and involuntary movement of the 

patient’s eye or head due to saccades, micro-saccades, tremors and the like. Prior works 

have established that most lateral motion is band-limited to frequencies less than 100 Hz 

[173, 174]. However, Zhao et al [168] have previously demonstrated that quantitative 

anterior segment biometry is far more sensitive to errors due to axial motion as 

compared to lateral motion. Recently, McNabb et al showed that axial eye motions, 

which occur primarily due to head movement, cardiac pulsations and breathing, are 

band-limited to 50Hz for motions larger than 1 μm.  Thus, acquisition of “motion-free” 

B-scans requires frame acquisition rates exceeding 100 Hz, although under-sampling 

techniques can be used to acquire motion-free images, even with relatively slow clinical 

systems [175]. 
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The continuing development of FDOCT, especially with respect to increases in 

imaging depth (as discussed above) and imaging speed [74, 88, 148, 150, 151, 155-157, 

176, 177], combined with the development of motion compensation strategies [178, 179] 

and refraction correction algorithms [168, 169, 180, 181], has recently made possible the 

extraction of corneal power from OCT images of the anterior segment [164, 168, 170, 175, 

182, 183].  Other recent advances towards realizing “whole eye OCT” [88, 123, 124, 172] 

have enabled the measurement of other biometric parameters, including axial eye 

length, through simultaneous measurement of the anterior and posterior eye.  While 

these achievements are a significant step towards the realization of complete and 

accurate quantitative characterization of the entire optical system of the eye, continued 

advances in imaging speed and imaging depth, as well as additional clinical validation, 

are necessary before widespread clinical translation is feasible.  
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1.6. Research Aims 

The objective of the work presented in this thesis was the development of 

advanced techniques for extending the imaging range and increasing the imaging speed 

of swept source optical coherence tomography systems.  While the primary motivation 

for the development of these techniques was for applications in ophthalmology, 

specifically in anterior segment biometry, the techniques developed may also have 

applications in cellular and non-biological imaging, as well as in other medical 

applications of OCT outside of ophthalmology.  The specific aims of this work are 

outlined as follows: 

 

Specific Aim 1: The development of extended-depth full-field optical coherence 

tomography techniques. This aim is addressed in Chapter 2. 

 

Specific Aim 2: The development of extended-depth swept source optical coherence 

tomography techniques, especially through resolving the complex conjugate ambiguity. 

This aim is addressed in Chapter 3. 

 

Specific Aim 3: The development of high-speed swept source optical coherence 

tomography techniques, particularly through the development of sweep buffering 

techniques. This aim is addressed in Chapter 4. 
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Specific Aim 4: The development of depth-multiplexed optical coherence tomography 

techniques, especially “whole-eye OCT”, i.e. the simultaneous imaging of the entire 

optical system of the eye. This aim is addressed in Chapter 5. 
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2. Extended-Depth Full-Field OCT 

Despite a handful of examples to the contrary [28, 30, 78, 79], most embodiments 

of full-field (FF-) OCT have been time domain systems employing thermal light sources 

[58, 60-64, 184, 185].  Thermal light sources are used primarily because of their low 

spatial coherence, which dramatically reduces coherent imaging artifacts such as speckle 

and crosstalk.  However, the average number of photons within a coherence volume of 

blackbody radiation is always on the order of unity [68], which limits the speed and 

sensitivity of OCT systems employing thermal sources [67, 69, 70], and also precludes 

their use with Fourier domain OCT. 

The use of spatially coherent sources, such as SLD’s and femtosecond lasers, is 

desirable as they can have much higher output powers, enabling improved sensitivity, 

and can be efficiently coupled into optical fibers, reducing system complexity. 

Unfortunately, depth-dependent signal degradation due to coherent “crosstalk” 

precludes the use of spatially coherence sources, at least for imaging of highly scattering 

samples such as biological tissues. In addition, crosstalk also limits the utility of full-field 

swept source OCT (FF-SSOCT), as swept source lasers are typically spatially coherent. 

In section 2.1, we describe a technique to reduce the spatial coherence of partially 

coherent sources, which are commonly used on TDOCT and SDOCT.  Reducing the 

spatial coherence of the illumination field suppresses crosstalk and speckle in much the 

same way as employing a thermal source does.  
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In section 2.2, we describe the development of an extended-depth FF-SSOCT 

system.  It should be noted that this system is not compatible with the technique 

described in section 2.1, and thus would suffer from appreciable coherent artifacts if 

used for imaging biological specimens.  However, the system is ideal for (and in fact was 

designed for) large field-of-view imaging of non-turbid samples, such as in surface 

topography applications.  The system utilized a high spectral purity swept source and a 

high speed CMOS, which together enabled very large axial and lateral field-of-view 

imaging at A-scan rates of up to 1.4MHz. 

 

Justin Migacz contributed to the work presented in this chapter, aiding with the 

construction, data acquisition and data analysis of both systems. 

 

2.1. Speckle Reduction and Crosstalk Rejection in Full-Field OCT 

 Theory 2.1.1.

For a step-index multimode fiber, the complex degree of mutual coherence of 

two points on the fiber endface at the same instant in time is given by [186]: 
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where Δr is the separation, J1 is a Bessel function of the first kind, k0 is the wavenumber, 

and NA is the fiber numerical aperture. The coherence area is commonly defined as the 

region over which the complex degree of coherence exceeds 0.88, i.e. when the argument 

of the Bessel function in equation (2.1.1) less than unity [187]. However, for the purpose 

of determining the effectiveness of a spatial coherence gate to reject multiply scattered 

photons, we follow the definition in [186] and, in analogy to the Rayleigh criterion for 

resolution, define a spatial coherence gate radius, ΔrSCG, that extends to the first minimum 

of the Bessel function in equation (2.1.1) [69, 186]: 
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The relationship between these two definitions is depicted in Figure 2.1. If the coherence 

gate radius of the illumination on the sample is smaller than the system resolution, the 

illumination can be treated as spatially incoherent [71]. 
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Figure 2.1: Coherence area and coherence gate definitions 

 

Equation (2.1.1) is only valid if intermodal interactions are negligible; that is, 

modes propagating in the fiber must be mutually incoherent. This assumption is valid 

for fibers that are sufficiently long such that the intermodal delay between all supported 

modes exceeds the source coherence length [186], but not so long that they approach the 

mode coupling length [188]. The mode coupling length is length beyond which 

appreciable mode mixing occurs due to defects in the fiber, such as impurities and 

microbends.  For typical silica-clad step-index fibers, this length is on the order of 1 km 

[189]. 

We can meet this first condition be ensuring that the intermodal delay between 

the fundamental mode and the highest order mode is greater than the source coherence 

length multiplied by the number of supported modes: 
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 –    fiber high fiber low cL N L N l M  (2.1.3) ( 

 

where Lfiber is the length of the fiber, Nhigh and Nlow are the group indices of the highest 

order and fundamental mode, lc is the source coherence length, and M is the number of 

modes supported. For a step-index multimode fiber, the difference in group index 

between the fundamental and highest supported modes is given by [190]: 
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where N1 is the core group index, Δn is the refractive index step between the core and 

cladding, and ncore is the refractive index of the core. The number of modes supported by 

a weakly guiding multimode fiber with core radius a is given by M = 16a2 (NA)2 / λ2 

[190]. Thus, the condition in equation (2.1.3), coupled with the requirement that the fiber 

be shorter than the mode coupling length, can be expressed as: 
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If this condition is met, the tip of the multi-mode fiber can be treated as a 

spatially incoherent extended source. The fiber tip can then be imaged onto the sample 

to realize SII, in analogy to critical illumination in microscopy. Alternatively, light 

emerging from the fiber can be collimated and directed to the sample, in analogy to 

Koehler illumination. It has been shown that both of these illumination schemes yield 

identical spatial coherence properties [191]. 

 

 Methods 2.1.2.

For a proof of principle experiment, we implemented the FFOCT system 

depicted in Figure 2.2 using a Linnik interferometer configuration. Major system 

components included an SLD (λc=828nm, Δλ=50nm, P=6mW), a 1.3MP CMOS camera 

(Pixelink A741), and a reference mirror mounted on a piezoelectric actuator (Thorlabs 

AE0505D16F). The system had a field of view of 2.1mm and lateral resolution of 6.9μm 

(Airy diameter). 
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Figure 2.2:  System schematic. SLD, superluminescent diode; SMF, single mode fiber; MMFL, 

multimode fiber launch; MM, mode mixer & fiber spool; L1-4, lenses; BS, beam splitter; ND, 

neutral density filter; M, reference mirror on PZA. Dashed boxes represent interchangeable 

configurations for SCI and SII. 

 

Two illumination schemes were used: spatially coherent illumination (SCI) was 

used to demonstrate crosstalk artifacts, and SII was used to demonstrate crosstalk 

rejection and recovery of resolution. For SCI, a single mode fiber was used to couple 

light directly from the SLD into the setup. For SII, the source was coupled into one of 

three multimode fibers with varying core diameters and NA’s (see table 1). For fiber 4, 

the coherence area is smaller than the system lateral resolution, and thus the 

illumination is essentially spatially incoherent. 
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Table 2.1: Fibers used for SCI and SII and relevant parameters 

Fiber # a NA Lmin Lfiber M ΔrSCG 

1 8μm 0.13 - 1m 1 - 

2 200 μm 0.22 4.4m 5m ~12,500 24.7 μm 

3 200 μm 0.48 3.9m 20m ~53,800 11.3 μm 

4 400 μm 0.48 16m 80m ~215,000 5.65 μm 

a –core diameter, NA – numerical aperture, Lmin – min fiber length, Lfiber – actual fiber length, M – 

supported modes, ΔrSCG coherence gate radius (at sample) 

 

To resolve en face OCT images, we acquired four images in 90-degree phase 

steps. Amplitude and phase maps were then extracted as described in [54]. The 

integration time was dynamically adjusted to account for varying coupling efficiency 

and sample reflectivity, and ranged between 100μs to 1ms. To demonstrate crosstalk 

rejection, we imaged a 1951 USAF resolution test chart beneath 2mm solutions of water 

and 1μm polystyrene microspheres, containing either 0 (control), 6 or 8 mean free paths 

(mfp) of roundtrip scattering. Using the test chart images, the modulation transfer 

function (MTF) can be estimated as: 
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where f is the known spatial frequency of the test chart bars, Imax is the average image 

intensity in the bright region of the bars, and Imin is the average image intensity in the 

dark region of the bars.  To quantify the image enhancement for high spatial frequencies 

under SII, the MTF was measured for fibers 1 and 4 under all three solutions. To 

demonstrate the feasibility of this method for imaging biological specimens, we also 

imaged an immobilized Drosophila melanogaster sample using fibers 1 and 4. Volumes 

were acquired by stepping the sample stage in 5 micron axial steps over a range of 

300μm. 

 

 Results 2.1.3.

To demonstrate the phase stability and field flatness of our system, we first 

imaged a 1951 USAF test chart in air, as shown in Figure 2.3.  The system phase stability 

was measured by taking the standard deviation of the phase in a region of the test chart 

image where the test chart was expected to be an optical flat.  We measured a phase 

stability of 93.3 mrad, corresponding to a flatness of 6.16nm. The true stability of the 

system may in fact be better than this, as the specified flatness of the test target was only 

0.0001” (2.54 μm). 
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Figure 2.3: Phase resolved image of 1951 USAF test chart showing groups 4, 5, 6 and 7. 

 

Images of groups 5, 6 and 7 of the test chart under all phantoms and illumination 

schemes are shown in Figure 2.4. For the 6 and 8mfp solutions, a clear improvement in 

resolution is seen as the spatial coherence is decreased. MTF plots derived from images 

corresponding to fibers 1 and 4 are shown in Figure 2.5. We define the effective 

resolution at an MTF visibility of 0.09, as implied by the Rayleigh criterion. For the SCI 

case, crosstalk results in a significant loss in resolution, degrading from 95 lp/mm in 

water to 60 lp/mm in the 6mfp solution and 55 lp/mm in the 8mfp solution. At high 

spatial frequencies, the MTF is almost completely recovered using SII, for which the 

resolution is 90 lp/mm for both 6mfp and 8mfp. At lower spatial frequencies, the image 

from the 8mfp solution suffered some loss of contrast, likely caused by the reduced 

signal-to-noise ratio that resulted from the additional scattering. 
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Figure 2.4: USAF 1951 test chart imaged through water (top), 6mfp (middle) & 8mfp (bottom) 

scattering solutions 
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Figure 2.5: MTF’s from images taken beneath water, 6mfp and 8mfp solutions for both SCI 

and SII 

 

 

Figure 2.6: OCT projections of a Drosophila melanogaster summed over 100μm, centered at 

100μm (top) and 200μm (bottom) from top surface using SCI (left) and SII (right) 
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Representative en face projections of the fruit fly, summed over 100μm, are 

shown in Figure 2.6. These results show degradation of image quality due to crosstalk 

artifacts in the SCI case, and effective rejection of these artifacts and a clear improvement 

in resolution in the SII case. 

 

 Discussion 2.1.4.

In summary, we have demonstrated a technique to reduce the spatial coherence 

of broadband, temporally coherent source by employing multimode fiber, and shown 

that this method is effective in preventing resolution loss caused by crosstalk artifacts in 

turbid samples. This resolution improvement was verified quantitatively with MTF 

measurements, and practically by imaging a fruit fly. This technique demonstrates a 

solution to a major obstacle in implementing parallel acquisition OCT with spatially 

coherent sources, but may also be valuable in other fields. 

Since the contents of this section was first published in 2010 [192], there has been 

a fair amount of interest in the generation of sources with moderate temporal coherence 

and low spatial coherence that would maintain the large power spectral density 

associated with coherent.  Redding et al [193] recently demonstrated the use of a 

“random laser” that exhibited moderate temporal coherence with low spatial coherence 

and used this source to demonstrate “speckle-free” laser imaging.  Similarly, Manni and 

Goodman [188] recently investigated the potential for using the modal dispersion of 
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multimode fiber to reduce speckle in cinematic laser projector applications, performing a 

careful analysis of the properties of the fiber required to achieve a speckle contrast of 

less than 1%. The technique we have presented confers all of the same advantages as the 

techniques described by Redding et al [193], and is essentially identical to the technique 

described by Manni and Goodman [188], and thus would appear to have many potential 

applications beyond OCT. 

 

2.2. Extended-Depth Full-Field Swept Source OCT 

In this section, we describe the design and development of a high speed and very 

wide field-of-view FF-SSOCT system for surface topography applications.  The system is 

capable of imaging over a 10 mm x 10 mm  x 10 mm field-of-view with 45 μm lateral and 

30 μm axial resolution, and supports a net A-scan rates of up to 1.4 MHz. The system is 

also sufficiently robust against dispersion to image through several centimeters of water 

or ice without appreciable degradation of axial resolution.  Furthermore, the design is 

scalable to enable imaging over substantially longer depths, and to be tolerant of very 

large amounts of dispersion. This work was performed under contract FA8650-09-C-

7932 with the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and the U.S. Air Force 

Research Laboratory. 
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 Introduction and Motivation 2.3.1.

Traditional implementations of OCT provide lateral and axial resolution of a few 

microns, limited by diffraction and available light source bandwidths, respectively.  For 

imaging of biological tissues, the imaging depth range is limited to a few millimeters 

due to strong elastic scattering at the NIR wavelengths used. Because of these factors, 

the imaging depth dynamic range is typically on the order of 1000.  

In FDOCT, spectral interference between the sample and a reference is recorded 

over multiple spectral channels, either sequentially using a swept-frequency laser source 

(SSOCT) or simultaneously by dispersing the mixed light fields across a receiver array 

(SDOCT). Following Fourier transformation, the maximum imaging depth obtainable 

corresponds to the coherence length associated with each spectral channel (the laser 

linewidth in SSOCT or the spectrometer resolution in SDOCT), the depth sampling 

corresponds to the spacing between spectral channels, and the depth resolution 

corresponds to the coherence length of the composite spectrum. For biomedical imaging 

over millimeter depth scales and with ~1000 depth dynamic range, the spectral channel 

resolution required is ~0.1 nm and a detector array with 1000 elements must be used.   

For imaging with increased depth range but without loss of resolution, both the 

spectral resolution and the number of spectral channels must be increased. In an extreme 

case, a depth range of 10 meters would require a spectral resolution of 0.03 pm (10 

MHz), and 106 spectral channels would need to be acquired to maintain 10 micron 
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resolution (assuming a center wavelength of 800 nm). These requirements would be 

difficult to meet using available dispersive spectrometers and detector arrays, and thus 

are not practically realizable with SDOCT. Furthermore, the spectral purity required to 

achieve this kind of imaging range in SSOCT has only been demonstrated with tunable 

lasers that tune at speeds on the order of 100nm/s or less.  This is several orders of 

magnitude slower than commonly used SSOCT lasers, and is prohibitively slow for 

practical imaging in traditional scanning OCT implementations. 

Management of sample dispersion in traditional FDOCT systems is relatively easily 

addressed because the amount of second-order dispersion (group velocity dispersion, or 

GVD) and higher order dispersion (HOD) within the limited sample depth of 1~2mm is 

typically small compared to material dispersion mismatches between sample and 

reference arms. Thus, so long as the amount of glass in both arms can be controlled 

within a few millimeters, the amount of chirp induced across the spectrum will be 

negligible compared to the spectral channel width, and would not appreciably degrade 

the axial resolution. Furthermore, any remaining amount of dispersion mismatch 

between the arms, as well as dispersion within the sample, may be corrected via 

numerical post-processing [176]. However, advanced system designs for increased 

depth range (such as imaging through several meters of ice or water) must be tolerant of 

much more significant spectral chirp. 
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In the remainder of this chapter, we present a novel FF-SSOCT system design that 

offers several advantages over traditional FDOCT systems, outlined below. 

 

1. The system employs a type of very high spectral purity tunable laser 

developed for the telecommunications industry. These lasers can provide 

< 10MHz linewidths (capable of supporting > 10 meters of SSOCT imaging 

depth) with > 10 nm tuning range (delivering < 30 μm depth resolution) over 

a wide range of available center wavelengths (600-1800 nm). The primary 

limitation on sources available presently is tuning rate and accuracy. 

 

2. These tunable lasers also feature adjustable tuning speeds, which provide the 

agility to sample at any desired spectral interval. This provides precise and 

dynamic control over the depth dynamic range, a feature that is not 

realizable with traditional FDOCT systems. 

 

3. Due to the decoupling between frequency channel width and spacing, swept- 

sources lasers with sufficient tuning agility can be constructed with greatly 

increased tolerance to large amounts of sample dispersion by tuning the 

spectral channel spacing to match the anticipated nonlinear spectral chirp. 

This process can be done either prospectively, if an estimate of the 
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anticipated thickness of dispersive media is available, or iteratively. Having 

appropriately sampled the chirped spectral interference data, sample 

dispersion can then be compensated using numerical spectral phase 

adjustment, as is commonly performed in FDOCT. 

 

4. Swept-source systems can take advantage of modern fast 2D cameras capable 

of multi-kHz megapixel frame rates, delivering the equivalent of multi-MHz 

A-scan SSOCT imaging capability despite the relatively slow tuning speed of 

the laser. 

 

 System Design 2.3.2.

As a demonstration of this increased depth range FF-SSOCT system design, we 

constructed a prototype system based on a commercially available tunable laser source 

and a high-speed CMOS camera.  

The laser source used was a Thorlabs INTUN laser (Model TL780-B), which 

operated with a center wavelength of 780 nm, 15 nm tuning range, 1.8 pm tuning 

resolution and 1 pm wavelength repeatability. The effective linewidth of the laser was 

4 MHz, and the maximum scanning speed was 80nm/s. Based upon these source 

parameters, the predicted FF-SSOCT system performance included an axial resolution of 

30m, and a z6dB range of 16.5m. The high-speed CMOS camera utilized was a Photron 
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model SA4, which was capable of acquiring 3600 frames per second at 1024x1024 pixel 

resolution, with sufficient sensitivity to support this faster imaging speed.  

A schematic of the full-field swept-source imaging system is illustrated in Figure 

2.7. The design exclusively used off-the-shelf lenses, which were sourced from Thorlabs.  

Two plano-convex cylindrical lenses were used to reshape the elliptical output beam of 

in INTUN laser into a (nearly) circular beam, which was then fiber-coupled into a single 

mode fiber (SM-800) using an achromatic doublet.  Single mode fiber coupling was 

performed to limit feedback into the laser (due to the poor coupling efficiency of back 

reflected light), and to facilitate coupling into the fiber k-clock (discussed below). 

 

 

Figure 2.7: Schematic of prototype FF-SSOCT system. 
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The interferometer was constructed in a Linnik configuration, as shown. Imaging 

optics were optimized using ray-tracing optical design software (ZEMAX) to provide a 

diffraction-limited performance of < 45m PSF FWHM across nearly the entire 1cm x 

1cm x 1cm design field-of-view. Figure 2.8 shows ZEMAX ray diagrams of the 

illumination optics, the reference arm collection optics, and the sample arm collection 

optics, respectively.  The ZEMAX estimated FWHM of PSF cross-sections at several 

locations throughout the field-of-view are listed in Table 2.2. 

 

 
Figure 2.8: ZEMAX ray diagram of the illumination optics (top), reference arm collection optics 

(middle), and sample arm collection optics (bottom). 
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Table 2.2: FWHM of PSF at various locations throughout the field of view 

Axial position (+5,+5)mm (+2.5,+2.5)mm (0,0)mm (-2.5,-2.5)mm (-5,-5)mm 

5.0mm in front 45.8 µm 48.5 µm 54.4 µm 48.5 µm 45.8 µm 

Focal plane 44.3 µm 44.3 µm 45.4 µm 44.3 µm 44.3 µm 

5.0mm behind 47.2 µm 44.8 µm 44.3 µm 44.8 µm 47.2 µm 

 

 

 

Wavenumber calibration was performed using a custom built, all-fiber “k-clock”, 

as shown in Figure 2.9.  Although not shown in Figure 2.7, the k-clock was connected to 

the single mode fiber via a 90/10 fiber coupler.  The k-itself clock consisted of two 50/50 

fiber couplers with a ~7mm optical pathlength offset, arranged in Mach-Zehnder 

interferometer (MZI) configuration.  The outputs of the second coupler were connected 

to a balanced photoreceiver, and the resulting signal was digitally bandpass filtered and 

then used to resample the acquired spectral data. An example of the processed output of 

this calibration system is shown in Figure 2.10. 
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of all-fiber MZI k-clock 

 

 

Figure 2.10: Processed k-clock signal from the fiber Mach-Zehnder interferometer. 

 

 

Hardware interfacing between the computer and various hardware components 

is illustrated in the flowchart in Figure 2.11.  The computer communicated with the 

INTUN laser through a USB interface, and with the k-clock receiver and high speed 

camera through a National Instruments (NI) DAQ connector block (BNC).  Data 
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acquired with the camera was stored on the camera’s on-board memory and read off via 

a GigE interface.  

 

 

Figure 2.11: Flowchart showing hardware interconnects 

 

Data acquisition was driven by a custom developed LabVIEW program, which 

operated as follows.  Upon user request via a button click, a start acquisition trigger was 

sent nearly simultaneously to the laser via the USB interface and to the camera via the 

NI DAQ board. The laser would then perform a single, unidirectional sweep and the 

camera would free-run at a preset frame rate to acquire a preset number of frames. The 

camera also fired a TTL pulse at the start of the integration of each frame.  The TTL 

pulse, along with the signal from the k-clock balanced receiver, was digitized using the 

same DAQ board. At the conclusion of the acquisition, data was streamed from the on-

board memory of the camera via a GigE interface and written to a solid state drive. 
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Post-processing processing algorithms were developed in MATLAB, and 

functioned as follows.  Each pixel of the camera was treated as a separate A-scan, with 

each frame corresponding to a single spectral channel.  Wavenumber linearization was 

performed by detecting the zero crossings of the k-clock signal and interpolating the 

acquired spectral data corresponding to each pixel of the 2D array to be linear with those 

zero-crossings.  Standard OCT processing techniques, including DC subtraction and 

spectral windowing, were then applied before Fourier transformation. 

 

 System Performance 2.3.3.

The imaging speed, sensitivity, and axial resolution of the FF-SSOCT were 

carefully characterized, as follows.   

At the maximum sweep rate, the INTUN laser tuned over the entire 15 nm 

tuning range in 280 milliseconds. Thus, with 1024 x 1024 A-scans acquired over 280 

milliseconds, a net A-scan rate of 3.74 MHz was achievable.  However, due to the 

Gaussian power distribution of the beam, only approximately 37% of the camera’s pixels 

had sufficient optical power to measure a usable signal.  This usable portion of the 

sensor area was approximately 625 x 625 pixels, and corresponded to a field-of-view on 

the sample of about 12.5mm x 12.5mm. Thus, the maximum net A-scan rate of the 

system was 1.4 MHz. 
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For the imaging experiments performed, however, the sweep speed was reduced 

to increase the system sensitivity and to allow enough spectral samples to be acquired to 

support an imaging depth > 10mm.  The FOV was also reduced to limit the acquisition 

of data outside of the desired 10mm x 10mm lateral field-of-view. Thus, we used 512 x 

512 pixels and a sweep period of either 0.52 seconds or 1.872 seconds, corresponding to 

net A-scan rates of 524 kH and 140 kHz. 

 

Assuming shot-noise limited performance, the theoretical system sensitivity can 

be calculated using a modified form of the techqnique described by Choma et al [51].  

For a particular pixel of interest and assuming integration over the entire frame period, 

the sensitivity is given by: 

 

 
   

4  

s avg
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(2.2.1) ( 

 

Here, ρ is the detector responsivity, Rs is the sample reflectance, and e is the elementary 

charge.  Savg is a parameter related to average power reaching the pixel of interest and 

the number of spectral channels, and can be approximated by: 

 

  /  avg sourceS M P N  (2.2.2) ( 
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where M is the number of spectral channels, Psource is the average source power reaching 

the sample, and N is the number of illuminated detector elements.  Also, Bssoct is the OCT 

signal bandwidth, given by: 

 

       /  maxB k x t     (2.2.3) ( 

 

where ∆k is the total source bandwidth, in wavenumber, ∆xmax is the deepest resolvable 

depth, and ∆t is the sweep period. 

Given the manufacturer specified detector responsivity of 0.6, and assuming a 

sample reflectivity of 1 (for a mirror), source power of 4mW (maximum incident power 

on the sample), and 1872 spectral channels acquired over 0.52 seconds with 512 x 512 

active pixels, we predict a sensitivity of 101.5 dB.  It is important to note that this is the 

expected average sensitivity, and the actual sensitivity will vary from pixel-to-pixel 

The actual sensitivity was measured by calculating the peak signal-to-noise ratio 

of the signal from a mirror positioned near the zero pathlength position (DC), with 

sufficient attenuation to prevent saturation of the camera.  Attenuation was achieved 

both by placing a calibrated ND filter in the sample arm and reducing the camera 

integration time.  The peak signal-to-noise ratio was then determined by taking the ratio 
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of the largest A-scan peak to the standard deviation of the noise floor  with the sample 

arm blocked. 

Using this technique, we measured a signal-to-noise ratio of 61dB with a total of 

34dB of attenuation, yielding a sensitivity of 95dB.  It is important to note that the 

sensitivity varied across the field-of-view due to the Gaussian power distribution of the 

source.  The sensitivity measured was the peak value, whereas the calculated value was 

the average expected sensitivity.  Thus the true discrepancy between the theoretical and 

measured sensitivities would be even larger than 6dB. However, the predicted 

sensitivity assumed shot-noise limited detection.  The large discrepancy between the 

predicted and measured sensitivities suggests that noise contributions from digitization 

round-off, receiver noise and/or relative intensity noise (RIN) were appreciable. 

Axial resolution was measured by acquiring volumes of an attenuated mirror 

placed at the various depths through the axial field-of-view.  The central 100 x 100 A-

scans of each volume were averaged, and the axial resolution was then measured as the 

FWHM of the averaged mirror peak. 

An estimate of the sensitivity fall-off can also be measured from this experiment. 

It should be noted that due to the extremely narrow linewidth of the laser, the observed 

sensitivity fall-off is not due to the linewidth of the laser, but rather due to the 

bandwidth over which the linewidth tunes during the integration of each frame.  Thus, 

by reducing the camera’s integration time, the sensitivity fall-off could be extended. 
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However, this would either require a camera capable of a faster framerate, or would 

come at the cost of system sensitivity. For these measurements, the camera integation 

time was set to maximum, which was approximately the reciprocal of the framerate 

(3600 Hz).  Results of the axial resolution and sensitivity measurement are shown in 

Figure 2.12. The mirror signal at each depth is plotted, and the measured FWHM of each 

peak is shown above. 

 

 

Figure 2.12: Sensitivity fall-off and axial resolution measurements 

 

The axial resolution was better than 30μm throughout the 10mm extended axial 

imaging range, with the measured axial resolution varying between approximately 16 

and 29 microns.  The degradation in axial resolution may be explained by the presence 
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of clocking errors due to the relatively short etalon length of the k-clock as compared to 

the imaging range (7mm), as well as the reduced SNR with increased imaging depth. 

Sensitivity fall-off is often characterized by the -6dB imaging range, which for 

this system was approximately 8mm (red line in Figure 2.12).  As discussed above, this 

sensitivity fall-off is due to the spectral sampling of the laser, and not the linewidth of 

the laser itself.  

 

 Imaging Results 2.3.4.

The FF-SSOCT system was used to image the topography of a .45 caliber slug 

scavenged from a shooting range. As the slug itself was opaque, it was mounted on a 

rotation stage (Thorlabs, CR1-Z7) to facilitate imaging from multiple angles. Due to the 

large field of view of this system, the entire slug was imaged in only four rotations, 

rotating the sample 90 degrees between acquisitions. Volumes of 512 x 512 lateral 

samples and 1872 axial samples were collected over 1.872s each, corresponding to an A-

scan rate of 140kHz.  Thus, the total imaging time was approximately 7.5 seconds.  The 

entire acquisition process took approximately 20 minutes, limited by the rate at which 

data could be read from the camera.   

Image segmentation was performed in post-processing to locate the surface of 

the bullet, using a modified graph-cut segmentation algorithm originally developing for 

segmenting corneal OCT images [181, 194]. A representative B-scan image of the bullet 

cross-section and the corresponding segmentation data are illustrated in Figure 2.13. 
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Figure 2.13 Left: Representative B-scan image of the bullet surface extracted from 3D FF-

SSOCT dataset (linear scale). Right: Corresponding bullet surface segmented. 

 

 

Due to the bright boundary at the bullet surface, these images had a sufficiently narrow 

dynamic range to permit display on a linear scale (as opposed to a logarithmic scale, 

which is commonly used for viewing OCT images). Two types of artifacts are identified 

in the left image.  These artifacts were seen in all of the FF-SSOCT images, and were due 

to the presence of a ~2 mm thick cover glass over the image sensor.  Although the cover 

glass was AR coated, the coating was for visible wavelengths and did not perform well 

at the NIR wavelengths used in this system. As a result, a portion of the light reflecting 

off of the sensor would reflect back off of the glass/air interface. While these cover 

glasses are typically not a concern for time domain FFOCT implementations (where the 

source coherence length is only a few microns), the instantaneous source coherence 
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length in FF-SSOCT is sufficiently long for interference fringes to be observed from these 

reflections off of the cover glass.  As a result, the cover glass produced a sharp horizontal 

line in the image as well as other weaker horizontal steaks, and also resulted in the 

appearance of ghost images from the cross-correlation of the multiply-reflected 

reference fields and the sample light.  Fortunately, the segmentation algorithm was 

sufficiently robust to ignore these ghost images, but the presence of a cover glass on 

camera sensors may be a concern for future applications of FF-SSOCT. 

 

 

Figure 2.14: Three-dimensional reconstructed surface renderings of a 0.45 caliber slug acquired 

with from four rotations 

 

Surfaces extracted from the segmentation algorithm were used to create surface 

renderings of the bullet sample.  The four surfaces were combined using a priori 

knowledge of their relative rotations, and then manually adjusted.  Renderings of the 

final reconstructed surface are shown in Figure 2.14.  Rifling marks on the surface on the 
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bullet are clearly discernible in both renderings. Upon very close inspection, slight 

discontinuities can be discerned at the borders between each of the 4 volumes.  These 

were likely due to very slight field curvature in the imaging plane.  Though not 

performed here, techniques for correcting field curvature in OCT images have been used 

for corneal biometry applications [168]. 

 

 Dispersion Tolerance 2.3.5.

The FF-SSOCT system design described here is inherently much more tolerant to 

dispersion that standard OCT systems.  This tolerance arises from three factors.  First, 

the entire reference and sample arm are free space and dispersion matched.  The only 

components of the system that employ fiber, which often gives rise to dispersion in OCT 

systems, are common to both paths and thus do not degrade the image resolution.  

Second, this system uses a narrower bandwidth than commercial OCT systems.  The 

optical pathlength difference over the optical bandwidth is therefore reduced, further 

reducing dispersion artifacts. Finally, the relatively coarse axial resolution of the system 

diminishes the significance of the dispersion that remains.  For example, for this system, 

a sample located beneath 10mm of water would give rise to only approximately 8m of 

roundtrip lateral resolution broadening.  This would broaden the system resolution to 

between 24 and 34 microns, an increase of only 33%.  However, for an ultrahigh 
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resolution OCT system with a resolution of 2 microns, a similar amount of PSF 

broadening would correspond to an 800% increase. 

To quantitatively demonstrate the dispersion tolerance of this system, we imaged 

a mirror both in air and behind a 25mm thick water cell at imaging depths of 4mm and 

6mm.  By evaluating the broadening of the coherence function (axial resolution) in each 

case, we can track the effect of dispersion on image quality.  The results of these 

measurements are shown in Figure 2.15. 

 

 

Figure 2.15: Axial resolution measured at ~4mm and ~6mm imaging depth in air and behind 

25mm of water 
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In both cases, the FWHM of the observed coherence function degraded by less than 5 

microns, without the use of numerical dispersion compensation. 

Correction for additional dispersion can be achieved through software 

dispersion compensation.  Even very large amounts of dispersion can be corrected in 

software if sufficient spectral samples are taken, or if, as described earlier, the laser 

sweep is deliberately chirped to facilitate denser spectral sampling at shorter 

wavelengths.  However, for samples with only small to moderate amounts of dispersion, 

such as a bullet located within a few millimeters of water or ice, the dispersion tolerance 

inherent to this system design may be sufficient. 

 

 Summary 2.3.6.

SSOCT system designs offer several advantages over conventional, commercially 

available SDOCT systems for extended-depth imaging applications, primarily because 

of the decreased axial sensitivity fall-off effect afforded by lasers with narrow 

instantaneous linewidths. By implementing SSOCT systems in a full-field configuration 

employing high frame rate CMOS cameras, the drawback of long imaging times due to 

the relatively low sweep rate of some very long coherence length lasers is mitigated. In 

this work, we provided a proof of principle demonstration of this concept by 

constructing a novel FF-SSOCT system capable of better than 30 μm axial resolution and 

50 micron lateral resolution over a 1cm x 1cm x 1cm isotropic field of view, achieving 
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dispersion-tolerant, 0.5 GVoxel volumetric imaging in under 2 seconds. While this 

technique may be limited to imaging of non-biological samples due to its high spatial 

coherence, it is well suited for surface topography applications of large objects that 

exceed the field-of-view of traditional OCT systems. 
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3. Coherence Revival in Swept Source OCT 

In this chapter, we introduce coherence revival SSOCT, a simple and low-cost 

implementation of heterodyne SSOCT (introduced in section 1.3.3) that is compatible 

with certain swept source lasers. This technique effectively resolves the complex 

conjugate ambiguity, and thus can double the usable imaging range of SSOCT systems. 

 Although heterodyne SSOCT techniques have been used since 2004 [90, 91, 93], a 

complete mathematical derivation describing how this technique actually resolves the 

complex conjugate ambiguity has not been published.  This is perhaps due to the fact 

that such a description requires an understanding of the role of phase and group delay 

in the SSOCT signal, which has also not been published.  Hee [195] has previously 

derived the time-domain OCT signal in the presence of dispersion using a Taylor 

expansion of the propagation constant, and Izatt and Choma [89] have previously 

derived the FDOCT signal in non-dispersive media, which is valid for both SDOCT and 

SSOCT. However, to our knowledge, no description of the FDOCT or SSOCT signal in 

dispersive media has been developed.  

 Thus, we begin this chapter by following Hee’s derivation of the TDOCT signal 

in dispersive media for SSOCT, but adapting this treatment for SSOCT. We then extend 

this treatment to describe how heterodyne SSOCT resolves the complex conjugate.  

Next, we describe the phenomenon of coherence revival and demonstrate its use for 

extended depth imaging of the anterior segment. Finally, we investigate the use of 
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dispersive optical delay lines (DODL’s) as a means of creating a large group delay and 

mitigating axial PSF degradation in these systems. 

 

Derek Nankivil aided in the system construction and data acquisition for the 

coherence revival experiments.  Professor Andrew Rollins contributed substantially to 

the development of the expressions for group and phase delay in RSOD’s with swept 

source lasers. 

 

3.1. Theoretical Development of SSOCT  

 Derivation of SSOCT Signal in a Non-Dispersive Medium 3.1.1.

We begin by following Hee’s derivation of the time-domain OCT signal in a non-

dispersive medium1 [195]. Consider a Michelson interferometer illuminated with 

coherent, monochromatic light (Figure 1.1).  Light returning from the sample and 

reference arms produces, at the detector, two monochromatic electric field components: 

 

 ( (2 )( (2 )  and S SR R j l tj l t

R R S SE A E Ae e
         (3.1.1) 

 

                                                      

1 The entire development of the TDOCT signal, up to equation (3.1.13), is reproduced from [195]. It is 

included here for completeness.  Our original treatment of the problem (i.e. the derivation of the SSOCT 

signal) begins with equation (3.1.14). 
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where ER and ES are the electric fields returning from the reference and sample, 

respectively, AR and AS are the field amplitudes, lR and lS are the reference and sample 

reflector positions, and βR and βS are the propagation constants in each arm. If the 

detector used is a square-law detector, the time-averaged photocurrent at the detector 

will be given by: 
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where η is the detector responsivity, e is the electronic charge, hν is the photon energy, 

and η0 is the intrinsic impedance of free space. Combining these equations yields: 
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   (3.1.3) 

 

where we have assumed the sample and reference are in free space, and Δl is the 

difference between the sample and reference reflector pathlengths. We now consider a 

broadband source illuminating the same Michelson interferometer.  The sample and 

reference fields then become functions of optical frequency: 

 

  ) )ex( ( (p (2 )R R R RE A j l t        (3.1.4) 
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  ) )ex( ( (p (2 )S S S SE A j l t        (3.1.5) 

 

The interference signal at the detector is proportional to the sum of the interference due 

to each monochromatic component of the broadband light, and is thus given by: 
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    (3.1.6) 

 

where we have used the definitions: 

 

 ( ( () ) )*S RS A A     (3.1.7) 

 ( ) 2 ( ) 2 ( )S S R Rl l         (3.1.8) 

 

S(ω) is (in general) equal to the power spectral density of source.  The phase term Δφ(ω) 

represents the phase mismatch at the detector for each frequency component.  Assuming 

the propagation constants are the same in each arm, β can be expanded using a first 

order Taylor series expansion: 

 

       0 0 0'            (3.1.9) 
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Thus, the phase mismatch term becomes: 

 

 0 0 0( ) ( )(2 ) '( )(2 ))(l l               (3.1.10) 

 

Combining equations (3.1.6) and (3.1.10) then yields the detector photocurrent in a 

TDOCT system: 
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(3.1.11) ( 

where Δτp and Δτg are the phase and group delay differences between the sample and 

reference, given by: 
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(3.1.12) ( 

 0Δ ' 2Δg l    (3.1.13) ( 

 

For SSOCT, we can consider each spectral channel as a separate, single-depth 

TDOCT measurement.  Each of these channels is centered at some instantaneous central 

frequency ωc and has a finite linewidth described by a linewidth function Δν(ω-ωc).  
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Thus, we can modify the equation (3.1.11) in the following ways to make it appropriate 

for a description of SSOCT: 

 

1. All of the ω0 terms become ωc, as we are treating each spectral channel as 

a separate OCT measurement centered at ωc with a finite bandwidth 

described by the linewidth Δν(ω). 

 

2. The source term inside the integral becomes S(ωc–ω0)Δν(ω–ωc), as the 

“source” for each wavelength channel is the linewidth function centered 

at ωc multiplied by the source function evaluated at ωc.  The S(ωc–ω0) 

term accounts for the shape of the swept source laser’s tuning bandwidth, 

and will ultimately determine the axial resolution.  We assume that each 

spectral channel is sufficiently narrow such that S(ωc-ω0) remains 

constant across the channel. 

  

3. The phase and group delays are now a function of ωc, and must be 

evaluated for each spectral channel. 

 

Making these changes, the SSOCT signal in a non-dispersive medium becomes: 
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(3.1.14) ( 

 

For simplicity, let us assume we have a Gaussian linewidth function: 
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(3.1.15) ( 

 

This Gaussian linewidth profile has been normalized to integrate to unity, and has a 

standard deviation of 2σw. Substituting this into our expression for the SSOCT signal 

and solving the definite integral yields: 
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(3.1.16) ( 

 

Note that the Gaussian in this expression has a standard deviation of 2σt, which is 

related to the standard deviation of the linewidth profile (2σw) by [195]: 
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It is important to note that, contrary to Hee’s treatment where σt was the characteristic 

width of the axial PSF, in this case, σt is the characteristic width of the fall-off function. 

The expression above describes the SSOCT signal as a function of the instantaneous 

frequency.  As we are considering a non-dispersive material, the phase and group delays 

are actually equal and independent of frequency.  Accounting for this, we have: 
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The desired A-scan is then achieved by Fourier transformation over ωc – ω0: 
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(3.1.19) ( 

 

Here, s(t) is the Fourier transform of the source spectrum and represents the axial 

resolution.  This axial resolution term is convolved with a pair of delta functions 

denoting the positive and negative positions of the sample reflector.  The third term 

remains unchanged from before the Fourier transform as it does not depend on time or 
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frequency.  This term represents the signal fall-off due to a loss of fringe visibility, and is 

only a function of the delay Δτ.  Finally, the cosine term represents a rapid modulation 

in depth that is analogous to the carrier frequency in TDOCT.  This term is introduced 

because the Fourier transform is evaluated about ω0 and not DC, and is included only 

for completeness. In practice, this modulation is not detected and has no significance. 

 

 Derivation of SSOCT Signal in a Dispersive Medium 3.1.2.

We now consider an SSOCT signal in a medium with group velocity dispersion 

(GVD).  In this analysis, we neglect higher order dispersion and assume the dispersion is 

constant throughout the sample.  That is, we neglect sample dependent dispersion and 

only consider dispersion introduced by the interferometer, such as what would be 

created by a fiber length mismatch between the reference and sample arm. The Taylor 

expansion of the propagation constant from equation (3.1.9) then becomes: 

 

          
2

0 0 0 0 0' ''                  (3.1.20) 

 

As we are neglecting higher order dispersion, the third derivative of the phase 

propagation constant is presumed to be zero, and thus the second derivative β'' is 

constant.  The phase mismatch term then becomes: 
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where Δβ’’ is the GVD mismatch between the sample and reference paths over the 

mismatch length of 2L, i.e.: 
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Inserting the new phase term from (3.1.21) into equation (3.1.6) yields the TDOCT signal 

in a dispersive medium: 
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(3.1.23) ( 

Casting equation (3.1.23) in its SSOCT form (as above) yields: 
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Using the same Gaussian linewidth function as before, the definite integral can be 

evaluated: 
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Here, again following Hee [195], we have defined Γ as the characteristic width of the 

fall-off function in the presence of dispersion, a complex parameter given by: 
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This expression makes use of a dispersion parameter, τcrit, given by: 
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So far, this treatment has not yet addressed the key difference between SSOCT and 

TDOCT, namely that because SSOCT can be thought of as a train of single-point TDOCT 

measurements centered at different optical frequencies, the phase and group delay 
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terms can themselves be frequency dependent.  In order to account for this, the 

frequency dependence of the phase and group delay terms must be incorporated. 

We begin by replacing the phase and group delays by their definitions with 

respect to the propagation constant: 
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We now take Taylor expansions of β and β’ about the center frequency of the sweep, ω0, 

modified to account for the fact that the GVD only exists over a length 2L: 
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As before, because we are neglecting higher order dispersion, β'' is a constant.  Thus the 

carrier component of the SSOCT signal becomes: 
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(3.1.31) ( 

We now define the phase and group delays at the center sweep wavelength: 
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Substituting with the definitions of phase and group delay (defined at the center 

frequency of the sweep) yields: 
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(3.1.34) ( 

 

Because we are neglecting higher order dispersion, β'' is a constant, and thus the τcrit 

defined above applies here as well: 
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(3.1.36) ( 

 

Similarly, the Gaussian in the SSOCT signal becomes: 
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Substituting with the definitions of group delay, the dispersion parameter and Γ yields: 
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(3.1.38) ( 

 

Combining all of these terms yields a complete expression for the SSOCT signal in 

dispersive media: 
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(3.1.39) ( 

 

While this expression may seem initially daunting, several simplifications can be made. 

The final exponential in equation (3.1.39) ultimately defines the falloff profile of the 

SSOCT signal.  Focusing on and re-expressing the argument of this exponential: 
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(3.1.40) ( 

 

Recalling that σt is the characteristic length of the sensitivity fall-off (typically several 

millimeters), and τcrit is the characteristic broadening of the axial PSF (which would be 

tens of microns in an extreme case), for all practical SSOCT systems, σt >> τcrit, and 

therefore we can make the following simplification: 
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(3.1.41) ( 

 

Similarly, in practical systems, this characteristic fall-off length, σt, will be much larger 

than any variance in the group delay created by the presence of GVD.  Thus, we can 

assume the group delay is constant for the purposes of determining falloff.   
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Finally, this same observation allows for one additional simplification: 
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(3.1.43) ( 

 

Applying these simplifications, the expression for the SSOCT signal becomes: 
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(3.1.44) ( 

 

Taking the Fourier transform over ωc – ω0 yields: 
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(3.1.45) ( 

 

Here, the first term represents the falloff and is a function of group delay.  As before, the 

cosine term represents a rapid modulation that is introduced because the Fourier 

transform is evaluated about ω0 and not DC and has no practical significance.   

The s(t) term is the source function Fourier transform and represents the axial resolution.  

The two delta functions are the reflector positions under Hermitian symmetry.  GVD(t) 

is the Fourier transform of the quadratic phase function, and broadens the axial PSF in 

the presence of group velocity dispersion. Assuming the source function Fourier 

transform s(t) is Gaussian with a standard deviation of 2σr, the broadened PSF standard 

deviation after convolution with GVD(t) would be given by [195]: 
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Thus, as expected, the expression for the SSOCT signal in a dispersive medium is nearly 

identical to that of a non-dispersive medium, except that the axial PSF is degraded due 

to the GVD in the system. 

 

 Derivation of Heterodyne SSOCT Signal 3.1.3.

Heterodyne SSOCT techniques work by adding a phase modulator (typically an 

acousto-optic modulator, or AOM) to both the reference arm and sample arm, or just the 

reference arm.  In the former case, the two phase modulators are operated at different 

frequencies, and only the net modulation is of significance. 

In order for heterodyne SSOCT to work, the AOM’s must shift the 

interferometric fringe frequencies without shifting the fall-off profile. To understand 

how this is possible, we begin with a modified form of the SSOCT signal expression 

derived above: 
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Here we have added a new term, φAOM(t), which accounts for the phase shift created by 

the AOM’s.  This term is expressed as a function of t to indicate that the phase shift 

varies in time.  However, it is critical to note that the instantaneous phase shift produced 

by the AOM’s at any given time is achromatic.  Because the laser’s output frequency is 

swept in time, both ωc and φAOM vary in time, and we will eventually need to derive an 

expression for φAOM that is a function of ωc. Nevertheless, φAOM(t) is not a function of ω 

and thus comes out of the integral here: 
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(3.1.48) ( 

 

The rest of the derivation follows as before, yielding: 
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(3.1.49) ( 

 

For simplicity, we assume that the frequency sweep of the SSOCT laser is linear in time, 

and that the AOM produces a pure cosine modulation in time.  We now express φAOM(t) 

as a function of ωc: 
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   0exp ( )AOM c c AOMj         (3.1.50) ( 

 

Here, ΔτAOM relates the laser sweep speed and the AOM modulation frequency.  After 

substituting this expression, Fourier transformation of the signal yields: 
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(3.1.51) ( 

 

Here, the positive displacements have been shifted by +ΔτAOM and the negative 

displacements have been shifted by -ΔτAOM, yielding a separation between the 

conjugates of 2ΔτAOM. Note that the group delay and the sensitivity fall-off are not 

affected. As a result, the zero pathlength difference position (ZPD, i.e. where the Δτg = 0) 

is now encoded at ΔτAOM.  If ΔτAOM > σt, then the axial position shift created by the 

AOM’s exceeds the characteristic fall-off distance, and the complex conjugate is 

effectively resolved. 
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 Electronic Fall-off 3.1.4.

A complete description of sensing depth limitations in SSOCT must also account 

for fall-off due to the electronic bandwidth of the electronic detection components, i.e. 

the “electronic fall-off”. The electronic fall-off is similar to the optical fall-off in that it 

attenuates high fringe frequencies.  However, the mechanism by which this occurs is 

fundamentally different.  Optical (linewidth) fall-off occurs due to the loss of fringe 

visibility from the fringe signal being averaged over the instantaneous linewidth, 

whereas electronic fall-off arises because each spectral measurement occurs over some 

finite integration time, during which the wavelength of the laser output is not stationary.   

The effects of electronic fall-off can be combined with optical fall-off, creating an 

"effective" linewidth.  In order for such a treatment to be accurate, however, the 

electronic fall-off term must account for the bandwidth of all of the electronic 

components in the system, including the photodiode, the digitizer and any amplifiers or 

filters.  Assuming all of these components have linear responses, the net frequency 

response is simply the product of the frequency responses of all of the electronic 

components. 

Further analysis can be performed by taking the inverse Fourier transform of the 

total frequency response, which yields a temporal impulse response function. Assuming 

that the laser sweeps linearly in time, this impulse response can be converted from time 

to optical bandwidth by simply multiplying by the sweep speed of the laser.  The 
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effective linewidth is then given by the convolution of this “electronic linewidth” and 

the laser linewidth.  Fourier transformation of this effective linewidth then yields the 

effective fall-off. It should be noted that, in practice, neither the laser sweep speed nor 

the laser linewidth are constant, and typically both of these will depend on the output 

wavelength of the laser.  Thus, the effective linewidth is actually a function of optical 

frequency. 

In the preceding discussion, we assumed that the both the optical fall-off profile 

and the electronic profile were centered about the same point.  That is, the optical fall-off 

profile was centered about the zero pathlength difference (ZPD) position, while the 

electronic fall-off position was centered at DC, and these two points were coincident. 

In the case of heterodyne SSOCT, the optical fall-off remains centered about ZPD, 

but the fringe frequencies have been shifted to be centered about ΔτAOM.  The combined 

effect of optical and electronic fall-off can no longer be computed as described above.  

Instead, the optical fall-off profile should be shifted to be centered about ΔτAOM, and an 

electronic fall-off profile should be computed from the Fourier transform of the 

electronic PSF.  The product of these two profiles then yields the combined 

optical/electronic fall-off profile. 
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3.2. Coherence Revival-based Heterodyne SSOCT 

Heterodyne SSOCT resolves the ambiguity by creating a frequency shift that 

moves the peak sensitivity position away from DC, such that positive and negative 

displacements from that position can be discerned. A significant advantage of this 

technique is that it shifts the complex conjugate, rather than attenuating it, and thus does 

not result in distracting ghost images. This technique has previously been implemented 

using acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) and electro-optic modulators [93] to apply a 

differential frequency shift between the sample and reference arms [90, 91]. The 

drawbacks of the technique mostly stem from the use of these modulators, in that they 

typically have large insertion losses and restricted optical bandwidths, which results in 

reduced imaging sensitivity and reduced axial resolution. Furthermore, data processing 

in traditional implementations of heterodyne SSOCT is significantly more complicated 

than in traditional SSOCT, requiring either hardware demodulation [91] or complicated 

post-processing [90]. 

Here, we present a novel and extremely simple method of realizing heterodyne 

SSOCT using a phenomenon referred to as coherence revival. This technique exploits the 

fact that some external cavity tunable lasers (ECTLs) used for SSOCT automatically 

produce a phase modulated signal when used in an interferometer whose arms are 

mismatched by an integer multiple of the laser’s cavity length. This technique has a 

number of advantages over traditional, AOM-based heterodyne SSOCT in that it is 
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simple to implement, causes no reduction of axial resolution, and requires no additional 

hardware beyond a traditional SSOCT system. Furthermore, the only additional 

processing step required is the use of a numerical dispersion compensation algorithm, 

which is an ordinary processing step in many SSOCT systems.  

 

 Theory 3.2.1.

Coherence revival 

Coherence revival refers to the phenomenon where interference fringes are 

observed in an interferometer illuminated by a light source with a comb-like spectrum 

not only when the reference and sample arms are matched in delay, but also when the 

two arms are mismatched at periodic intervals. These intervals can be several orders of 

magnitude longer than the source coherence length.  

This phenomenon occurs if the light source in the interferometer is a laser 

simultaneously oscillating at multiple longitudinal modes. The period at which each set 

of interference fringes is observed is then equal to the reciprocal of the mode spacing, 

which is also equal to the roundtrip delay of the laser cavity. This phenomenon has been 

used to measure the mode spacing of multi-mode diode lasers, and is discussed 

extensively in [196].  

Briefly, if such a laser oscillates at multiple longitudinal modes simultaneously, 

even if these modes have random phase relationships with respect to each other (i.e. the 
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laser is not mode locked), the multi-mode field emitted from the laser has a periodic 

waveform. This periodicity stems from the fact that the mode spacing is constant, or, 

equivalently, that the laser cavity length is fixed. The field outside the cavity is thus 

periodic with a period equal to the roundtrip cavity delay [196]. 

 

Coherence revival in SSOCT 

This phenomenon is important for SSOCT as many currently available and 

emerging commercial swept source lasers are external-cavity tunable lasers (ECTLs) that 

exhibit this behavior. These lasers typically contain a semiconductor gain chip inside a 

long external cavity (typically tens of millimeters). The long cavity provides very fine 

mode spacing, and because the semiconductor gain media is inhomogenously 

broadened, several of these longitudinal modes can oscillate simultaneously [197]. These 

lasers then sweep by employing a tunable filter, located inside the cavity, that creates 

large loss at all but a small subset of these modes. As the filter tunes, the laser mode-

hops between these finely spaced longitudinal modes, but because many of the finely 

spaced modes are excited simultaneously, the tuning appears smooth on a macro-scale. 

An important consequence of this phenomenon is that interference fringes can be 

observed when the sample and reference arm are mismatched by an integer multiple of 

the laser cavity length. This effect can be understood as arising from the interference of 

sequential pulses emanating from a pulsed laser, where the first emitted pulse travels 
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through the reference arm, and the second emitted pulse travels through a shorter 

sample arm. Both pulses arrive at the receiver simultaneously and with a high degree of 

mutual coherence. Therefore, by mismatching the interferometer arms by one cavity 

length, the optical path delay of the laser cavity is effectively applied in the sample arm. 

This concept can be extended to place any integer number of virtual cavities in the 

sample arm. 

 

Phase modulation in the virtual cavity  

An important consequence of this virtual cavity effect is that the optical path 

delay of the cavity is effectively applied in the sample arm (under conditions of 

coherence revival). In an ordinary SSOCT system, effects such as dispersion and phase 

modulation that occur in the laser cavity are common to light propagating in both the 

sample and the reference arm, and thus do not affect the SSOCT signal. However, when 

coherence revival is used to place a virtual cavity in only one arm of the interferometer, 

this symmetry is broken, and the optical path delay of the cavity is applied in the sample 

arm only. Thus, any dispersion or phase modulation that is created in the laser cavity 

will then affect the SSOCT signal. 

One of the challenges of previous heterodyne SSOCT systems is that the AOMs 

used are expensive, lossy, dispersive, and difficult to implement [90, 91]. A significant 

advantage of the virtual cavity effect is that it allows for the placement of a phase 
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modulator directly inside the laser cavity. In fact, we have observed that at least two 

different models of commercially available swept source lasers create phase modulation 

automatically when employed in a coherence revival configuration. We suggest that the 

source of this phase modulation is a frequency shift due to variation of the optical 

pathlength (OPL) of the laser cavity over the course of the laser sweep. This frequency 

shift may be due to a change in the physical length of the cavity, likely as part of the 

tuning mechanism, or a modulation of the refractive index of some element in the cavity, 

perhaps due to carrier-induced changes of the refractive index of the gain media [198]. 

To demonstrate mathematically how a variation in the laser cavity OPL results in 

phase modulation, we derive an expression for the SSOCT signal in a system where the 

OPL difference between the reference and the sample varies during the scan. The 

interferometric cross term of the SSOCT signal in a system where the length of one arm 

changes over the course of the sweep is given by [87, 199]: 

 

  ( ) cos 2 ( ) ( )n r nt k t z zi t   (3.2.1) ( 

 

where in(t) is the time dependent photocurrent due to the nth sample reflector, k(t) is the 

wavenumber that is swept in time, and zr and zn(t)  are the axial positions of the 

reference mirror and nth reflector. The axial position of the sample reflector is allowed to 

vary in time during the sweep. 
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We initially assume that the change in the cavity OPL varies linearly with the 

instantaneous central wavelength of the laser sweep, λc. The reflector position can then 

be cast as a function of λc: 

 

   0 0  n c cnz z M     (3.2.2) ( 

 

where λ0 is the central wavelength of the sweep, zn0 is the mean position of the nth 

sample reflector, and M is a parameter that describes the slope of the OPL change with 

wavelength (e.g. in mm/nm). We combine equations (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) and recast the 

photocurrent as a function of the instantaneous central wavenumber, kc, to yield: 

 

    00cos 2 4r nn c ci k k z z M M      (3.2.3) ( 

 

Here, the Mλ0 term represents the axial position shift produced by the phase 

modulation, and the 4πM term is a constant and unimportant phase shift. Thus, the axial 

position shift created by the cavity length variation, ∆z, can be expressed as: 

 

0z M   (3.2.4) ( 
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It is important to note that this axial position shift is created as a phase delay only. 

Group delay is given by the derivative of the instantaneous phase shift with respect to 

frequency, and although the laser cavity OPL changes over the course of the sweep, the 

cavity length is constant with respect to optical frequency at all times during the sweep. 

Thus, the cavity OPL variation creates a phase delay without creating an offsetting 

group delay. It is this separation between phase and group delay that enables the 

separation between the real image and its complex conjugate [87, 199]. 

 

Coherence revival in the Fourier domain 

The effects of the swept laser mode structure upon the observed SSOCT signal, 

including the loss of visibility in coherence revival, are readily understood in terms of 

simple Fourier relationships (Figure 3.1). The length and finesse of the Fabry-Perot 

resonator cavity determine the spacing and spectral purity of the resonator modes, 

respectively. The transmission function of the resonator is given by [200]: 
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(3.2.5) ( 

 

where Tmax is the peak spectral density, F is the cavity finesse, and ωFSR is the angular free 

spectral range given by /
FSR eff

c n L  . Assuming the laser has at least moderate finesse, 
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(F > 5), this expression is well approximated by a series of Lorentzian functions, i.e. a 

Lorentzian convolved with a comb: 
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(3.2.6) ( 

 

where τ is given by 2 / FSRF   and is inversely proportional to the linewidth of the 

Lorentzian, and  δ denotes the Dirac delta function. The ECTL also has a tunable filter 

placed inside the cavity, with a passband that is much broader than the mode spacing, 

such that many modes will oscillate simultaneously. If we denote the transmission 

function of the tunable filter as Tfilter, the instantaneous spectrum of this type of laser can 

be expressed as: 
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(3.2.7) ( 

 

where Ssource(ω) is the integrated power spectral density of the laser sweep, and Tfilter also 

depends on ωc, the instantaneous central frequency of the laser that varies over sweep. 

 For each spectral channel of an SSOCT A-scan centered at a frequency ωc, the 

detected photocurrent is equal to the ideal spectral interferogram multiplied by the 

instantaneous spectrum Sinst(ω,ωc) and then integrated over ω. This is analogous to 
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convolving the ideal spectral interferogram with the instantaneous spectrum, and thus 

the sensitivity fall-off profile is related to the Fourier transform of the instantaneous 

spectrum. The ideal spectral interferogram is defined as that resulting from the sample 

structure only, absent any SSOCT instrument function. For simplicity, we assume that 

Tfilter maintains a constant shape across the sweep, and thus the magnitude of its Fourier 

transform is constant. The fall-off profile is then given by directly taking the normalized 

magnitude of the Fourier transform of equation (3.2.7) with respect to ω, and recasting 

in terms of the pathlength mismatch, z: 
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(3.2.8) ( 

 

where / 2z tc , L is the physical cavity length, neff is the effective refractive index, ζ is the 

characteristic decay distance given by /
eff
n LF  , and ffilter is the Fourier transform of 

Tfilter. Because the source bandwidth is much broader than the filter’s spectral bandwidth, 

after Fourier transformation, the contribution of the source to the fall-off profile is 

negligible and has thus been dropped. 

 The fall-off profile in equation (3.2.8) is composed of a comb with a period neffL 

that is multiplied by a double-sided exponential function with a characteristic decay 

distance ζ. The comb is then convolved with ffilter , which is the magnitude of the Fourier 
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transform of the tunable filter passband. As with conventional SSOCT, ffilter defines the 

SSOCT fall-off profile. For coherence revival, this profile applies to each set of fringes, 

which are separated by the period of the comb. The exponential function, heretofore 

referred to as the coherence revival fall-off envelope, determines the loss of fringe visibility 

at increasing multiples of the cavity length. These relationships are all depicted in Figure 

3.1. 

 Conventional fall-off profiles are typically specified by the pathlength mismatch 

that results in a 6dB loss in sensitivity. For comparison, we derived the characteristic 

distance at which this envelope is reduced by the same amount: 

 

6 0.44 dB effz n LF   (3.2.9) ( 

This result suggests that, for ideal cavities with large finesse, the coherence revival fall-

off envelope would allow the use of many cavity length offsets before fringe visibility is 

severely degraded. 

 

Non-linear cavity length variation 

     An important consideration that has not yet been addressed relates to the 

assumption that the cavity OPL changes linearly with wavelength. Equation (3.2.3) 

demonstrates that such a linear relationship would result in a pure phase modulation. In 

practice, however, the OPL change may not be linear in wavelength, and may instead 
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exhibit a non-linear relationship. This non-linear cavity length variation still creates 

phase modulation, but the modulation frequency is chirped rather than constant.  This is 

analogous to different wavelengths experiencing different OPLs in the sample arm, a 

phenomenon that is closely related to material dispersion. Therefore, while a non-linear 

cavity length variation still creates phase modulation, it also results in distortion in the 

axial point-spread function (PSF). Fortunately, well-established numerical techniques 

used to correct dispersion in SSOCT [176] can also be used to correct this PSF distortion. 
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Figure 3.1: Time and Fourier domain representations of coherence revival. The ideal 

interferogram is convolved with the instantaneous source spectrum to yield the measured 

spectral interferogram, which is the Fourier transform of the observed A-scan. Equivalently, 

the ideal sample reflectivity is multiplied by the fall-off function, resulting in the observed 

A-scan. 
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 Methods 3.2.2.

Numerical simulations 

To validate the theory developed above, we created a numerical simulation of a 

coherence revival SSOCT system in MATLAB. The simulation was designed to model an 

SSOCT system comprising an ECTL with a Gaussian-shaped tuning bandwidth centered 

at 1050nm, FWHM bandwidth of 50nm, cavity length of 80mm and cavity finesse of 25. 

These parameters were chosen to mimic the observed behavior of the Axsun laser. The 

Ssource term from equation (3.2.7) was given by:  
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(3.2.10) ( 

 

where S0 is a normalization term and σs is the standard deviation. The cavity 

transmission function from equation (3.2.5) was used, except that either the physical 

cavity length or the cavity index was allowed to vary over the sweep, resulting in the 

following expressions for ωFSR: 
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These expressions allow the mode spacing and cavity transmission spectrum to 

vary as a function of the instantaneous central frequency. Finally, the tunable filter 

passband was modeled as a Gaussian with a FWHM of 0.05nm, which corresponds to a 

SSOCT fall-off profile similar to what is observed with commercially available lasers. 

The tunable filter passband is thus given by:  
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(3.2.12) ( 

 

where σfilter is the standard deviation of the Gaussian and ωc is the instantaneous central 

frequency of the sweep. Using these formulas, A-scans were simulated using 9216 

spectral channels over a bandwidth equal to four times the source FWHM (200nm). For 

each spectral channel, Tfilter, ωFSR and Tcavity were computed for the corresponding 

instantaneous central frequency ωc, which was stepped linearly over the simulation 

bandwidth. The instantaneous source term was then computed using equation (3.2.7).
 

Each spectral channel of each A-scan was then computed as a single time-domain 

OCT measurement, as derived by Hee [195], but replacing the original source term with 

the instantaneous source term, and dropping the high frequency carrier: 
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(3.2.13) ( 

 

where Δτg is the group delay difference between the sample and reference reflectors. 

This integral was computed for all 9216 ωc values in the simulation to produce a spectral 

interferogram, which was then Fourier transformed to yield a depth scan. 

Simulations were run for a stationary cavity, a cavity whose pathlength varied 

linearly with the instantaneous central wavelength, and a cavity whose pathlength was 

varied linearly with the instantaneous central frequency. In the latter two cases, the total 

cavity length variation was 100µm over the sweep FWHM (50nm), and 400µm over the 

entire simulation bandwidth (200nm), yielding a slope parameter M of approximately 2 

µm/nm.  

For simulations where the cavity pathlength varied linearly in frequency, 

numerical dispersion compensation algorithms [176] were also applied to correct the 

degradation in the axial PSF. For each of these simulations, multiple A-scans were 

computed, modeling a single sample reflector at various delays. Fall-off profiles were 

then computed by plotting the peak of each as a function of the delay. 
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SSOCT systems at 840nm and 1040nm 

To demonstrate coherence revival SSOCT in practice, two SSOCT systems were 

constructed using different commercially available ECTLs (Figure 3.2). The first used a 

Thorlabs SL850-P16, with a central wavelength of 840nm, tuning bandwidth of 80nm, 

and repetition rate of 8kHz (forward sweep only). The balanced receiver used was a 

Thorlabs PDB120A, a Si receiver with 75MHz electronic bandwidth. The second system 

used an Axsun Technologies swept source laser with a central wavelength of 1040nm, 

tuning bandwidth of 100nm and repetition rate of 100kHz. The balanced receiver used 

in the 1040nm system was a Wieserlabs WL-BPD1GA, an InGaAs receiver with 1GHz 

electronic bandwidth. An RF amplifier (HD24388, HD Communications Corp.) was also 

used with the 1040nm system (not shown).  An Alazar Technologies ATS9870 digitizer 

was used for both systems, operating at 250MS/s and 1GS/s for the 840nm and 1040nm 

systems, respectively. Both systems had identical topologies, and made use of the 

spectrally balanced interferometer configuration recently suggested by Klien et al [151]. 

While the fiber couplers and detectors differed between the two systems, the same 

digitizer and reference and sample arm optics were used. A very long motorized 

translator (SGSP46-400X, Sigma Koki) was used in the reference arm. 

Sensitivity and fall-off measurements were made with both systems with the 

sample arms matched, and at various cavity length offsets. The cavity length of each 

laser was measured by placing an attenuated mirror in the sample arm and translating 
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the reference arm over its entire linear travel (400mm). The distance between the peak 

fringe visibility positions of each set of interference fringes was determined to be the 

cavity length. We use the terms +1 or -1 cavity length offset to refer to the situations in 

which the sample arm was longer or shorter than the reference arm by one cavity length, 

respectively. 

For the 840nm source, fall-off measurements were taken with cavity length 

offsets of -2, -1, 0, +1 and +2. For the 1040nm source, only the -1, 0 and +1 cavity length 

offsets were used, because the phase modulation imparted by -2 and +2 offsets exceeded 

the electronic bandwidth of the digitizer. For each system, fall-off measurements were 

made using consistent levels of sample and reference power across all cavity lengths 

offsets, to allow the relative signal levels to be compared. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Schematic of SSOCT systems tested. Laser was either an 840nm or 1040nm ECTL. 

BR: Balanced receiver. PM: power meter. BD: beam dump. UP: Unused port. G: galvanometer. 
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Finally, to demonstrate the feasibility of this technique for in vivo imaging, the 

ocular anterior segments of healthy human volunteers were imaged. For these 

experiments, the powers incident on the patient cornea were 600µW and 1.8mW for the 

840nm and 1040nm systems, respectively, which were within the limits of the ANSI 

Z136.1 standard [159]. To demonstrate the improved imaging depth with coherence 

revival CCR, both systems were used at both 0 and +1 cavity offsets. The sample arm 

used consisted of two galvanometers (Cambridge technologies) and a compound 

objective lens designed to provide sufficient depth of field to demonstrate the extended 

imaging range of the SSOCT systems [87]. 

 

Wavenumber recalibration and dispersion compensation 

As the SSOCT signal was sampled linearly in time, and the lasers swept non-

linearly in wavenumber, the acquired signal required resampling before Fourier 

transformation. Both lasers contained an internal Mach-Zehnder interferometer clock, 

whose signal was digitized along with the photoreceiver signal. The zero-crossings of 

the clock were detected and used to generate a linear-in-wavenumber recalibration 

vector that was used to resample the SSOCT signal linearly in wavenumber. However, 

because the clock signals were only intended for imaging depths of 2.9mm and 3.7mm 

(for the 840nm and 1040nm systems, respectively), the recalibration vector was first 

interpolated to increase the achievable imaging depth to 9.4mm and 12.4mm, 
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respectively. The photoreceiver signals were then resampled using this recalibration 

vector via linear interpolation. 

The numerical simulations described above demonstrate how a non-linear-in-

wavelength cavity length variation results in axial PSF degradation, analogous to the 

effects of material dispersion.  In fact, we observed such an axial PSF degradation in our 

experiments. These dispersion-like effects, as well as true dispersion from unmatched 

optics and fiber lengths in the sample and reference arm, were corrected using a 

numerical dispersion compensation [176]. Briefly, after resampling to linearize the 

spectral interferogram in wavenumber, the spectral interferogram was multiplied by a 

complex phase function, given by: 

 

  2 3
1 0 2 0( ) exp ( ) ( )DC k j a k k a k k      (3.2.14) ( 

 

where a1 and a2 are fitting parameters and k0 is the central wavenumber of the sweep. 

Optimal values of a1 and a2 were determined using an optimization algorithm to 

maximize the peak signal from a mirror. 
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 Results 3.2.3.

Numerical simulations results 

Results from the numerical simulations are shown in Figure 3.3, Figure 3.4 and 

Figure 3.5. Figure 3.3 shows the results from the simulation with a fixed cavity, 

demonstrating coherence revival without a frequency shift. Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 

show the results from simulations in which the cavity length varied linearly with the 

instantaneous central wavelength and instantaneous central frequency, respectively. For 

the linear-in-wavelength case, the slope of the cavity variation was precisely 2µm/nm, 

while the linear in frequency case used an average slope of 2µm/nm. From equation 

(3.2.4), the expected axial shifts for cavity offsets of 0, +1 and +2 are 0mm, 2.1mm and 

4.2mm. To allow for relative comparisons, all simulation figures are plotted on the same 

vertical scale. Also, as the simulated spectral interferograms are real signals, their 

Fourier transform remain Hermitian symmetric. Thus, only positive (frequencies) 

displacements are shown. Furthermore, the abscissa in the fall-off plots is the axial 

position that is extracted from the Fourier transform, and thus does not represent the 

axial position of the reflector for coherence revival peaks. Conversely, the fall-off profile 

in Figure 3.3D was extracted by plotting the peak of the Fourier transformed SSOCT 

signals against the simulated reflector positions that generated the corresponding 

signals. Fall-off profiles for the simulations in which the cavity length varied are not 

shown but were identical to Figure 3.3D. 
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Figure 3.3: (A-C) Fall-off plots from a numerical simulation of a coherence revival SSOCT 

system with a stationary cavity for 0, +1 and +2 cavity length offsets, respectively. Note that no 

shift in the peak sensitivity position is observed. (D) Fall-off profile demonstrating coherence 

revival peaks centered at 80mm and 160mm. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Fall-off plots from a numerical simulation of a coherence revival SSOCT system 

with a cavity whose pathlength varies linearly in wavelength with a slope of 2µm/nm, +1 (A) 

and +2 (B) cavity length offsets. The expected axial position shifts of the peak sensitivity 

positions of 2.1 and 4.2mm are observed. 
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Figure 3.5: A and B: Fall-off plots from a numerical simulation of a coherence revival SSOCT 

system with a cavity whose pathlength varies linearly in frequency with an average slope of 

2µm/nm, for +1 and +2 cavity length offsets, respectively. The expected axial position shifts of 

the peak sensitivity positions are observed, but the axial PSFs are severely degraded due to the 

non-linear phase modulation. C and D show the same data as A and B after applying 

dispersion compensation. 

 

Experimental fall-off measurements 

Fall-off profiles from the 840nm system are shown in Figure 3.6. A peak 

sensitivity of 95dB was measured near the 0 cavity offset with 600µW incident on the 

sample.  This was reduced from the theoretical shot noise limit of 104dB due to coupling 

losses, unbalanced RIN, and digitization noise due to the low effective number of bits of 

the digitizer (6.7 ENOB). Sensitivity relative to this peak value is plotted on the ordinates 
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of Figure 3.6. Results are shown for the 0, +1 and +2 cavity offsets. Measurements at -1 

and -2 cavity offsets were also made, but the results have been omitted here as they were 

nearly identical to the results from +1 and +2 offsets, respectively. The physical 

pathlength difference between the peak visibility positions of the 0 and +1 offsets was 

66.1mm. The physical pathlength difference between the peak visibility positions of the 

0 and +2 offset was precisely double (within the resolution of the translation stage), at 

132.2mm. Exactly the same distances were observed for the negative offsets. These 

measurements were in good agreement with the manufacturer’s estimate of the cavity 

length as approximately 50mm of physical pathlength, without accounting for refractive 

index. 

Fall-off profiles from the 1040nm system are shown in Figure 3.7. A peak 

sensitivity of 98dB was measured near the 0 cavity offset with 1.8mW incident on the 

sample. The theoretical shot noise limit for this system was also 104dB, and the 

discrepancy between the measured and theoretical sensitivity was due to the same 

factors discussed above, as well amplification noise from the RF amplifier. Sensitivity 

relative to this peak value is plotted on the ordinate of Figure 3.7. Results are shown for 

the -1, 0 and +1 cavity offsets; the -2 and +2 offsets could not be measured as, for those 

offsets, the phase modulation created by the laser cavity up-converted the spectral 

interferogram beyond the digitization bandwidth of the digitizer. The physical 

pathlength difference between the -1 and 0 and the 0 and +1 offsets were 115.0mm and 
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114.8mm, respectively. Again, this was in good agreement with the pathlength 

suggested by the manufacturer of approximately 80mm of fiber. 

Because the sample and reference powers were kept constant during these 

measurements, we can determine the loss in peak sensitivity for each cavity length offset 

from the falloff profiles. Figure 3.6 shows that the peak sensitivity in the +1 and +2 

offsets for the 840nm system were attenuated by 5dB and 10.5dB, respectively, from that 

of the pathlength matched case. If we define the usable imaging range as the depths over 

which the signal amplitude is reduced by less than 6dB, the imaging ranges for the 

840nm were approximately 2.5mm, 5mm and 4mm for the 0, +1 and +2 offsets. 
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Figure 3.6: Fall-off measurements from the 840nm system for 0 (A), +1 (B) and +2 (C) cavity 

length offsets. The physical separations between the peak sensitivity position from 0 to +1 and 

from +1 to +2 were both 66.1mm. 

 

Similarly, Figure 3.7 shows that the loss in sensitivity at the -1 and +1 offsets was 

only about 1dB, despite the considerably longer cavity length. From this, we infer that 

the finesse of the 1040nm laser was much higher than the finesse of the 840nm laser. The 

usable imaging ranges were 9mm, 5.5mm and 9mm for the -1, 0, and +1 offsets, 

respectively. 
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It is interesting to note that the optimal dispersion compensation phase functions 

were nearly identical between the +1 and -1 cavity length offsets for both systems. 

Furthermore, the phase function parameters a1 and a2 used to optimally correct 

measurements from -2 and +2 cavity length offsets (for the 840nm system) was precisely 

double that of the phase function used for the -1 and +1 cavity length offsets. 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Fall-off measurements from the 1040nm system for -1 (A), 0 (B) and +1 (C) cavity 

length offsets. The physical separations between the peak sensitivity positions of the -1 and 0 

and the 0 and +1 offsets were 115.0mm and 114.8mm, respectively 
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Imaging Results 

Figure 3.8 shows the results of two images of the same volunteer’s ocular 

anterior segment for comparison. The image in A was taken with the reference and 

sample arms matched in pathlength, whereas the image in B was taken with the sample 

arm one cavity length longer than the sample arm. Both images were acquired on the 

840nm system, and each image comprises five averaged frames. The locations of the 

zero pathlength difference (ZPD) position and the +1 offset position are indicated. Figure 

3.9 shows the results of the same experiment conducted on the 1040nm system. Figure 

3.10 shows two volume projections taken on the same eye with both the 840nm (left) and 

1040nm (right) systems.  
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Figure 3.8: Comparison images taken on the 840nm, 8kHz (Thorlabs SL850-P16 laser) system 

with 0 (A) and +1 (B) cavity length offsets. Both images comprise 1000 (lateral) x 1300 (axial) 

pixels spanning 13 mm (lateral) x 5.3 mm (axial), the latter scaled to account for refractive 

index. Each image represents 5 averaged frames obtained over 0.6s. The locations of the ZPD 

and +1 offset positions are indicated. 
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Figure 3.9: Comparison images taken on the 1040nm, 100kHz (Axsun Technologies laser) 

system with 0 (A) and +1 (B) cavity length offsets. Both images comprise 2000 (lateral) x 2300 

(axial) pixels spanning 14 mm (lateral) x 6.9 mm (axial), the latter scaled to account for 

refractive index. Each image represents 5 averaged frames obtained over 100msec. The 

locations of the ZPD and +1 offset positions are indicated. 
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Figure 3.10: Volume projections of the same eye acquired with the 840nm (left) and 1040nm 

(right) systems. The 840nm volume consisted of 1300 (axial) x 500 x 200 samples, acquired in 

12.5 seconds. The 1040nm volume consisted of 2304 (axial) x 500 x 200 samples, acquired in 1 

second. 

 

 Discussion 3.2.4.

Summary 

Coherence revival is an attractive implementation of heterodyne SSOCT, and carries 

with it a number of advantages over traditional methods employing AOMs. First and 

foremost, the method is simple and inexpensive; in cases where the laser already 

exhibits phase modulation, all that is required is an adjustment of the reference arm 

length and an increase in the digitization speed. Second, while there is an associated loss 

in sensitivity, the magnitude of this loss depends on the laser design (primarily the 

cavity finesse). We have shown that, for at least one commercially available swept 

source laser, this loss in sensitivity is only about 1dB. Finally, no additional complicated 

signal processing or image processing techniques are required. The axial PSF 
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degradation observed in the coherence revival configurations can be managed using 

numerical dispersion compensation, a common processing step in SSOCT. 

 

Dispersion 

The dispersion compensation algorithm used in our experiments, from equation 

(3.2.14) , employed two fittings parameters, a1 and a2, which are related to the group 

velocity dispersion (GVD) and third order dispersion (TOD), respectively. These fitting 

parameters can be used to quantify the GVD and TOD of the system [201], although it is 

important to note that the parameters were optimized to correct dispersion-like effects of 

coherence revival as well as true material dispersion due to unmatched optics and fiber 

lengths between the sample and reference arm.  For the 1040nm laser, the group delay 

dispersion and total TOD of the system, when operated in a +1 cavity length offset 

configuration, were measured to be 9400 fs2 and 55700 fs3, respectively.  Assuming this 

dispersion occurs over the cavity length of 115 mm, and accounting for the index of 

refraction of the fiber in the cavity (Corning HI 1060, n≈1.47), this implies a GVD of 

60.0 fs2/mm (or -105 ps/nm/km) and a TOD of 356 fs3/mm. The manufacturer’s reported 

value for GVD of HI1060 fiber is -38 ps/nm/km, suggesting that there is significantly 

more dispersion in the system than would be caused by the fiber in the cavity alone.  For 

the 840nm laser, the group delay dispersion and total TOD of the system, when operated 

in a +1 cavity length offset configuration, were measured to be 5300 fs2 and 22800 fs3, 
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respectively. Assuming the dispersion occurs over the 66.1mm cavity length offset and 

that the cavity is free-space, this implies a GVD of 40.3 fs2/mm (or -108 ps/nm/km) and a 

TOD of 172 fs3/mm. 

 

Digitization  

Huber et al [149] and Goldberg et al [202] have demonstrated that, for SSOCT 

systems, 8-bit digitization results in only a marginal reduction in image quality and SNR 

as compared to digitization at higher bit depths. This is in large part due to the dynamic 

range that is conserved by the attenuation of the source’s spectral shape using the 

spectrally balanced detection scheme discussed above. 

However, even in cases where spectrally balanced detection is not possible, 

heterodyne SSOCT techniques are well suited to shallow bit-depth digitization because 

the signals of interest are shifted away from DC. Thus, residual DC artifact can be 

removed by high-pass filtering before digitization. 

      The required digitization rate depends on the laser sweep speed, desired 

imaging depth and the frequency of the phase modulation created by the ECTL. As the 

up-converted frequencies must be Nyquist sampled, the required digitization rate is 

equal to the digitization rate of a conventionally configured (i.e. non-heterodyne) SSOCT 

system plus twice the modulation frequency. For the lasers used in our experiments, this 
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resulted in approximately a two-fold increase in required digitization bandwidth as 

compared to conventional SSOCT. 

 

Image Artifacts 

We observed the generation of two distinct types of image artifacts when using 

this method. First, with the 840nm laser, we observed the appearance of faint but sharp 

“ghost images” in the fall-off plots, only at the deepest end of the imaging depth. These 

artifacts appeared even when the cavity length offset was zero, and can be clearly seen 

in Figure 3.3A, as faint reflectors between 6 and 10mm with amplitudes between -30 

and -50 dB. However, these artifacts were not sufficiently bright to appear in biological 

images. The second type of artifact we observed was seen with both lasers, and was 

characterized by the appearance of highly dispersed ghost images near the deepest end 

of the imaging depth. The amplitudes of these artifacts were measured and compared to 

the amplitude of the desired signal. The relative artifact amplitude depended on the 

axial position of the true reflector signal, and ranged between -36.5dB and -42.5dB for 

the 1040nm laser and between -25.5dB and -33.5dB for the 840nm laser. Examples of 

these artifacts can be seen in Figure 3.8B and Figure 3.9B, at the top of the images, as 

faint ghosts of the pupil (in Figure 3.8B) and cornea (in Figure 3.9B). 

We attribute these artifacts to two sources. First, non-linearity in the cavity 

length variation might give rise to multiple phase modulation frequencies, or even 
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harmonics of the phase modulation frequency that are then aliased into the passband of 

the system electronics. These higher order modulation frequencies would create 

additional “ghost” images centered at different depths. Second, the k-clocks used for the 

840nm and 1040nm sources were designed for imaging depths of 2.9mm and 3.7mm, 

respectively, and were not intended to be interpolated out to 9.4mm and 12.4mm. Thus, 

the artifacts may also be caused by inaccuracies in the wavenumber recalibration. 

In practice, these artifacts only appeared at the deepest imaging depths where 

the sensitivity was poor, and were also so faint that for biological imaging, they were 

only visible in the presence of very bright reflectors or averaged images. Nevertheless, 

the wavenumber recalibration issue can be easily addressed in future designs employing 

the same lasers by constructing a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a longer mismatch, 

rather than using the lasers’ internal clock. Addressing the non-linearity of the cavity 

length variation is a more challenging problem, and may not be necessary as the artifacts 

were generally unobtrusive. 
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3.3. Dispersive Optical Delay Lines in Coherence Revival SSOCT 

The large amount of “dispersion-like” axial PSF degradation, as well as the large 

offset that must be generated between the sample and reference arm, can complicate the 

implementation of coherence revival-based heterodyne SSOCT systems.  In this section, 

we describe the use of a dispersive optical delay line (DODL) that can provide large 

reference delays as well as hardware dispersion compensation in a relatively small 

footprint. 

 

 Grating-based Dispersive Optical Delay Line 3.2.1.

Figure 3.11 below shows a ray-traced model of a grating-based D-ODL, which is similar 

in design to the rapid scanning optical delay lines (RSOD’s) that were used in the fastest 

iterations of time-domain OCT systems [32, 33]. However, this D-ODL differs from an 

RSOD in that the scanning mirror in the image plane of the grating lens is replaced with 

a mirror at a fixed angle.  
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Figure 3.11: Schematic of the optical delay line. Lcol: Collimating lens, DG: Diffraction grating, 

LODL compound achromatic lens with focal length fODL, M: gold mirrors, θ, mirror angle. Red, 

green and blue lines represent ray traces at wavelengths of 1090nm, 1040nm, and 990nm 

respectively. 

 

RSOD’s have been used extensively in TDOCT due to their ability to provide 

rapidly scanned group delays, while also providing precise control of the Doppler 

frequency and dispersion compensation [32, 33, 35]. Design considerations are described 

in detail in reference [33], but were derived for time-domain OCT applications.  Thus, 

we begin by deriving the group and phase delay through a DODL with a stationary 

mirror and swept wavelength source. 

We define λ0 to be the center wavelength of the entire sweep, λc to be the center 

of the instantaneous linewidth, and λ to be any wavelength propagating through the 
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system. Then, following the derivation in [33], the phase shift for a single pass through 

the D-ODL (double pass of the grating) as a function of λ is given by: 
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(3.3.1) ( 

 

where θ is the mirror angle, fODL is the lens focal length and p is the grating pitch. This 

expression was derived using the grating equation and the small angle approximation. 

Specifically, this small angle approximation was used to compute the diffraction angle 

as a function of wavelength, as follows: 
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It was found that the use of the small angle approximation introduces less than 0.02% 

error over the range of diffraction angles used in our experiments (-30mrad to 30mrad). 

Next, equation (3.3.2)  is expressed as a function of angular optical frequency: 
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When expressed as a function of angular frequency, the phase shift can be used to 

determine the phase delay as follows: 
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Note that the phase delay is defined according to the phase shift of the instantaneous 

central wavelength. Combining equations (3.3.3) and (3.3.4) yields: 
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The phase delay is thus a function of λc, which is swept rapidly in time. The free-space 

phase pathlength difference, relative to the central wavelength, is then also a function of 

λc: 
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Thus, the free-space phase pathlength varies linearly with the instantaneous 

wavelength. The group delay can also be defined from the phase shift from the relation: 
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Combining equations (3.3.3) and (3.3.7) yields: 
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Thus, despite the fact that the phase delay varies over the course of the laser sweep, the 

group delay is constant with respect to the instantaneous optical frequency.  As 

demonstrated in section 3.1.2, only the group delay factors in to the SSOCT signal, and 

thus the dependence of phase delay on the instantaneous optical frequency is not a 

concern.   

To clarify, the group delay computed in equation (3.3.8) is applied in a single 

pass through the D-ODL (double pass of the grating). However, because the double-pass 

mirror in the D-ODL will also serve as the reference mirror in the OCT interferometer, it 

is this “single pass” delay that is of interest. Equation (3.3.8) can be used to calculate the 

range of single-pass group delays achievable with a D-ODL given the lens focal length, 

grating pitch, central wavelength and the angular range through which the mirror can 

be tilted. 
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 Hardware dispersion management 3.2.2.

An additional advantage conferred by the use of RSOD’s in time-domain OCT 

was the ability to manage dispersion in hardware. In fact, the RSOD design was based 

upon Fourier domain pulse shapers and pulse compressors, which were designed 

specifically for managing dispersion [34-37]. In the RSOD and D-ODL embodiments, 

dispersion management is achieved by simply displacing the grating from the focal 

plane of the lens. Positive dispersion is created when the grating-to-lens distance is less 

than fODL, and negative dispersion is created when the grating-to-lens distance is larger 

than fODL.  In this way, RSOD’s have been used to compensate for dispersion from 

EOM’s [93] and relatively long lengths of fiber [32]. Fork et al [203] and Tearney [204] 

have previously derived expressions for the GVD in an RSOD with the grating displaced 

from the focal plane of the lens, and thus these expressions will not be re-derived here.  

Following their derivations, the GVD through an RSOD or D-ODL is given by: 
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where L is the grating to lens distance, θ0 is the diffraction angle of the central 

wavelength, and all other parameters are defined as above.   

As an example, to compensate for the 9400fs2 of GVD observed in the coherence 

revival PSF with the Axsun laser described in section 3.2.4, a D-ODL with a grating pitch 
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of 1.67µm and focal length of 100mm could be constructed.  The diffraction angle of this 

D-ODL would be 38.6 degrees.  Then, using equation (3.3.9), an offset of approximately 

4.5mm would be required to offset this dispersion. 
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4. Sweep Buffering in Swept Source OCT 

In this chapter, we describe the development of advanced sweep buffering 

techniques that can increase the imaging speed of SSOCT systems employing low duty-

cycle swept source lasers.  These techniques are an improvement upon previously 

described buffering systems, conferring potential advantages in power efficiency, 

sensitivity, axial resolution and axial imaging range. Furthermore, these techniques are 

compatible with coherence revival, enabling the realization of SSOCT systems with both 

enhanced imaging depth and increased imaging speed.   

In section 4.1, we describe the design considerations and evaluate the 

performance of a prototype buffered SSOCT system, and then demonstrate the use of 

this system to enable high speed, high resolution imaging of the posterior eye.  In 

section 4.2, we describe the combining of sweep buffering techniques with coherence 

revival-based heterodyne SSOCT to achieve both increased imaging speed and extended 

imaging depth in the same system.  This system is used to demonstrate high speed and 

high resolution imaging of the anterior eye. 

 

Several of my colleagues contributed to the work presented in this chapter. 

Kevin Shia aided with the construction of the buffered SSOCT system, data acquisition 

and analysis.  Hansford Hendargo and Derek Nankivil constructed the posterior eye 

and anterior eye sample arms, respectively, and also aided with data acquisition. 
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4.1. Sweep Buffering in SSOCT using a Fast Optical Switch  

 Introduction 4.1.1.

The imaging speed of OCT systems has increased dramatically in recent years, 

with A-scan rates in the megahertz regime recently being demonstrated for in vivo 

imaging [73, 88, 151]. These fast acquisition rates confer important advantages in 

numerous clinical applications.  For example, high speed imaging of the anterior 

segment minimizes artifacts due to patient motion (discussed in section 1.5), enabling 

improved accuracy in the extraction of biometric parameters [86, 164, 175, 182].  High 

speed imaging is also important for Doppler OCT imaging of retinal blood vessels [115, 

160, 205-213], where fast acquisition speeds facilitate the resolving of high speed flows in 

the optic disc without fringe washout [214]. Finally, and perhaps most critically, high 

speed imaging techniques are valuable for catheter-based intravascular OCT imaging, 

where the imaging time is limited by the requirement of administering saline flushes to 

remove blood from the OCT catheter’s field-of-view [21, 23]. 

While the fastest imaging speeds demonstrated to date have been achieved using 

swept source OCT lasers, many of these lasers operate with duty cycles of less than 50%, 

including some FDML’s [148, 149], fiber ring lasers [215, 216] and ECTL’s [150, 161, 217]. 

In section 1.4, we reviewed how sweep buffering can be used to increase the duty cycle 

of these low-duty lasers. The most straightforward buffering technique, as demonstrated 

by Potsaid et al [158], is to simply split the light emerging from the laser into two paths 
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using a fiber coupler, delay one path by the sweep period using an appropriately long 

spool of fiber, and then recombine the two using a second fiber coupler.  This 

configuration is shown in Figure 1.15. Unfortunately, this technique is rather lossy, as 

only half of the light emerging from the buffer stage is used.  

Furthermore, when imaging through birefringent tissues such as the cornea and 

retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL), polarization mode dispersion (PMD) in the buffered 

output due to birefringence in the fiber spool can produce image artifacts and, for phase 

sensitive applications,  corruption of the phase signal [160]. Beumann et al [160] 

demonstrated that the PMD through the fiber spool could be removed with the addition 

of a linear polarizer after recombining the original and buffered sweeps.  However, the 

optical losses through the polarizer, coupled with the inefficiency of the buffered design, 

result in substantial optical attenuation.  To mitigate this attenuation, an amplification 

stage consisting of an SOA and two isolators was added.  A schematic of this 

configuration is shown in Figure 1.16.  Unfortunately, the use of the SOA resulted in a 

narrower tuning bandwidth and broader linewidth, which degraded the axial resolution 

and axial imaging range, respectively. 

One additional drawback of using fiber coupler to recombine the original and 

buffered sweeps is related to the difference between the “sampling” dutycycle and the 

“laser on” duty cycle of low duty cycle tunable lasers.  The sampling dutycycle refers to 

the proportion of the sweep period where the wavelength sweep is linear (or pseudo-
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linear). The laser on duty cycle refers to the proportion of the sweep period that the laser 

outputs appreciable power, but is not tuning linearly.  For the specific case of the Axsun 

laser used in these experiments (which is presumably similar to the ones used in 

references [158] and [160]), the laser had a sampling  dutycycle of 44% and a laser-on 

duty cycle of 62%. Thus, if a 50/50 coupler is used, the beginning and end of the buffered 

sweep will be corrupted by the end and beginning the original sweep, respectively, and 

vice versa.  Thus, approximately 300ns of both the beginning and end of each 4.4μs 

sweep will be subject to this corruption, corresponding to 13% of the sampling 

dutycycle.  In practice, this effect is mitigated by the fact that the spectral shaping 

windows that are often applied in SSOCT processing minimize the contribution the 

extreme ends of the sweep have on the processed A-scan.  Nevertheless, this crosstalk 

between the beginning and end of opposite sweep types still results in an increase in 

shot noise, and also contributes to the ANSI limited power [159] that can be directed 

towards the patient eye. As a result of both of these effects, the system sensitivity would 

be reduced. 

Here, we describe a novel buffering strategy that employs a very fast optical 

switch (< 60 ns switch time) instead of a 50/50 fiber coupler.  The use of this switch 

allows the buffered OCT system to be substantially more power efficient than 

techniques employing 50/50 couplers, and prevents crosstalk between the beginning and 

end of opposite sweep types. 
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We also demonstrate a technique for transforming the wavenumber calibration 

signal from the original sweep (derived from the Axsun laser’s integrated k-clock) signal 

for use with the buffered sweep that maintains transform-limited axial resolution 

without requiring the construction of a second interferometer.  

Finally, we report on the results of a careful PMD analysis of the system, and 

devise a strategy to minimize polarization-related image artifacts without the use of 

lossy linear polarizers.  Because of the overall power efficiency of this technique, booster 

SOA’s are not required, and therefore the spectral narrowing and linewidth broadening 

associated with SOA’s is avoided. As a result, the axial resolution and imaging range of 

the un-buffered system are preserved.  

 

 Methods 4.1.2.

Buffering stage design 

A schematic of the buffering stage is shown in Figure 4.1.  The laser used was an 

Axsun Technologies swept source laser with a central wavelength of 1040nm, tuning 

bandwidth of 100nm and repetition rate of 100kHz. A 60/40 coupler was used to 

compensate the 1.5dB attenuation (~70% transmission) of the fiber spool such that both 

the original and buffered sweeps had similar power.  The spool itself consisted of 

~1000m of HI1060 fiber.  Three polarization controllers are used to orient the 

polarization at the input of the fiber spool and at both inputs to the optical switch.  A 
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custom optical switch produced by Boston Applied Technologies was used, based upon 

their Nanona FOS platform. The switch employs transparent electro-optic ceramics, 

which have been described previously [218], to produce a variable waveplate, which is 

then used in a polarization encoded Mach-Zehnder interferometer configuration to 

produce a 2x2 optical switch.  Specified parameters of interest of the switch were an 

insertion loss of ~1.1dB (78% transmission) and switching time of 50ns, both of which 

were verified experimentally.  By tuning the output voltage of the switch driver, the 

crosstalk between the output channels can be varied up to a maximum crosstalk 

suppression of 21 to 26dB (varied between channels). Thus, the crosstalk can be adjusted 

to achieve any splitting ratio from 99/1 to 50/50. By increasing the crosstalk, the second 

port of the switch could be used as a k-clock channel.  However, as we employed the 

integrated k-clock in the Axsun laser for these experiments, the k-clock port was not 

used, and thus, the output voltage was adjusted for maximum crosstalk suppression.   

 

 

Figure 4.1: Schematic of buffering stage. PC: Polarization controllers. UP: Unused port 
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SSOCT system design 

A schematic of the SSOCT system used to demonstrate the buffering system 

described above is shown in Figure 4.2. The system made use of the spectrally balanced 

interferometer configuration suggested by Klien et al [151].  A sample arm adapted for 

retinal imaging and a conventional reference arm were constructed.  In compliance with 

the ANSI z136.1 standard [159], power incident on the patient eye was limited to 1.8mW.  

A 635nm fiber coupled diode laser was also used as an aiming beam, but the power 

incident on the patient eye was limited to less than one microwatt and thus did not pose 

an exposure hazard. OCT light returning from the reference and sample arms was 

detected with a NewFocus 1807 balanced receiver, an InGaAs receiver with 120MHz 

electronic bandwidth. An Alazar Technologies ATS9870, operating at 1GS/s was used to 

record both the integrated k-clock signal from the Axsun laser and the interferometric 

signal from the balanced receiver. 

  

  

Figure 4.2: Schematic of SSOCT system. BR: Balanced receiver. AL: Aiming laser. BD: Beam 

dump. UP: Unused port. PC: Polarization controller. L1,L2: Lenses. G: Galvanometers 
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Optical switch timing 

The delay between the front sweep and buffered sweep was calculated by 

measuring the outputs from laser and the spool simultaneously on two separate 

photoreceivers. The peak of the cross-correlation of these two signals then corresponds 

to the optical delay in the fiber, which was measured to be 4.911μs. A schematic of the 

data used to perform this cross-correlation is shown in Figure 4.3.   

 

 

Figure 4.3: Traces of original (blue) and buffered (magenta) sweeps. Green vertical lines 

denote the start of each sweep, while red vertical lines denote the end. 

 

The blue trace represents the original signal while the magenta trace represents the 

buffered sweep.  For the purposes of data processing, the original sweep was deemed to 

occur between sample 1 and sample 4608, and the buffered sweep was deemed to occur 

between sample 4911 and 9519. In Figure 4.3, the beginnings of the original and buffered 
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sweeps are denoted by green vertical lines, whereas the end of each sweep is denoted by 

a red line. In normal operation, the green lines would denote the switching points of the 

optical switch. This figure also demonstrates the appreciable optical crosstalk that would 

occur between the two sweeps if a 50/50 coupler were used. 

 

Hardware triggering and timing 

The hardware triggering of this system was slightly more complicated than that 

of a traditional SSOCT system, and was carried out as follows.  First, because the laser 

only fired a single start trigger for each original sweep/buffered sweep pair, the digitizer 

was used to acquire a continuous stream of 9536 sample (9.5μs) for each sweep trigger, 

which thus contained both the original and buffered sweeps.  The digitizer thus 

operated at a 95% duty cycle, and output a digital high (5V) on its auxiliary IO (auxIO) 

channel when integrating.  The rising edge of this auxIO channel was used to trigger an 

SRS DS345 digital function generator, which was set to output a single square wave 

pulse at a frequency of 107.3kHz and initial phase of 22 degrees. This effectively 

produced a square wave that was low for the first half of the sweep period and 

transitioned to high just before at the start of the buffered sweep. This square wave was 

used as the control signal for the optical switch driver.  Finally, a TGP110 pulse 

generator (Aim-TTi) was synchronized with the SRS function generator and set to create 

a doubled pulsed with a pulse delay of 4.911μs.  The output from the pulse generator 
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was then fed into a National Instruments DAQ card (NI PCI-6221) and used as the 

sample clock for the drive waveform for the galvanometers.  A schematic of the timing 

scheme is shown in Figure 4.4.  Red vertical lines indicate the start of an original sweep, 

magenta lines represent the start of the buffered sweep and green lines represent the end 

of the buffered sweep.  

 

 

Figure 4.4: Timing and triggering in buffered SSOCT (simulated) 

 

Management of Polarization Mode Dispersion (PMD) 

Both the fiber spool and the optical switch result in the generation of PMD, 

which in turn may result in the creation of image artifacts and ghosts when imaging a 
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birefringent sample.  PMD (or, more precisely, differential group delay2) occurs in the 

fiber spool because “single mode” fibers actually support two orthogonally polarized 

modes.  Due to imperfections and asymmetries in practical fiber, these two polarization 

modes will have different propagation velocities, resulting in a differential group delay 

between the two polarization modes.  External forces on the fiber, such as bends, twists 

and compression, also induce birefringence, and PMD due to these effects often 

dominates over PMD due to the geometry of the fiber.  

The generation of PMD in the optical switch occurs by a different mechanism.  

As described above, the optical switch functions by splitting incoming light into two 

polarization channels.  An electro-optic device is then used as a tunable waveplate to 

impart either a 0 or 90 degree rotation of the polarization state in each channel. Two 

polarization channels are then combined and directed into either of the two output 

ports.  As a result of the design of this system, even slight differences in the optical 

pathlengths of the two channels in the switch will result in the generation of appreciable 

PMD.   

The combination of PMD from the spool and from the switch complicates 

matters further, especially if the fast and slow axes of the two components are not 

aligned.  For example, if we consider a pulse of unpolarized light entering the system, 

                                                      

2 The term PMD, in its usage here, is a misnomer.  The transient difference in the group delay of the two 

orthogonal polarizations in a single mode fiber is commonly referred to as the differential group delay 

(DGD).  DGD is a dynamic phenomenon that fluctuates in time, especially in deployed fiber, and thus is a 

statistical process. PMD refers to the length-normalized statistical average DGD for a given fiber type.  
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after traversing the spool, the light will be split into two differentially delayed pulses.  

After entering the switch, if the axes are not aligned, each of those two pulses may be 

split into two differentially delayed pulses, resulting in the generation of four 

propagating pulses of light, each of which is in a different polarization state.  After 

entering the OCT interferometer, the four pulses will travel to the reference and sample 

arms before reaching the receiver.  Depending on the orientation of the polarization axes 

and the amount of birefringence in the sample and reference arms, each of the four 

pulses in the reference arm will exhibit a varying degree of coherence with each pulse in 

the sample arm.  Thus, in normal OCT operation, a single A-scan of a mirror will display 

not one, but several peaks corresponding to the interference between differentially 

delayed pulses in the reference and sample.  If this system were used for imaging, its 

axial PSF would also have many peaks, resulting in severe image artifacts. 

Fortunately, the PMD in this system can be managed through the use of fiber 

polarization controllers.  For the buffered sweep, because the laser is partially polarized 

(we measured a degree of a degree of polarization of 66%, discussed in section 5.2.2), we 

used a polarization controller at the entrance of the spool to align the polarization axis of 

the laser output to one of the polarization axes of the spool.  A second polarization 

controller was used to align the polarization of the light leaving the spool to the axes of 

the switch.  Similarly, for the original sweep, a polarization controller was placed before 

the switch to align the polarization axis of the laser output to one of the axes of the 
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switch.  While these polarization alignments cannot be perfect due to chromatic 

considerations, they significantly reduced the effects of PMD by largely restricting 

power in the system to only two of the four possible polarization states.  Furthermore, 

these two dominant polarizations are orthogonal, and thus, in the absence of 

birefringence in the sample arm, each polarization state should only interfere with itself.  

This would result in a single peak, analogous to an OCT system without PMD. 

The final consideration in polarization management is the potential presence of 

birefringence in the sample.  By placing a polarization controller in the reference arm, 

birefringence can be introduced into the reference arm that offsets the birefringence in 

the sample arm.  Thus, when imaging through birefringent tissue, such as the cornea or 

the RNFL, the reference arm polarization must be adjusted to optimize signal.  As we 

demonstrate below, these polarization artifacts can be suppressed beneath the noise 

floor with careful adjustment of these polarization controllers. 

To demonstrate the effects of these multiple polarization states, we performed 

the following measurements.  First, we constructed an OCT system with the switch 

placed in the source arm, but without the fiber spool.  Second, we replaced the fiber 

spool with the switch. Finally, we constructed the complete buffered system, with both 

the spool and switch.  For each experiment, we acquired A-scans with only a mirror in 

the sample arm, and adjusted the polarization controllers to enable visualization of the 
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multiple peaks corresponding to interference between the various polarization states.  

These A-scans are shown in Figure 4.5.   

 

 

Figure 4.5: SSOCT A-scans of a mirror in the presence of PMD. A: Switch only in source arm. 

B: Spool only in source arm. C: Switch and spool in source arm. D: Same as C but corrected 

with polarization controllers. 

 

Figure 4.5A shows an A-scan of a mirror with only the switch in the source arm, and 

contains three peaks each separated by approximately 40 microns.  Figure 4.5B shows an 

A-scan of a mirror with only the spool in the source arm. Because the PMD through the 

spool is comparable to the axial resolution of the system, the expected three peaks 

overlap partially. Thus, the reference arm polarization controller was adjusted to 
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emphasize only the outer two peaks.  These two outer peaks are separated by about 16 

microns, implying that the separation between individual peaks was 8 microns, 5 times 

less that the peak separation through the switch.  Figure 4.5C shows an A-scan of a 

mirror with both the spool and the switch in the source arm, and shows 3 pairs of split 

peaks.  Each pair of peaks corresponds to the 3 peaks created by PMD in the switch, and 

the centers of the pairs are separated by approximately 40 microns, as expected.  The 

splitting of the peaks is due to the PMD in the spool, and the separations between the 

paired peaks were all approximately 16 microns, as expected. Finally, Figure 4.5D shows 

the axial PSF once the polarization controllers have been optimized to maximize the 

central peak.  While some residual sidelobes remain, the largest sidelobe peak is 

approximately -42 dB weaker than the central peak.  For all of these measurements that 

used the fiber spool, wavenumber recalibration was performed as described below. 

 

Wavenumber recalibration 

For processing the original sweep, the signal from the integrated k-clock of 

Axsun laser was digitized and processed as previously described in section 3.2.2.  

Briefly, the zero-crossings of the clock were detected and used to generate a linear-in-

wavenumber recalibration vector. This recalibration vector was interpolated such that 

the vector length matched the number of data samples in the original sweep (4608), 

which provided a zmax 12.4mm. This interpolated vector was then used to resample the 
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portion of the photoreceiver signal corresponding to the original sweep (i.e. the first 

4608 samples) to be linear in wavenumber.  

By appropriately transforming the k-clock signal from the original sweep, the 

buffered sweep can also be resampled.  Dispersion in the fiber spool causes short 

wavelengths to travel slower than long wavelengths, and because the laser sweeps from 

short wavelengths to long wavelengths, the entire laser sweep is compressed after 

travelling through the spool.  If we were to direct this compressed laser sweep into the 

k-clock and compare the resulting signal with the k-clock signal from the original sweep, 

we would expect the zero-crossing intervals to be progressively shortened towards the 

end of the laser sweep.  Thus, by adjusting the zero-crossing timings from the k-clock 

signal of the original sweep, we can estimate what the clock signal would be for the 

buffered sweep. A description of this transformation follows. 

The zero-crossing timings from the original clock processing were modified by 

applying a polynomial delay function as follows: 

 

     2 3

2 1 0 1 2 3         ...T n delay T n b b n b n b n        (4.1.1) 

 

Here, T2 is a vector of estimated zero-crossing timings for the buffered sweep, n is the 

index of the zero-crossing (between 1 and 1376), delay is the delay between the original 

and buffered sweeps (4.911 μs), T1 is the vector of the zero-crossing timing from the 
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original sweep, and the b coefficients are fitting parameters. This technique is very 

similar to the dispersion compensation techniques described in [107, 176] and in section 

3.2.2 above.  Thus, a similar optimization approach can be used to find the b coefficients 

as was used to find the a coefficients in section 3.2.2, using an A-scan of a mirror.  

However, to ensure that the fitting of the b coefficients is correcting for wavenumber 

recalibration only and not dispersion, it is important to minimize dispersion between the 

mirrors in the sample and reference arm, or to account for the dispersion in the 

optimization. This latter technique works because the dispersion parameters should be 

identical between the original sweep and the buffered sweep.   

Using this technique, we were able to achieve identical sensitivity and axial resolution 

between the original sweep and buffered sweep using only two b coefficients (b0 and b1). 

Here, the b0 term adjusts the buffer delay computed by the cross-correlation, while the b1 

applies a linear ramp to the delay timings over the course of the laser sweep. 

Three plots of an A-scan of a mirror are shown in Figure 4.6.  Part A shows the 

A-scan from the original sweep, part B shows the A-scan from the buffered sweep 

processed with the unmodified clock (i.e. the clock simply delayed by 4911), and part C 

shows the A-scan from the buffered sweep processed with the optimized b coefficients. 

Thus, processing the buffered sweep with the modified clock provides a very similar 

axial PSF, in terms of peak height and sidelobe suppression, as the original sweep. The 
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very slight difference between the plots in A and C is likely due to residual PMD that 

was not corrected by the polarization controllers. 

 

 

Figure 4.6: A-scans of a mirror using (A) the original sweep, (B) the buffered sweep processed 

with the original clock, and (C) the buffered sweep processed with the transformed clock 

 

In vivo retinal imaging 

To demonstrate the feasibility and performance of this buffered SSOCT system, 

we acquired images of the posterior eye from healthy human volunteers.  To manage 

PMD, the system was optimized as above with a mirror placed in the reference arm. 

Then, during patient alignment, only the reference arm polarization controller was 

adjusted while looking at a bright layer in the resulting image (usually the RNFL). The 
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polarization was adjusted until this layer appeared as bright and sharp as possible with 

minimal “ringing” artifacts. B-scans were then acquired with 1600 A-scans per B-scan at 

a frame rate of 125Hz. 

 

 Results 4.1.3.

Peak Sensitivity and Sensitivity Fall-off 

The system’s peak sensitivity and sensitivity fall-off were measured, using 

techniques that have been described previously in section 3.2.2.  The sensitivity was 

measured at a depth of approximately 500 μm and found to be 97 dB with 1.8mW on the 

sample (the ANSI limit [159] at this wavelength), as compared to a theoretical sensitivity 

of 102 dB.  The 5 dB discrepancy is attributed to coupling losses and residual RIN.  The 

sensitivity fall-off profile was measured and had a 6dB fall-off range of 5.5mm.  

Although not shown here, the fall-off performance was nearly identical to the results 

shown in section 3.2.2 (Figure 3.7).  Furthermore, both the peak sensitivity and 6dB fall-

off distance were identical for the forward and buffered sweeps, once the wavenumber 

recalibration and polarization control techniques described above had been 

implemented. 
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Imaging results 

Representative B-scans of the foveal region of the retina from a healthy human 

volunteer are shown below.  These images were acquired at a 200 kHz A-scan rate using 

the buffered system described in the previous section.  Each frame consisted of 800 A-

scan pairs, for a total of 1600 A-scans. Acquisition time for each frame was 8ms 

(corresponding to 125Hz), and thus the 5x averaged frames shown below represent the 

image quality achievable at “video rate” (25Hz).  

Figure 4.7, and its enlargement in Figure 4.8, show the typical image quality 

achieved before fine tuning of the reference arm polarization controller (but after 

optimizing the controller on a mirror reflector).  Some ringing artifacts can be seen above 

the bright RNFL boundary (see enlargement in Figure 4.8), but these artifacts are much 

weaker than the peak signal, and do not appear surrounding the dimmer layers.  These 

artifacts disappear when the polarization controller is adjusted, as shown in the B-scan 

in Figure 4.9 and its enlargement in Figure 4.10. 

 

 

Figure 4.7: In vivo B-scan of fovea acquired before optimization of polarization controller. 

Image consists of 1600 A-scans x 5 averaged frames.  Total acquisition time was 40msec. 
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Figure 4.8: Enlargement of top left corner of Figure 4.7 

 

 
Figure 4.9: In vivo B-scan of fovea acquired after optimization of polarization controller. Image 

consists of 1600 A-scans x 5 averaged frames.  Total acquisition time was 40msec. 

 

 
Figure 4.10: Enlargement of top left corner of Figure 4.9 
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 Discussion 4.1.4.

We have demonstrated the development of a novel buffering strategy for 

increasing the imaging speed of SSOCT systems that employ duty cycles of 50% or less.  

This technique has numerous advantages over previously described buffering 

techniques. First, it is very power efficient, with roughly 60% of the source power being 

transmitted through the buffering stage after accounting for all insertion losses.  It also 

exhibits superior sensitivity because the patient eye is not exposed to light that is not 

used for imaging, at the tails of the SSOCT sweep.  Lastly, the system employs numerical 

methods that allow the use of the original sweep’s calibration signal for recalibration of 

the buffered sweep. This dramatically simplifies the implementation of buffering with 

turnkey systems that contain integrated k-clocks.  While the presence of PMD in the 

source arm can result in the generation of image artifacts, we have demonstrated that 

these artifacts can be mitigated by careful manipulation of fiber polarization controllers.   

In addition, the buffering system described here is completely compatible with 

coherence revival-based heterodyne SSOCT described in chapter 3.  The combination of 

these techniques would result in an SSOCT system with twice the imaging speed and 

nearly twice the imaging depth of conventional SSOCT systems employing the same 

source.  In the next section, we describe such a combination system, and demonstrate its 

increased speed and enhanced depth imaging. 
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4.2. Sweep Buffering and Coherence Revival 

 Methods 4.2.1.

To demonstrate the feasibility of combining sweep buffering with coherence 

revival, we modified the SSOCT system presented above to enable extended depth 

imaging of the anterior segment.  Coherence revival was used in a +1 cavity length offset 

configuration (i.e. with the sample arm one cavity length longer than the reference).  

Other changes to the system included replacing the aiming laser with a power meter (to 

monitor reference arm power) and replacing the NewFocus balanced receiver with a 

Wieserlabs receiver (WL-BPD1GA) which had substantially higher bandwidth (1 GHz). 

Due to the low transimpedance gain of the Wieserlabs receiver, an RF amplifier 

(HD24388, HD Communications Corp.) was also used.  A schematic of the buffered, 

extended-depth SSOCT system is shown Figure 4.11. 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Schematic of buffered, extended-depth SSOCT system. BR: Balanced receiver. BD: 

Beam dump. UP: Unused port. PC: Polarization controller. L1, L2: Lenses. G: Galvanometers. 
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 Results 4.2.2.

Peak Sensitivity and Sensitivity Fall-off 

The system’s peak sensitivity and sensitivity fall-off were measured, using 

techniques that have been described previously in section 3.2.2.  The peak sensitivity 

was located at a depth of approximately 6mm and found to be 94 dB with 1.8mW on the 

sample, as compared to a theoretical shot-noise limited sensitivity of 102 dB.  The 5 dB 

discrepancy is attributed to coherence revival sensitivity penalty, amplification noise, 

coupling losses and residual RIN.  Although not shown here, the fall-off performance 

was nearly identical to the coherence results shown in section 3.2.2 (Figure 3.7), with a 

9mm 6dB-imaging range spanning from 1.5mm to 10.5mm. Furthermore, both the peak 

sensitivity and 6dB-imaging range were identical for the forward and buffered sweeps. 

 

Imaging Results 

Figure 4.12 shows a representative B-scan of the anterior segment of a healthy 

human volunteer.  As before, each B-scans consisted of 800 A-scan pairs (1600 A-scans) 

and was acquired in 8 ms, supporting a framerate of 125 Hz.  The image in Figure 4.12 

represents 5 averaged frames, demonstrating the image quality that can be achieved at 

video rate, i.e. a frame rate of 25Hz.  Figure 4.13 shows an enlargement of the apex of the 

cornea, and Figure 4.14 shows an enlargement of the iris and anterior surface of the 

crystalline lens. 
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Figure 4.12: In vivo B-scan of anterior segment. Image consists of 1600 A-scans x 5 averaged 

frames.  Total acquisition time was 40msec. 

 

Figure 4.13: Enlargement of apex of cornea from Figure 4.12 

 

Figure 4.14: Enlargement of iris and anterior lens from Figure 4.12  
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 Discussion 4.2.3.

The artifact in the anterior chamber of the image in Figure 4.12 is a lens reflection 

that appeared due to coherence revival. Although not performed on this image, these 

lens reflection artifacts can be removed by background subtraction. 

One potential concern with using the PMD compensation strategy described 

above is that, while it works well for imaging through birefringent tissues, it may not 

perform well for imaging of birefringent samples, as the polarization controller in the 

reference arm cannot compensate for polarization along the depth scan.  Fortunately, it 

appears that the birefringence of the cornea does not produce significant artifacts in the 

images of the iris or anterior lens, as Figure 4.12 demonstrates artifact free imaging of 

the cornea and iris simultaneously.  Furthermore, because there are no birefringent 

tissues in front of the cornea, as there are when imaging retina, the reference arm 

polarization controller would need to be optimized far less frequently, as long as no 

significant bending or twisting forces are applied to the fiber in the sample arm. 

In summary, we have demonstrated that the previously described buffering 

technique is compatible with coherence revival-based heterodyne SSOCT, and 

demonstrated the simultaneous improvement of both the imaging speed and imaging 

depth of an SSOCT system based upon a turnkey, commercially available laser. 
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5. Towards “Whole-Eye” OCT 

Whole-eye OCT refers to the use of OCT to image the entire optical system of the 

human eye, from the anterior surface of the cornea through to the choroidal-scleral 

interface.  The motivation for the development of this technology is the ability to create 

customized, ray-traced optical models of patient eyes. These models could potentially 

enhance intraocular lens customization and refractive surgical interventions, and also 

facilitate the correction of optical distortions due to the cornea and crystalline lens in 

conventional retinal OCT diagnostics. 

The ideal whole-eye OCT system would be able to acquire high resolution, 

motion-artifact free images of the anterior eye for anterior segment biometry, 

simultaneously with high resolution, wide-field, anatomically accurate images of the 

posterior eye. This lofty goal requires state-of-the-art OCT technology with optimal 

speed, sensitivity and resolution, as well as advanced image processing algorithms.  

In section 5.1, the numerous challenges associated with realizing whole-eye OCT 

are outlined and discussed.  In section 5.2, a technique that enables simultaneous, high 

speed and high resolution imaging of the anterior and posterior eye with a single SSOCT 

system is presented. 

 

Theresa Bustamante contributed to the development of the dual-depth imaging 

system, constructing the sample arm of the first prototype dual-depth system.  Derek 
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Nankivil contributed to the construction of later systems and also aided with data 

acquisition. Dr. Anthony Kuo provided valuable insights into the motivations and 

applications of the techniques developed in this chapter, and aided in the preparation of 

the related published manuscripts [124, 219]. 

 

5.1. Challenges in Realizing Whole-Eye OCT 

 Imaging Depth 5.1.1.

Of course, the first challenge to realizing whole-eye OCT is an extension of the imaging 

depth. To facilitate imaging of the entire axial range of the eye, the inherent imaging 

depth be significantly extended from the typical 1~8 mm of existing clinical imaging 

systems.  However, while the human eye extends over approximately 24mm of physical 

pathlength (32mm optical pathlength), a large portion of this axial length consists of 

optically transparent and relatively uninteresting vitreous gel.  Thus, only a portion of 

this axial length must be imaged to provide a complete characterization of the optical 

system of the eye.  These regions are shown in Figure 5.1.  The anterior segment, which 

extends from the anterior cornea to the posterior lens, extends approximately 8mm in 

physical length [165], or 11mm in optical pathlength.  The requirements for retinal 

imaging are somewhat more complicated, as the region of interest for imaging the retina 

is the inner surface of the globe of eye.  However, as common practice with retinal OCT 

systems, the scanning mirrors can be imaged into the pupil of the eye, thereby using the 
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optics of the eye to perform a sector scan along the back of the eye (see section 5.1.3).  

Using this approach, a depth range of only ~2mm of optical pathlength is required to 

image the posterior eye. 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Schematic of human eye showing regions of interest for whole-eye OCT.  Anterior 

segment (red) and posterior eye (blue). Modified from [220] 

 

Thus, rather than imaging over 30+ mm of optical pathlength, an OCT system needs 

only ~15mm of optical pathlength imaging range if this range can be divided 

appropriately. We have demonstrated coherence revival-based OCT, which in theory 

could support imaging ranges exceeding 15mm if multiple cavity length offsets are used 

simultaneously.  This idea will be further developed in the next section. 
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 Imaging Speed 5.1.2.

A second requirement of whole-eye OCT is that the imaging speed must be 

sufficiently fast to preclude image artifacts and errors in biometric measurements due to 

patient motion (discussed in section 1.5).  We have demonstrated a high-speed and 

extended-depth imaging technique that enables A-scan rates of 200kHz (Chapter 4); 

other recent advances have also demonstrated extended-depth imaging at high speed 

using either strategies for extending the coherence length of FDML’s [221], or next-

generation MEMS-based VCSEL’s lasers [88]. These advanced systems, operate at 

imaging rates approaching (or even exceeding) 1MHz, which is sufficiently fast to 

enable motion-artifact free volumetric imaging when combined with existing motion 

compensation strategies [178, 222]. However, these systems are currently pushing the 

limits of digitization and computer technology.  For example, consider an OCT imaging 

system operating at 1MHz, with an optimal imaging depth range of 15mm and axial 

resolution of 5 microns.  This system would produce data at a rate of 3GVoxels/s, and 

therefore require a digitization rate of 6 GHz (an extra factor of 2 is due to the complex 

conjugate).  These data rates are currently pushing the limits of available digitization 

technology, as well as the limits of computer bus speeds and solid state drive write 

speeds.  Thus, the biggest obstacle towards realizing megahertz (or even just hundreds 

of kilohertz) imaging speeds over the depth ranges required for whole-eye OCT is not 
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limitations of source or detector technology, but rather digitization and data streaming 

capabilities. 

 

 Optical Design 5.1.3.

The design of an optical system that can image the two regions of the eye 

highlighted in Figure 5.1, with sufficient resolution to be of clinical value, is a substantial 

challenge.  Fortunately, the axial resolution in OCT is determined only by the properties 

of the source, and thus only the lateral resolution factors into the optical design.  

Nevertheless, the design of an optical system that can achieve the desired 30~50 micron 

lateral resolution in the anterior eye simultaneously with the 5~15 micron resolution in 

the posterior eye is a non-trivial problem.  

Of all the extended imaging range techniques introduced in section 1.3.5, the 

multiple focal plane techniques are perhaps the most promising. Thus, one potential 

solution for extending achieving high lateral resolution in the anterior and posterior eye 

is to use a multiple focal plane approach.  Figure 5.2 shows schematics of the typical 

optical designs used for OCT imaging of the anterior and posterior eye.  For anterior 

segment imaging, a “telecentric” configuration is typically used, where the scanning 

mirrors are placed a focal length away from the objective lens, and the object plane lies a 

focal length away on the opposite side.  For retinal imaging, a 4F system is used to 
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image the scanning mirrors into the pupil of the patient eye, resulting in a “sector scan” 

that produces a curved focal plane on the retina. 

 

 

Figure 5.2: Schematics of optical designs typically used for OCT imaging of the anterior 

segment (left) and retina (right). SM: scanning mirror. L1,L2: lenses. 

 

To demonstrate how these two optical designs can be combined to image the 

anterior and posterior eye in a single system, we designed the OCT sample arm depicted 

in Figure 5.3. 

 

Figure 5.3: Sample arm design of sequential imaging of anterior (red) and posterior eye (blue). 

G: galvanometers. DM: dichroic mirror for fixation target (not shown). L1: Identical compound 

achromatic lenses. L2: Aspherical lens. M: Fixed mirrors. FM: Flip mirrors. 
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In this design, a pair of “flip mirrors” can be slid into and out of the optical path.  With 

the mirrors in place, the rays drawn in red demonstrate how a telecentric scan over the 

entire lateral range of interest of the anterior segment could be achieved.  With the 

mirrors removed, the blue rays demonstrate the common sector-scanning approach to 

imaging the retina, where the scanning mirrors have been imaged into the pupil plane.  

This system also allows for the optical design to be optimized for each imaging depth.  

That is, the lateral resolution and axial depth-of-field trade-off can be managed 

separately for each depth.  Of course, the major drawback of this design is that the 

anterior and posterior scans must be performed sequentially. In the next section, we 

demonstrate an extension of this optical design than enables simultaneous, as opposed 

to sequential, imaging of the anterior and posterior eye. 

 

 Image Processing and Analysis 5.1.4.

Assuming that the imaging depth, imaging speed and optical design challenges 

can be met, the final challenge that must be addressed is the correction of the acquired 

images and the extraction of biometric parameters from the anterior eye.  Significant 

progress has been made in these areas, with advanced algorithms for motion correction 

[178, 223], segmentation [181, 194], non-telecentric scan correction [168], refraction 

correction [168, 180], and extraction of corneal power and topography [163, 164, 170, 179, 

182, 183]. However, considerable work remains to be done to validate these biometric 
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measurements against existing clinical standards, as well as to extend the 

characterization that has been performed on the cornea to the crystalline lens.   

In addition to anterior eye biometry, whole-eye OCT also has the potential to 

correct artifacts and distortions in the retinal OCT images using parameters measured 

from the simultaneously acquired anterior segment images.  To date, little has been 

published on this application, though it is an active area of research3. 

 

5.2. Simultaneous SSOCT of the Anterior and Posterior Eye 

 Introduction 5.2.1.

As OCT develops into an important tool for anterior segment characterization, 

the ability to use a single system for both anterior and posterior imaging becomes a 

desirable feature for clinical systems. Several commercial ophthalmic OCT systems are 

capable of switching between anterior segment and retinal imaging modes, allowing a 

single system to function in both capacities. However, switching between modes 

requires the addition or removal of optics from the sample path and adjustment to the 

length of the reference path. Also, as these systems are designed primarily for retinal 

imaging, anterior segment imaging performance (particularly axial and lateral field of 

view) is typically suboptimal. 

                                                      

3 Dr. Anthony Kuo has performed substantial work towards understanding the effect that patient alignment 

and patient optics have on retinal image quality, including ray tracing models and experimental validation.  
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In addition, a few research systems have been developed to demonstrate whole 

eye-OCT [123, 158, 172]. However, these systems have all made sacrifices in imaging 

speed, transverse resolution and/or field-of-view to achieve the large axial field-of-view.  

Here, we present a novel OCT system that avoids the depth-of-field and lateral 

resolution trade-off of traditional, single-depth OCT systems, enabling simultaneous, 

high resolution imaging of the both the anterior and posterior eye.  Simultaneous 

imaging is achieved by combining coherence-revival based SSOCT with a polarization-

encoded sample arm. To demonstrate the feasibility of this technique for in vivo 

ophthalmic imaging, the system was used to simultaneously image the anterior 

segments and retinas of healthy human volunteers.  

 

 Methods 5.2.2.

We describe an extension of the coherence revival based heterodyne SSOCT that enables 

simultaneous imaging of two different regions of the eye. This was achieved through the 

use of a dual-channel sample arm that simultaneously scanned the anterior segment and 

retina. The path through the sample arm that imaged the retina (the “retinal path”) was 

matched to the reference arm pathlength, encoding the retinal image at the baseband for 

conventional SSOCT imaging. The “anterior segment path” was offset from the 

reference arm pathlength by a distance equal to the laser cavity length, which encoded 

the anterior segment interferogram with a carrier frequency. As a result, after inverse 
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Fourier transformation of the acquired spectral interferogram, the retinal image 

appeared near DC while the anterior segment image appeared shifted in depth. This 

precluded overlap of the two images while also resolving the complex conjugate artifact 

for the anterior segment image. 

 

 

Figure 5.4: SSOCT system schematic. BR: Balanced receiver. PM: power meter. UP: Unused 

ports, PC: polarization controller. Sample arm: Red and blue lines depict the retinal and 

anterior segment imaging paths, respectively. Overlapping paths are shown in purple. L: Lens. 

HWP: half-wave plate. PBS: Polarizing beamsplitter. FM: fold mirror. G: Galvanometers 

 

 A schematic of the dual-channel sample arm is shown in Figure 5.4. The 

incoming polarization was controlled by the half-wave plate (HWP) before reaching the 

first PBS. Light emerging from the single mode fiber was partially polarized, such that 

rotation of the wave plate could direct as much as 83% of the incident light to either 

path. This implies that the degree of polarization of the source was 66%. The transmitted 

polarization experienced a fixed delay, whereas the reflected polarization experienced a 

longer and variable delay that could be adjusted via a translation stage (dashed box in 

Figure 5.4). The two polarizations were then recombined at the second PBS and scanned 

by a pair of orthogonal galvanometer mirrors. Reflections at the galvanometer mirrors 
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resulted in a rotation of the polarization, such that the P and S polarizations were 

switched. When the scanned beams reached the third PBS, the polarization state that 

had initially been reflected was then transmitted, and vice versa. Following this second 

split, each path contained carefully designed optics optimized for either anterior 

segment or retinal imaging, allowing for the acquisition of images of both regions of the 

subject’s eye with no adjustment of the sample arm optics. The two paths were then 

recombined at the fourth PBS and directed to the patient eye.  

Sample arm optics were optimized in Zemax to provide the optimal trade-off 

between resolution, aberration and depth of focus for each imaging depth using off-the-

shelf achromatic doublets. The retinal imaging optics were optimized using an eye 

model with a gradient index lens [83], and designed to scan a 2.6 mm beam incident on 

the cornea, pivoting through the pupil about a 17.4 degree scan range. The anterior 

segment path was designed to have a lateral resolution of 30 µm (defined as the FWHM 

of the PSF), and a 15.1 mm lateral scan range. This lower lateral resolution allowed for a 

much longer depth of field to permit imaging through the entire anterior chamber. The 

axial resolution for both paths was < 10 µm, limited by the spectral shaping window 

applied in processing. 

Key features of the combined polarization and depth encoding schemes used in 

this system are optimal optical power conservation and crosstalk rejection. The two sets 

of PBS cubes effectively created two polarization channels. Neglecting the finite 
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extinction ratios of the PBS cubes, all of the light whose polarization was not modified in 

the sample returned in the appropriate polarization channel, thereby limiting the 

sensitivity loss in each channel for dual-channel imaging to a single factor of -3 dB. 

Returning light whose polarization was modified either by depolarization or 

birefringence in the sample (and thus contaminated the wrong polarization channel) 

was also depth encoded and thus lost to imaging, but did not degrade the other image. 

The SSOCT system topology is also shown in Figure 5.4. An external cavity 

tunable laser (Axsun Technologies) operating at a 100 kHz sweep rate, output power of 

22 mW, central wavelength of 1040 nm, and bandwidth of 100 nm was used as the 

source. A spectrally balanced Michelson fiber interferometer design [151] was used. 

While this interferometer design contains an inherent 3dB inefficiency, it provides near-

ideal spectrally balanced detection, which significantly reduces relative intensity noise 

(RIN) from the source. The power incident on the patient eye was 900 µW per channel, 

for a total of 1.8 mW. This is in compliance with the most stringent interpretation of the 

ANSI Z136.1 standard [159]. Light returning from the interferometer was detected on a 

1 GHz InGaAs balanced receiver (WL-BPD1GA, Wieserlabs) and digitized at 1 GS/s on 

an 8-bit (6.7-ENOB), 500 MHz bandwidth digitizer (ATS9870, Alazar Tech). Data 

acquisition and processing were performed in LabVIEW and C. Separate dispersion 

compensation algorithms were applied for each depth, which is a requirement of the 

coherence revival technique [107]. 
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 System performance 5.2.3.

For each channel of the sample arm, power efficiency, peak sensitivity and sensitivity 

fall-off profiles were measured. Power efficiency measurements were made by placing a 

mirror in the sample arm and measuring the optical power returning in the power meter 

channel as a fraction of the power incident on the sample. The retinal channel power 

efficiency was measured to be 40%, whereas the anterior segment channel efficiency was 

measured to be 38%.  

Peak sensitivity and sensitivity fall-off profiles were measured by placing a -

48 dB calibrated reflector in the sample arm and translating the reference mirror. 

Sensitivity was then computed as the ratio of the peak of the A-scan to the standard 

deviation of the noise floor measured with the sample arm blocked. The peak sensitivity 

was 96 dB for retinal imaging and 95 dB for anterior segment imaging; the 1 dB 

difference is a consequence of the coherence revival fall-off envelope [107]. The 

theoretical, shot-noise limited sensitivity was computed, as described in [51], to be 

102 dB for each channel; this value includes the inherent 3 dB inefficiency of the 

spectrally balanced interferometer. The discrepancy between the theoretical and 

measured sensitivities can be partially explained by optical losses (4 dB). The remaining 

2 dB discrepancy was likely due to digitization noise and residual RIN not rejected by 

spectral balancing. 
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 Results 5.2.4.

Sensitivity fall-off profiles for each imaging channel are shown in Figure 5.5. For 

the retinal channel, we observed an imaging range of 5.2 mm in air (3.9 mm in tissue), 

defined as the region over which the sensitivity loss measured from the zero pathlength 

difference (ZPD) position was less than 6 dB. For anterior segment imaging, the peak 

sensitivity position appeared at approximately 6 mm in depth, and the anterior segment 

imaging region spanned approximately 8.5 mm (6.4 mm in tissue) from 1.5 mm to 

10 mm. A full doubling of the 5.2 mm imaging depth was not achieved due to limited 

electronic bandwidth of the digitizer.  
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Figure 5.5: Sensitivity fall-off profiles for the retinal (top) and anterior segment (bottom) imaging 

channels. Red horizontal lines are drawn at -6dB sensitivity from the peak. 

 

Thus, there existed a 1.5 mm region in which the retina could be imaged without 

limiting the imaging range of the anterior segment. While it is possible for faint anterior 

segment structures to appear in this 1.5mm region, this was avoided by managing the 

orientation of each image, as described below. This 1.5 mm retinal imaging range is 

comparable to the imaging depth of clinical SDOCT systems, and could be extended at 

the expense of anterior segment imaging range if necessary. 
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To demonstrate feasibility in vivo, images were acquired from three healthy 

human volunteers. Dual-depth B-scans were acquired at 50 Hz for 2000 (lateral) x 2304 

(axial) pixel images. Figure 5.6A shows a typical B-scan as observed during acquisition. 

The retina appears “above” the anterior segment, and both images are upright. This 

orientation was chosen as it precludes the possibility of crosstalk between deeper 

structures in the anterior segment and the retinal image. Figure 5.6B and C show images 

from the same data set after further processing, including dispersion compensation for 

the anterior segment image, cropping, scaling, and averaging.  Finally, Figure 5.7 shows 

3D renderings of simultaneously acquired volumes of the anterior and posterior eye. 
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Figure 5.6: Simultaneously acquired anterior segment and retinal images. A: A single frame as 

acquired before cropping and dispersion compensation, consisting of 2000 (lateral) x 2304 

(axial) samples, acquired in 20msec. ZPD: Zero pathlength difference position, +1CL: Cavity 

length offset position. B and C: Separated anterior segment and retinal images, averaged over 

5 frames. Scale bars are 1mm, 1mm x 1mm and 250 μm x 1° in A, B and C, respectively. 
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Figure 5.7: 3D rendering of simultaneously acquired anterior segment and retinal volumes. 

Total acquisition consisted of 2304 x 500 x 200 samples, acquired in 1 s. 
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Figure 5.8: SSOCT B-scans taken with the OCT system aligned with the volunteer’s visual axis 

(left) and optical axis (right). Each pair of images consists of 1600 (lateral) by 2304 (axial) 

samples x 5 averaged frames, acquired in 40 msec each. 

 

In Figure 5.6, the anterior segment image appears slightly angled because the 

optical axis of the system was aligned with the volunteer’s visual axis, and thus offset 

from the optical axis of the eye by a few degrees. As a result, the fovea was centered in 

the retinal image, but the anterior segment was angled.  The distinction between the 

optical and visual axes is portrayed in Figure 5.8.  The two images on left were acquired 

simultaneously, with the SSOCT system aligned with the patient visual axis. Thus, the 

fovea is again centered in the image, but the anterior segment is skewed.  The two 

images on the right were acquired with the SSOCT system aligned with the volunteer’s 

optical axis. Here, the anterior segment image appears upright, but the fovea is off-

center. 
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 Summary 5.2.5.

We have reported on an SSOCT system design that enables simultaneous imaging of the 

retina and anterior segment. This design employs polarization encoding and coherence 

revival to discriminate each imaging depth, and allows for the optical design of each 

sample path to be optimized independently. While coherence revival-based frequency 

encoding is only applicable to certain sources, the polarization encoded sample arm 

design is applicable to any extended depth SSOCT system, provided that the relative 

delay between the two sample paths is adjusted accordingly. 
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6. Conclusions and Future Directions 

In the preceding chapters, we have discussed recent advancements in the 

imaging speed and imaging depth of SSOCT techniques.  These developments, in 

addition to other recent advancements in FDML technologies [73, 151, 221, 224], and 

especially vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSEL’s) [88] have enabled high speed 

and extended depth SSOCT technology to the extent that the imaging speed and 

inherent imaging range limitations (i.e. sensitivity fall-off and the complex conjugate) no 

longer restrict the applicability of these systems.  However, system designs taking 

advantage of these advanced capabilities are still in development.  In the following 

sections, we present on-going and proposed future projects that make use of the 

technologies described in the preceding chapters. 
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6.1. Field-Deployable, Handheld SSOCT System for Sequential 
Anterior/Posterior Ocular Imaging 

 Motivation 6.1.1.

A common adage used in the triage of injuries is “life, limb, or eyesight.” Injuries 

that threaten any of these three have severe long-term consequences for the affected 

individual, military/veteran health care organizations, and society as a whole. Hence, 

injuries to “life, limb, or eyesight” need to be quickly identified and prioritized during 

triage. The incidence of combat related ocular injuries in modern warfare is 

unfortunately not uncommon, and was reported to be 13% in a recent analysis of combat 

related ocular trauma during portions of the Iraqi conflicts [225]. While combat related 

ocular injuries from close-range explosive munitions in recent conflicts were readily 

recognized by most medical personnel and quickly evacuated [225, 226], less dramatic 

presentations of ocular trauma can be difficult for non-specialist personnel to properly 

and quickly diagnose, or to distinguish between the various pathologies that can affect 

eyesight. In theatre, such scenarios can result from activities ranging from combat (e.g. 

guns/explosives handling), to training (e.g., transport, falls), to leisure (sports, 

horseplay) [227]. 

A presenting complaint as apparently simple as blurry vision can be a result of 

pathologies ranging from the vision-threatening (corneal ulcer, laceration) to the 

mundane (dry eye, need for glasses). A review of individuals evacuated out of theatre 

solely for ocular conditions in Iraq and Afghanistan from 2003-2004 showed that only 
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11% had truly acute, vision-threatening conditions [228]. The majority of the rest had 

chronic conditions which in some cases had existed even prior to deployment. As 

specialist physicians are generally in limited supply, a system and/or device to help non-

ophthalmic medical personnel examine the eye and help distinguish between the 

mundane and the truly vision-threatening for triage has the potential to maximize use of 

available resources. 

OCT generates high resolution images that provide more anatomic information 

than is available from the standard slit-lamp biomicroscope and ophthalmoscope. 

Furthermore, in contrast to the slit lamp biomicroscope and especially the 

ophthalmoscope – both of which may be difficult for the non-eye care specialist to use 

with proficiency – OCT is typically operated in the civilian setting by trained non-

medical personnel (i.e., ophthalmic photographers). For the military setting, whether at 

the field, battalion aid stations, theater hospitals, base clinics, or other clinical settings, a 

ruggedized, portable OCT system could potentially be utilized by any lightly trained 

provider – physicians and nonphysicians – to examine and assist in the triage of ocular 

pathology.  

Furthermore, as a digital platform, OCT examinations are stored and can be 

transmitted for review with consultants without subjecting the patient to reexamination, 

a particularly useful benefit when repeated examination may cause discomfort to the 

patient. A faithful digital volumetric representation of the entire eye as obtained with 
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the proposed OCT system would be valuable for teleconsultation with tertiary 

specialists. In addition, given the current average 5 hour response time in 

teleconsultation programs, initial screening of the OCT images with specialized software 

would give deployed providers immediate feedback, decision support, and case 

prioritization at the point of care. 

 

 System design 6.1.2.

The system proposed here employs an Axsun Technologies ECTL, operating at 

100kHz sweep rate with a central wavelength of 1040nm and tuning bandwidth of 

100nm. The single-sided imaging range of this laser is approximately 5mm, and will be 

doubled (as we have already demonstrated, discussed in chapter 3) using coherence 

revival to approximately 10mm. To achieve rapidly switchable imaging of two different 

imaging depths (the anterior segment and retina) the location of this 10mm imaging 

region must be changed to match the optical path delay of the desired imaging depth.  

Existing convertible anterior/posterior commercial SDOCT systems switch the 

imaging region by physically replacing some portion of the sample arm optics and 

translating the reference mirror over a long distance, a slow process that requires the use 

of very long travel linear translators and is particularly susceptible to misalignment. Our 

proposed approach for much more rapid and robust optical switching between anterior 

and posterior segment imaging in the sample arm is the subject of the next section. To 
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similarly switch the reference arm delay, we propose to employ a MEMS fiber optic 

switch (e.g. OSW12-980- SM, Thorlabs Inc.) to switch between two pre-set reference 

delays, as depicted in Figure 6.1. It should be noted that, in contrast to the fast optical 

switch described in chapter 4, which split the incoming light by polarization and 

employed the elctro-optic effect, this switch is MEMS-based, and thus does not result in 

the generation of PMD. 

 

 

Figure 6.1: Schematic of rapidly switchable dual reference arm configuration based on a 

MEMS fiber optic switch 

 

This switch supports switching times that are very fast compared to a B-scan (< 1ms), 

and its operation involves no physical modification potentially introducing 

misalignment to the bulk optic component of either reference delay. Furthermore, 

because the system uses two relatively short reference arms, as compared to a single 

long travel reference arm, it is inherently robust against misalignment due to system 

drift or acute mechanical shock.  
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As discussed in section 5.1.3, the design of an OCT sample arm that can rapidly 

switch between states that efficiently focus light onto either the anterior or posterior 

segments of the human eye is a non-trivial problem. Constructing such a system with a 

sufficiently small form factor to be used as either a handheld or tabletop device further 

constrains the design. Conventional retinal OCT scanning schemes require imaging the 

scanning mirrors into the pupil plane of the patient eye in a 4F configuration, with an 

optimal beam size of ~3mm to achieve maximum lateral resolution on the retina of ~15 

microns spot size limited by the patient’s own optics [229]. Anterior segment scanning 

schemes depend strongly on the trade-off between lateral resolution and axial depth-of-

field [87]. For the anterior segment scanning optics, a target 34 micron spot size 

(Gaussian spot waist) provides a depth of field (confocal parameter) of 7.4mm, 

corresponding well to the proposed system’s 10mm imaging range, after correcting for 

refractive index, while still providing sufficient resolution for the characterization of 

refractive interfaces.  
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Figure 6.2: Top: Schematic of a switchable sample arm design showing retinal imaging (blue) 

and anterior segment imaging (red) states. G: Galvanometers. DM: Dichroic mirror (for 

fixation target, not shown). L1: Compound achromatic lenses. L2: Aspherical lens. M: Fixed 

mirrors. FM: Flip mirrors. Bottom: 3D rendering of the same sample arm design. 

The proposed rapidly-convertible sample arm design, depicted in Figure 6.2, 

employs two “flip mirrors” that allow the system to be rapidly switched between retinal 

and anterior segment imaging modes. These commercially available motorized flip 

mounts (MFF001, Thorlabs Inc.) provide precise and repeatable removal and 

repositioning of mirrors in the beam path, with response times <500ms. A single 

electrical trigger will initiate a state change of the two flip mirrors in the sample arm as 

well as the MEMS switch in the reference arm (Figure 6.1). Light emerging from the 

sample arm fiber is collimated to a 2.6 mm diameter beam, which is then scanned in the 
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X and Y dimensions by a galvanometer mirror pair. The scanned beam is then refracted 

by a pair of matched 1” diameter 75mm achromatic lenses that are common to both 

paths. The anterior segment path is active when the flip mirrors are positioned in the 

beam path, and is illustrated in red in the schematic in Figure 6.2. In this path, a very 

large F-number aspheric lens (1” diameter, 20mm focal length) forms an image of the 

galvanometer mirrors in a 4F configuration. This galvanometer image is then used to 

create a 2F telecentric scanning system using a second matched pair of 1” diameter 

75mm achromatic lenses. This system design produces a 30Μm spot in the anterior 

chamber of the patient’s eye (defined as the FWHM of the lateral PSF), which 

corresponds to a ~35μm Gaussian spot waist and 7.5mm imaging range (confocal 

parameter), allowing full use of the depth afforded by the SSOCT engine. Note that 

imaging the entire depth of the anterior segment at once, as mandated by the 

requirements of the proposed device, necessitates a tradeoff from the single micronscale 

lateral resolution typically desired in OCT. However, this resolution still generates 

excellent quality images of all structures including cornea and iris (e.g., Figure 3.9). The 

lateral scan range across the anterior segment is approximately 15mmx15mm for 

diffraction limited performance; scan ranges exceeding 20mmx20mm can be achieved 

with some loss of resolution. The retinal path is active when the flip mirrors are 

positioned out of the beam path, and is illustrated in blue in the schematic in Figure 6.2. 

In this configuration, the two pairs of 75mm achromatic lenses form an image of the 
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galvanometer mirrors in a 4F configuration in the pupil plane of the patient. The beam 

pivoting in the patient’s pupil is 2.6mm in diameter. Assuming (optimistically) the 

patient’s eye has diffraction limited performance over that aperture, a spot size of 7.7μm 

is produced on the retina. Neglecting the refractive index change, the beam pivots 

through an optical angle of approximately 30 degrees through the pupil. Finally, in 

addition to providing excellent imaging performance for both anterior segment and 

retinal imaging, this design is extremely compact, spanning only 5” x 2” (excluding 

working distance to the patient eye). This compact design is possible due to the use of 

matched pairs of achromatic lenses as well as a large F-number asphere. 
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6.2. Intrasurgical OCT imaging with extended-depth SSOCT 

Real-time 3D visualization of vitreoretinal surgery has the potential to improve 

patient outcomes by providing surgeons with immediate visual feedback on complex 

surgical maneuvers. Among the most challenging aspects of these surgeries are the 

difficulty in distinguishing tissues with subtle contrast and the uncertainty in the 

judgment of distances and relative positions within the patient eye [230]. First-line 

techniques to improve visualization pose potential hazards to patients; increasing the 

optical power emitted by endoilluminators used for wide-field illumination increases 

already elevated risks of photothermal/photochemical toxicity [231], while the use of 

fluorescent stains such as indocyanine green has been shown to cause reduced visual 

acuity and peripheral visual field loss [232].   

Optical coherence tomography is an ideal candidate for intrasurgical 

visualization of vitreoretinal surgery, given its proven track record of providing high-

speed, high resolution, and high contrast volumetric images of retinal tissue in vivo 

within safe optical exposure limits [159].  The recent demonstration of an SDOCT system 

integrated into a surgical microscope has established the feasibility of such systems [233-

236], yielding high resolution (12µm lateral and 6.5 µm axial) and high sensitivity (112 

dB) OCT imaging with only 700µW of optical power incident on the patient eye.  A 

schematic of an existing intrasurgical SDOCT system is shown in Figure 6.3.  
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Figure 6.3: Existing design of the intrasurgical MM-SDOCT system, from [233]. 

 

The OCT engine used in this system is somewhat outdated, especially with respect to its 

relatively slow imaging speed (20kHz A-scan rate) and limited axial imaging range 

(1.45mm).  Application of the techniques described in the preceding chapters would 

enable significantly improved imaging speed and imaging depth. In fact, 

implementation of the buffered, complex conjugate resolved SSOCT system described in 

section 4.2 would provide a 10-fold improvement in imaging speed and more than a 5-

fold improvement in imaging depth. The increased imaging speed could provide 

significantly more information to the surgeon, for example, by enabling simultaneous 

visualization of multiple orthogonal views, or multiple parallel views staggered around 
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a region of interest.  The increased imaging range would greatly simplify initial 

alignment of the system prior to each procedure and would offer a significant increase in 

system robustness to misalignment during complicated surgical procedures. 

Of course, these improvements come at a price, specifically a substantial loss in 

imaging sensitivity (from 112dB to 98dB).  However, much of this sensitivity loss could 

be compensated for by dense scanning and frame averaging, which are facilitated by the 

substantially improved imaging speed.  It should be noted that, despite the difference in 

operating wavelength, both the system described [233] and the system described in 

section 4.2 have comparable axial resolution (~7 μm in air, ~5 μm in tissue). 

Constructing a SSOCT intrasurgical microscope based on the SSOCT engine 

described in section 4.2 and the existing intrasurgical SDOCT system shown in Figure 

6.3 can be accomplished as follows. Of course, the SLD and spectrometer would be 

replaced by an appropriate swept source laser and balanced receiver. Beyond that, most 

of the required changes arise because of the difference in operating wavelength; while 

the existing SDOCT system operates around 840nm, the proposed SSOCT engine 

operates at 1040nm.  Thus, the fiber interferometer and the dichroic mirror (denoted “D” 

in Figure 6.3) would be different.  Fortunately, the so-called “B-coated” optics (in 

reference to Thorlabs’ model numbers for optics with an NIR coating) used in the 

existing system work reasonably well around 1040nm, and thus the same optical design 
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could be reused, although re-optimization (to account for the slight variance in glass 

index of refraction) should be performed. 

A significant obstacle that must be addressed before intrasurgical OCT can reach 

its full potential is the development of technology for real time display. Display 

technologies have lagged significantly behind the technological advancements in high 

speed FDOCT, to the extent that most high speed systems are capable of displaying in 

real-time only a subset of the information that is acquired.  While this is not problematic 

for most clinical applications, where viewing the data after post-processing is feasible, 

this is clearly not the case for intrasurgical applications.  As such, the development of 

hardware and algorithms that enable real time processing is critical. 

Recently, the use of two alternative processing technologies for processing of 

OCT data has been explored: graphical programming units (GPU’s) [237] and field 

programmable gate arrays (FPGA’s) [238].  The implementation of either, or both, of 

these technologies will be critical to the implementation of high speed OCT systems in 

surgery, as without the capability for real-time processing and display, the improved 

imaging speed of the proposed SSOCT system would be for naught. 
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6.3. Time and polarization–encoded dual depth SSOCT 

The dual-depth OCT system described in Chapter 4 employed both polarization-

encoding and coherence revival-based frequency encoding to enable simultaneous 

imaging of the anterior segment and retina.  While coherence revival-based frequency 

encoding is only applicable to sources that exhibit this behavior, the polarization 

encoded sample arm design is more widely applicable.  For example, the sample arm 

design is compatible with any extended depth SSOCT system, provided that source has 

sufficient coherence length and the relative delay between the two sample paths is 

adjusted accordingly.  Alternatively, the sample arm design can also be combined with 

an optical switch to enable time- and polarization-encoded imaging of multiple depths 

within a sample.  One potential embodiment of a time- and polarization-encoded dual 

depth SSOCT system is described here. 

Dual depth imaging can be achieved by combining a standard SSOCT system 

with a polarization encoded sample arm, and by placing fast optical switches in both the 

sample and reference arms.  A schematic of such a system is shown in Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.4: Schematic of a time and polarization encoded dual-depth sample arm. Red and blue 

lines depict the retinal and anterior segment imaging paths, respectively. Overlapping paths 

are shown in purple. FOS: Fast optical switch. L: Lens. HWP: half-wave plate. PBS: Polarizing 

beamsplitter. FM: fold mirror. G: Galvanometers 

 

Here, the half wave plates (HWP) in the sample arm are adjusted to direct the 

desired amount of optical power to each path.  The incoming light does not need to be 

polarized, although use of polarized light would increase throughput.  The remainder of 

the system is identical to the system described in Chapter 4, and thus confers the same 

advantages, including allowing the trade-off between lateral resolution and axial field-

of-view to be optimized for each path. Crosstalk between the two channels is precluded 

by temporal encoding, and because returning light whose polarization is modified in the 

sample (either by depolarization or birefringence) will return in the wrong channel and 

thus be rejected by the optical switch. 

 It should be noted that a reference arm with a fast optical switch that alternates 

between two delays, similar to the one shown in Figure 6.1, would also be required for 
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this system. The two fast optical switches can be driven with any arbitrary waveform to 

enable simultaneous (alternating A-scans) or sequential imaging (alternating B-scans) of 

the anterior and posterior eye.  The switch used in the experiments described in Chapter 

4 had a response time of 60ns, and thus would support alternating A-scans for lasers 

with sweep rates up to 1.67MHz (assuming a 90% duty cycle is desired).   

This system can also be used in conjunction with a buffered SSOCT system, even 

buffered systems employing fast optical switches in the source arm.  In fact, integration 

of the three switches in such a system would be simplified by the fact that all three 

would require exactly the same drive waveform.   

This system would enable both simultaneous and sequential imaging of the 

anterior and posterior eye with any SSOCT laser, not just lasers exhibiting coherence 

revival.  Furthermore, as with the system described in Chapter 4, the lateral resolution 

and axial field-of-view trade-off can be optimized for each path. However, the design 

does have certain drawbacks in terms of cost and complexity, as at least two optical 

switches are required.  Furthermore, insertion losses in the switch may also reduce 

system sensitivity, as would any birefringence in the sample. 
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6.4. Design of an optimal coherence revival laser 

It is worth noting that, in the coherence revival experiments presented in 

Chapter 3, the phase modulations used to generate all of the experimental data were 

generated as an unintended by-product of the designs of the two lasers used. One could 

envision a laser deliberately designed to create a cavity length variation that would 

exhibit significantly better performance. An ideal laser would create a pure, linear-in-

wavelength cavity length variation (and thus create fewer, if any, ghost image artifacts), 

would have a high finesse (ensuring that the sensitivity loss with increasing cavity 

length offset is minimized), and might even allow for user control of the axial position 

shift (by adjusting the slope of the cavity length variation). Such a laser would be 

valuable for extended depth SSOCT imaging applications, and would even further 

simplify this technique for resolving the complex conjugate ambiguity in SSOCT.  

An optimized coherence revival laser could be achieved by simply adding a 

phase modulator, such as an AOM, into the cavity of an external cavity tunable laser.  

The drawbacks generally associated with placing an AOM in the OCT interferometer 

can be mitigated in this configuration as the gain in the laser cavity can be used to 

compensate the spectrally-dependent insertion losses of the modulator.  This design 

would allow for the axial position shift to be adjusted by simply tuning the modulation 

frequency of the modulator.  As ECTL’s generally have non-linear wavelength vs. time 

profiles, driving the AOM with a pure tone would likely result in the creation of 
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dispersion-like PSF degradation discussed in Chapter 3.  However, by driving the 

modulator with an optimized, non-linear drive waveform, the modulation frequency 

could be dynamically adjusted to compensate for the non-linear sweep of the laser, 

thereby creating a pure axial position shift with little or no PSF degradation. 
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6.5. Ultrahigh resolution SDOCT using supercontinuum lasers 

Ultrahigh resolution SDOCT systems employing very broad bandwidth 

supercontiuum sources have been demonstrated [116, 138, 239-243] and in many cases 

have achieved sub-micron axial resolution.  One drawback of these techniques, however, 

is the dynamic amplitude noise introduced by power and spectral fluctuations of 

supercontinuum sources, which are discussed in detail in [244, 245].  While this 

amplitude noise can be reduced by careful optimization of the source, shot-noise limited 

performance is still difficult to achieve.   

One potential solution for removing this amplitude noise is to use a balanced 

detection scheme [246, 247], which is commonly used in SSOCT systems.  Balanced 

detection is not commonly used in SDOCT because of the relatively low RIN associated 

with SLD’s [49, 248], and because, for optimal balancing, co-alignment of the two 

spectrometers is critical, which is difficult to achieve in practice. 

One potential solution for simplifying the co-alignment, and increasing the 

imaging of depth of the system at the same time, is to use a source with a comb 

spectrum, as has been previously suggested by Izatt et al, [249] and later demonstrated 

by Bajraszewski et al [250]. This can be realized by using a source that inherently has a 

comb-like spectrum (such as a mode-locked laser), or by filtering a continuous spectrum 

source with a periodic optical filter.  This latter technique is, of course, extremely 
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inefficient, but is compatible with supercontinuum lasers for use in OCT due to their 

inherently high optical power. 

This technique is optimized if the number of comb “teeth” per pixel is limited to 

one across the entire imaging range.  This requires that the free spectral range (FSR) of 

the periodic filter match the pixel spacing in spectrum.  Furthermore, because periodic 

filters, such as Fabry-Perot filters, are most commonly evenly spaced in wavenumber, 

and spectrometers are ordinarily (fairly) linear in wavelength, the comb spacing may 

change across the spectrometer.  One potential solution to this problem is to employ a 

linear-in-wavenumber spectrometer, which has been previously demonstrated for use in 

OCT [251]. This design has the added advantage of simplifying the processing of OCT 

data, by not requiring hardware resampling. 

It is important to note, however, that the improvement in both imaging depth 

and ease of alignment with comb sources is only realized if the spectral bandwidth 

corresponding to each pixel on the spectrometer is limited by the continuous nature of 

the light source spectrum, and not by diffraction or aberrations in the spectrometer 

optics.  That is, after comb filtering, the spot size of each comb “tooth” on the 

spectrometer camera must be smaller than a pixel, which requires careful design of the 

optics of the spectrometer. Assuming this can be achieved, co-alignment of two such 

spectrometers can be easily realized, as small misalignments between the two 
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spectrometers will not affect the co-alignment, as long as these misalignments do not 

cause a the comb “teeth” to be shifter onto adjacent pixels.  

In summary, the use of a pair of co-aligned, linear-in-wavenumber 

spectrometers, while potentially complicated in design and implementation, would 

enable shot-noise limited performance of ultrahigh resolution SDOCT systems 

employing supercontinuum sources.  Of course, in this implementation, balancing is 

performed digitally and thus common-mode noise can only be suppressed to the same 

level as digitization noise.  However, in typical shot-noise limited SDOCT systems, shot-

noise will dominate over digitization noise, and thus this technique would still enable 

shot-noise limited performance. 
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